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Prefaci

Com que la construcci�o de tot l�univers �es absolutament per�

fecta i es deguda a un Creador amb coneixement in�nit� no

res existeix al m�on que no mostri alguna propietat de m�axim

o m��nim	 Aix�� doncs� no pot haver cap dubte sobre la possibi�

litat que tots els efectes estiguin determinats pels seus desig�

nis �nals amb l�ajuda del m�etode del m�axim� de la mateixa

manera que ells estan tamb�e determinats per les causes ini�

cials	

La Geometria de la Natura

Les lleis fonamentals de la Natura
 des de la mec�anica cl�assica
 l	�optica geom�etrica
 la
gravetat
 l	electromagnetisme �ns a la mec�anica qu�antica
 semblen ser Hamiltonianes�
Maupertuis ho va explicar tot dient que
 suposant que l	Univers tingu�es un Creador
perfecte
 llavors ha de ser el millor dels universos possibles
 i aix�� doncs hauria d	estar
regit per un principi variacional� Encara que aix�o ho va dir abans que Hamilton formul�es
la seva din�amica
 �es un fet ben conegut que els principis variacionals i Hamiltonians
estan ��ntimament relacionats� Com diu R�S� MacKay ����
 tot plegat �es una mica
misteri�os�

Com que el llenguatge de lamec�anica Hamiltoniana �es el c�alcul de formes diferencials
i camps vectorials sobre varietats diferenciables �
 la formulaci�o b�asica d	aquest c�alcul
actua com les regles gramaticals ����� Una conseq�u�encia agradable �es la possibilitat
d	evitar els c�alculs feixucs tan corrents en mec�anica anal��tica� De fet
 el primer exemple
d	aquest formalisme va apar�eixer en un treball de J�L� Lagrange ��� sobre mec�anica
celest l	any ��� Lagrange va escriure les equacions del moviment per als elements
orbitals z � �z�� � � � � z�� d	un planeta
 sota l	efecte de pertorbacions
 en la forma

�H

�zi
�

�X
j��

aij�z�
dzj
dt

�

�Un petit resum de geometria diferencial apareix cap al �nal de la mem�oria�
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II PREFACI

on �ai�j�i�j���� �es una matriu antisim�etrica
 i va mostrar que mitjan�cant una elecci�o
adequada del sistema coordenat es poden escriure les equacions en la forma ara coneguda
com equacions de Hamilton�

Aix�� doncs
 com va comentar Alan Weinstein ���
 aquest formalisme Hamiltoni�a
t�e el paper en Matem�atiques d	un llenguatge que pot facilitar la comunicaci�o entre la
Geometria i l	An�alisi� De fet
 la geometritzaci�o d	aquest llenguatge �es el que avui en
dia es coneix com Geometria Simpl�ectica
 que ha esdevingut una pr�ospera branca de
les Matem�atiques� La paraula simpl�ectic va ser inventada per H� Weyl ����
 el qual va
substituir l	arrel grega per la llatina de la paraula complex� A ell li devem tamb�e la
citaci�o seg�uent que il�lustra el tarann�a del que estem comentant�

A l�interior d�un matem�atic s�estan barallant el dimoni de l��algebra abstracta
i l��angel de la geometria�

El formalisme Hamiltoni�a�simpl�ectic ha impregnat altres teories matem�atiques
 que
en principi estan bastant llunyanes� Com a exemples
 citem la teoria de representacions
de grups de Lie
 la teoria de resolubilitat local d	operadors diferencials lineals i la teoria
d	operadors can�onics� Des d	un punt de vista m�es aviat �los�o�c
 sembla que es pugui
simplecti�car tot� Encara que nosaltres no tractarem d	aquests temes
 s�� que mostre la
import�ancia que t�e l	estudi de la geometria simpl�ectica dins les Matem�atiques�

Podem resumir aquestes idees dient que sembla que D�eu �es un ge�ometra
 i la ge�
ometria de la Natura �es simpl�ectica�

L�estructura de l�espai de fase

Tornant a la mec�anica cl�assica ��
 �
 ���
 �es una bona idea descriure els estats dels
sistemes amb unes coordenades z � �x� y�
 on x � �x�� � � � � xd� s�on les coordenades locals
sobre una varietatM �l	espai de con�guraci�o� i que descriuen les posicions dels punts
d	aquesta
 i y � �y�� � � � � yd� s�on els corresponents moments conjugats
 que descriuen
covectors ���formes� sobre tal varietat� �Es a dir
 z � �x� y� s�on coordenades locals del
�brat cotangent N � T �M deM
 l	espai de fase del nostre sistema� d �es el nombre de
graus de llibertat� Veiem que aix�o �es una her�encia directa de les lleis de Newton
 que en
particular diuen que per determinar el moviment d	un sistema de part��cules necessitem
les posicions i velocitats en un determinat instant �a part de les seves interaccions

evidentment�� L	estructura de l	espai de fase que ara descriurem seria molt diferent si
les equacions de Newton fossin de tercer ordre i no de segon
 �es a dir
 si necessit�essim

a m�es
 les acceleracions inicials de les part��cules per determinar els seus moviments�

Un sistema din�amic general ve donat per un camp vectorial sobre l	espai de fase
N 
 que codi�ca l	evoluci�o in�nitesimal de qualsevol quantitat de�nida sobre ell� �Es a
dir
 si X � X �N � �es un camp vectorial i F � C��N � �es una funci�o
 llavors la variaci�o
in�nitesimal �F de F al llarg de les traject�ories de X �o derivada orbital� ve donada per

�F � X�F ��

Aquesta �es la versi�o intr��nseca d	un sistema d	equacions diferencials ordin�aries�
�xi � fi�x� y��
�yi � gi�x� y��



L ESTRUCTURA DE L ESPAI DE FASE III

on i � �� d
 i

X �
dX
i��

�
fi�x� y�

�

�xi
� gi�x� y�

�

�yi

�
�

D	aquesta manera
 escrivim

X�F � �
dX
i��

�
fi�x� y�

�F

�xi
� gi�x� y�

�F

�yi

�
�

Un axioma fonamental a la descripci�o dels sistemes f��sics
 i que es podria anomenar
el paradigma de l�Energia ����
 �es el seg�uent�

Tot sistema f��sic t�e una funci�o de�nida sobre el seu espai d�estats� anome	
nada l�Hamiltoni�a del sistema� que cont�e tota la seva informaci�o din�amica�

Aix��
 doncs
 si N modelitza l	espai d	estats d	una fam��lia de sistemes din�amics
 hi ha
d	haver per a cada funci�o H sobre N un camp vectorial XH que descrigui un sis�
tema din�amic� En el cas de la mec�anica Hamiltoniana
 aquesta associaci�o ve donada
geom�etricament per una �	forma simpl�ectica sobre N 
 �es a dir
 una ��forma � que �es
tancada �d� � �� i no degenerada �com a ��forma sobre cada punt�� Es diu que el
parell �N ��� �es una varietat simpl�ectica� La primera condici�o ve donada pel fet de
lligar les diferents ��formes no degenerades sobre els diferents punts� La condici�o de no�
degeneraci�o implica la paritat de la dimensi�o de l	espai f�asic i ens permet caracteritzar
XH mitjan�cant

��XH � Y � � �dH�Y ��
on Y � X �N � �es qualsevol camp� XH es diu que �es un camp Hamiltoni�a i H �es la seva
funci�o de Hamilton� El seu �ux preserva l	estructura simpl�ectica�

Per comparar dos �uxos Hamiltonians donats perH� iH� es pot utilitzar el par�entesi
de Lie dels camps corresponents� Com que nosaltres tenim una estructura addicional
aix�o
 es pot traduir en un par�entesi aplicat no als camps sin�o als Hamiltonians mateixos�
�Es el par�entesi de Poisson�

fH�� H�g � ��XH� � XH�� � �dH��XH�� � dH��XH���

que satisf�a

XfH��H�g � �XH� � XH�� �

L	estructura d	�algebra de Lie del conjunt de camps vectorials amb el par�entesi de Lie �es
heretada pel conjunt de funcions amb el par�entesi de Poisson� Va ser tamb�e Lagrange
el primer que va utilitzar aquest par�entesi�

Usant unes coordenades adients
 dites simpl�ectiques
 podem escriure la ��forma �
com

� � dy � dx �
dX
i��

dyi � dxi�
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Un fet remarcable �es que totes les formes simpl�ectiques es poden escriure localment
d	aquesta manera
 tal com a�rma el teorema de Darboux� Aquesta �es una difer�encia
substancial entre la geometria simpl�ectica i la geometria Riemanniana� Les equacions
de Hamilton no s�on res m�es que la traducci�o a coordenades del camp XH ������

����
�xi �

�H

�yi
�

�yi � ��H
�xi

�

El par�entesi de Poisson �es escrit com

fH�� H�g �
dX
i��

�
�H�

�yi
� �H�

�xi
� �H�

�xi
� �H�

�yi

�
�

La unitat b�asica estructural de la mec�anica Hamiltoniana �es una ��forma sobre
l	espai f�asic N � T �M
 � �  ��T �M�
 que �es caracteritzada per

�� �  ��M� ��� � ��

on la part dreta de la igualtat la veiem com una aplicaci�o � � M � T �M �de fet
 �es
una secci�o diferenciable del �brat cotangent�� Aquesta ��forma natural rep el nom de
forma de Liouville
 i la seva diferencial � � d� �es la forma simpl�ectica natural sobre
el �brat cotangent� En coordenades cotangents �x� y� la forma simpl�ectica �es

� � dy � dx �
dX
i��

dyi � dxi

i la forma de Liouville �es

� � y dx �

dX
i��

yi dxi�

Aix�� doncs
 un cas especialment important correspon al fet que la forma simpl�ectica
sigui exacta
 �es a dir
 que existeixi una ��forma �
 anomenada forma d�acci�o
 que
veri�qui � � d�� Nosaltres nom�es considerarem aquest cas� De fet
 a partir d	ara
considerarem que el nostre espai f�asic �esN � T �M
 encara que la majoria de de�nicions
s�on v�alides en contextos m�es generals�

Simplectomor�smes exactes

Nosaltres treballarem amb una versi�o discreta de la mec�anica� �Es a dir
 en lloc de
treballar amb �uxos �donats per camps vectorials� ho farem amb difeomor�smes� De
fet
 passar dels �uxos als difeomor�smes �es f�acil
 emprant seccions de Poincar�e� Aix��

per exemple
 si el nostre camp X � X�z� t� �es T �peri�odic en el temps
 i el seu �ux
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�es �t�t� 
 llavors podem considerar l	aplicaci�o F � �T��
 que la podem interpretar com
l	aplicaci�o de Poincar�e associada a la secci�o ! � f�z� �� � N � Sg
 on hem ampliat
l	espai de fase a N � T i aqu�� T � R��TZ��

Com que els nostres camps s�on Hamiltonians
 llavors els seus �uxos preserven l	es�
tructura simpl�ectica� En general
 un difeomor�sme que preserva aquesta estructura
s	anomena simplectomor�sme� Aquest terme va ser introdu��t per Souriau
 i equival al
de transformaci�o can�onica
 utilitzat a la mec�anica anal��tica� Aix�� doncs
 un simplecto�
mor�sme F � N � N �es un difeomor�sme que veri�ca

F �� � ��

Com que la nostra estructura simpl�ectica �es exacta
 �es a dir
 t�e una primitiva �
 llavors
la ��forma F ���� �es tancada�

� � F �d�� d�
� d�F ������

Si
 en particular
 aquesta forma �es exacta llavors direm que el nostre simplectomor�sme
�es exacte� Aix�o vol dir que hi ha una funci�o S � N � R que satisf�a l	equaci�o d�exactitud

F ��� � � dS�

i s	anomena la funci�o primitiva de F � No cal dir que est�a de�nida llevat de constants�
Un fet que nosaltres trobem curi�os �es que molts autors es refereixen a S com la

funci�o generatriu de F 
 quan en realitat no el genera" De fet
 S genera una fam��lia de
simplectomor�smes
 tots amb la mateixa funci�o primitiva� Podem dir abreujadament
que

S determina F llevat de difeomor�smes sobre la base�

La ra�o �es que un difeomor�sme sobreM pot ser elevat a un simplectormor�sme exac�
te sobre T �M
 i la funci�o primitiva corresponent �es nul�la� Per aix�o
 nosaltres hem
cregut m�es convenient seguir la nomenclatura utilitzada a ���� Ens plantegem llavors
estudiar la natura d	aquesta funci�o primitiva
 i quina informaci�o en podem extreure�
Encara que el concepte de funci�o generatriu �de tipus Lagrangi�a� pot ser introdu��t pels
simplectomor�smes exactes
 la seva exist�encia global restringeix

	 els tipus de simplectormor�smes
 que han de ser tranversals a la �braci�o est�andard

que ve donada per les fulles verticals#

	 la topologia del nostre espai de fase
 perqu�e l	espai de con�guraci�o hauria de ser
difeomorf a Rd �

De totes maneres
 hem de dir que encara que M no sigui Rd 
 es poden considerar
tan funcions generatrius locals com multiformes
 per�o la majoria de resultats demanen
la seva exist�encia global� Nosaltres no adoptarem aquest punt de vista i treballarem
sempre amb la funci�o primitiva� Recordem tamb�e que siM � Td
 treballarem amb el
seu recobridor universal
 Rd �
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Algunes q�uestions relacionades

amb la din�amica simpl�ectica

Sigui llavors un simplectomor�sme exacte F � T �M � T �M
 amb funci�o primitiva
S � T �M� R� L	escriurem
 utilitzant coordenades cotangents
 com�

$x � f�x� y��
$y � g�x� y��

�encara que podem de�nir intr��nsecament la component b�asica com f � q�F 
 on
q � T �M�M �es la projecci�o��

Com que la funci�o primitiva no determina el simplectomor�sme
 la pregunta que
ens podem fer immediatament �es�

quina informaci�o addicional necessitem per obtenir el nostre simplectomor�
�sme a partir de la seva funci�o primitiva%

Aquest problema l	hem anomenat el problema de determinaci�o
 i est�a relacionat amb el
problema d�interpolaci�o
 que el podem resumir dient que�

donat un simplectomor�sme F 
 podem trobar un Hamiltoni�a no aut�onom
H � H�z� t� el �ux del qual interpoli F ����� � F �%

Aquesta segona q�uesti�o va ser tractada per Moser ���� per demostrar la converg�encia
de la forma normal de Birkho& ���� per una aplicaci�o del pla que preserva l��area � i al
voltant d	un punt �x hiperb�olic� M�es endavant
 altres autors es van preocupar per dife�
rents aspectes del problema
 com s�on Douady ����
 Conley i Zehnder ����
 Kuksin ����

Kuksin i P�oschel ����� Darrerament Pronin i Treschev ���
 treballant en el cas anal��tic

van demostrar constructivament que si es podia interpolar el nostre simplectomor�sme
llavors es podia aconseguir que el Hamiltoni�a fos peri�odic en el temps�

Nosaltres considerarem aquests dos problemes en el cas en qu�e el simplectomor�sme
deixa �xa la secci�o zero �la base� i coneixem la din�amica sobre aquesta� Tamb�e seguirem
aquesta l��nea constructivista i el que farem ser�a�

	 construir formalment el nostre simplectomor�sme a partir de la din�amica sobre
la secci�o zero
 que �es �xa
 i la funci�o primitiva#

	 en lloc de demostrar directament l	analiticitat de les s�eries �
 trobarem constructi�
vament un Hamiltoni�a que l	interpoli
 i demostrarem que �es anal��tic en un entorn
de la secci�o zero i respecte al temps�

Per construir el Hamiltoni�a utilitzem un m�etode d�homotopia
 i obtenim certa equaci�o
en derivades parcials de tipus evolutiu
 no lineal� En aquesta equaci�o apareix el que a
l	�ambit de la mec�anica anal��tica es coneix com l	acci�o elemental d	un Hamiltoni�a
 i que

�Abreujadament� a�p�a�
�Podr��em tamb�e haver�ho fet directament	 per�o d
aquesta manera �matem dos pardals d
un tret��
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nosaltres veurem que �es una derivaci�o a l	�algebra de Lie de funcions �on el producte �es
el par�entesi de Poisson�� �Es�

��H� � ��XH��H�

Aquest operador �es no invertible
 �es a dir
 existeixen 'constants d	integraci�o(
 que s�on
les funcions homog�enies de grau � a les variables y
 com es veu f�acilment si l	escrivim
amb coordenades cotangents�

��H��x� y� � y � ryH�x� y��H�x� y��

Aix�o est�a relacionat amb l	exist�encia de molts simplectomor�smes amb la mateixa
funci�o primitiva� Hem d	aconseguir que l	analiticitat de H respecte al temps arribi
una mica m�es enll�a de l	�
 almenys en un entorn de la secci�o zero� El m�etode utilitzat
per demostrar�ho �es b�asicament el cl�assic m�etode de les majorants de Cauchy� El punt
clau �es apro�tar la distinci�o can�onica que hi ha entre les variables posicions i moments�

El fet de deixar �xa la secci�o zero i veure qu�e passa al seu voltant de no �es tan
restrictiu
 i el que ens fa falta saber b�asicament �es on va a parar una certa varietat
Lagrangiana i com es comporten els punts d	aquesta� Una varietat Lagrangiana �es
una subvarietat de N 
 de dimensi�o d
 on s	anul�la la forma simpl�ectica aplicada als
seus vectors tangents� Un exemple trivial ve donat precisament per la secci�o zero d	un
�brat cotangent
 i uns teoremes de Weinstein ���
 �� diuen que qualsevol varietat
Lagrangiana es comporta
 localment
 com la secci�o zero del seu �brat cotangent� S�on
una generalitzaci�o del teorema de Darboux� Seguint la l��nia del que estem explicant
 les
nostres varietats Lagrangianes seran exactes� Una varietat Lagrangiana �es exacta si la
forma d	acci�o � sobre la varietat
 que �es tancada
 �es exacta� Les construccions anteriors
permetrien construir moltes din�amiques al voltant d	aquests tipus de varietats�

Ara sorgeix una altra pregunta�

quines propietats tenen les varietats Lagrangianes exactes invariants per
l	acci�o d	un simplectomor�sme exacte F %

Algunes propietats ja les hem pogut observar en estudiar els dos problemes anteriors�
Per exemple
 si M � Rd 
 F � �f� g� � Rd � Rd � Rd � Rd �es un simplectomor�sme
amb S com a funci�o primitiva i F deixa �xa la secci�o fy � �g llavors obtenim que�

	 S�x� �� �es una funci�o constant#

	 �x � Rd �S

�x
�x� �� � ��

�S

�y
�x� �� � ��

La primera propietat es pot generalitzar f�acilment a qualsevol varietat Lagrangiana
exacta
 i el que diu �es que si �es exacta invariant per F llavors li podem assignar una
quantitat conservada� La segona propietat diu particularment que si considerem S com
una fam��lia x�parametritzada de funcions
 llavors per a cada x el punt corresponent
de la base
 �x� ��
 �es un punt cr��tic de S�x� ��� El rec��proc tamb�e �es cert si la nostra
aplicaci�o �es mon�otona
 �es a dir
 transversal a la foliaci�o est�andard�

��x� y� � Rd � Rd �

				�f�y �x� y�
				 
� �
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�la simetritzaci�o d	aquesta matriu de derivades parcials rep el nom de torsi�o�� Aix�o
ho generalitzarem per als grafs Lagrangians invariants
 per�o tamb�e podr��em considerar
qualssevol varietats Lagrangianes utilizant foliacions transversals adequades�

Un exemple especialment important apareix en el cas que tots els punts cr��tics
�brats siguin m��nims
 perqu�e llavors les �orbites minimitzen certa acci�o� Les �orbites d	un
simplectomor�sme exacte satisfan un principi variacional
 de la mateixa manera que les
traject�ories d	un sistema mec�anic cl�assic satisfan el principi de l�acci�o estaci�onaria� Els
principis variacionals discrets s�on una eina poderosa a l	hora de demostrar l	exist�encia de
punts �xos
 �orbites peri�odiques
 quasiperi�odiques
 homocl��niques
 etc� Va ser Poincar�e
��� el primer que els va considerar en certs problemes de mec�anica celest
 i despr�es
l	han seguit molts m�es autors� Per exemple
 han estat fonamentals per a la demostraci�o
de l	exist�encia d	�orbites quasiperi�odiques en certes aplicacions que preserven �area �les
anomenades aplicacions twist�� Aquestes �orbites
 que minimitzen una acci�o �donada
mitjan�cant una funci�o generatriu Lagrangiana�
 o b�e corresponen a corbes invariants o
b�e a conjunts invariants Cantorians �anomenats conjunts d	Aubry�Mather� ���
 ����

Generalment
 per de�nir principis variacionals es necessita l	exist�encia d	una funci�o
generatriu global que
 com ja hem comentat
 restringeix la topologia de l	espai de con��
guraci�o i el nostre simplectomor�sme� Nosaltres hem evitat l	�us de la funci�o generatriu
i hem utilitzat la funci�o primitiva
 de manera que els nostres principis variacionals
s�on v�alids per a qualselvol sistema mec�anic discret ��es a dir
 un simplectomor�sme
exacte sobre T �M�� Tamb�e hem adoptat un punt de vista radicalment diferent� en
lloc d	utilitzar els principis variacionals per trobar �orbites nosaltres els utilitzem per
obtenir informaci�o d	elles mateixes� A m�es
 en un cert sentit
 s�on principis variacionals
locals� Finalment
 i en relaci�o amb el tema dels grafs Lagrangians invariants
 amb les
nostres construccions podem generalitzar alguns resultats de Mather ����
 Herman ����
i MacKay
 Meiss i Stark ����

Aix�� doncs
 pensem que els nostres principis variacionals s�on interessants per les
raons seg�uents�

	 podem treballar sobre qualsevol �brat cotangent
 i s�on una esp�ecie de lleis de la
mec�anica cl�assica discreta#

	 no necessitem la funci�o generatriu
 que no sempre est�a de�nida o �es dif��cil de
computar �pensem
 per exemple
 en el cas que el nostre simplectomor�sme vingui
donat per un �ux Hamiltoni�a�#

	 es poden estendre al voltant de qualssevol varietats Lagrangianes exactes
 gr�acies
als teoremes de Weinstein#

Per de�nir els principis variacionals hem procedit de la manera seg�uent� Aqu�� uti�
litzarem coordenades cotangents �x� y� o
 millor
 treballarem a Rd � Rd �

�� Considerem primer dues posicions xm�xn � Rd on n � m � �
 que volem unir
mitjan�cant un tros d	�orbita�

�� De�nim llavors el conjunt de cadenes que connecten ambd�os punts� Una cadena
�es una seq�u�encia

�xm� ym�� �xm��� ym���� � � � �xn��� yn���
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que satisf�a

	 xm � xm


	 �i � m � n��� f�xi� yi� � xi��


	 f�xn��� yn��� � xn�

�� L	acci�o sobre aquest conjunt no �es res m�es que la suma

Sm�n�xm� ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �
n��X
i�m

S�xi� yi��

�� Finalment obtenim que les �orbites que connecten les posicions xm�xn s�on ex�
tremals de l	acci�o �de�nida sobre el conjunt de cadenes�
 i que el rec��proc �es cert
si el nostre simplectomor�sme �es mon�oton� Llavors t�e sentit dir que una �orbita
�es minimitzant si cadascun del seus segments minimitza l	acci�o corresponent�

Quina �es la interpretaci�o f��sica d	aquesta construcci�o% B�e
 considerem un sistema
mec�anic continu i peri�odic en el temps
 donat per un Hamiltoni�a

H � T �M� T �� R�

on T � R�Z� Sigui F � ���� el seu �ux a temps el per��ode� La seva funci�o primitiva �es

utilitzant coordenades cotangents


S�x� y� �

Z �

�

��Ht��x�t�� y�t��dt

�

Z �

�

�
y�t� � �H

�y
�x�t�� y�t�� t��H�x�t�� y�t�� t�

�
dt�

on �x�t�� y�t�� � �t���x� y� �es el �ux� Llavors
 una cadena �es una '�orbita( del nostre
sistema mec�anic la velocitat de la qual �es sobtadament canviada cada per��ode� Es tracta
de suavitzar les punxes
 i aix�o s	aconsegueix extremitzant l	acci�o�

Si considerem cadenes de longitud �
 per�o en aquest cas imposem que els punts
�x� y� vagin a parar a la mateixa �bra
 i l	acci�o �es la mateixa funci�o primitiva
 llavors
el que estem buscant s�on punts �xos� �Es a dir
 els punts �xos s�on punts cr��tics de la
funci�o primitiva restringida al conjunt transformat verticalment K � f�x� y� j f�x� y� �
xg� De fet
 hem retrobat una construcci�o que ja va utilitzar Moser ���� per al cas de
simplectomor�smes exactes de�nits al �brat cotangent d	un tor
 i que despr�es va ser
utilitzada per Arnaud ����

Per seguir un ordre l�ogic
 a la mem�oria hem descrit primer aquests principis varia�
cionals per a punts �xos i despr�es hem considerat els relatius a �orbites� Tamb�e hem
dedicat una mica de temps a la relaci�o entre el car�acter din�amic i l	extremal d	un
punt �x
 encara que ja hi ha molts resultats sobre el tema ���
 ��
 ��� Nosaltres hem
considerat tamb�e alguns casos degenerats
 corresponents a punts �xos no mon�otons�

Finalment
 hem demostrat que el car�acter extremal d	una �orbita i d	un graf La�
grangi�a invariant �es invariant sota canvis de variable a l	espai de con�guraci�o i transla�
cions �brades de l	espai de fase� La interpretaci�o f��sica d	aquest resultat �es que les lleis
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de la mec�anica discreta s�on independents de les coordenades de l	espai de con�guraci�o
i certs 'observadors privilegiats(� Aquest tipus d	invari�ancia est�a geom�etricament con�
nectada amb l	elecci�o d	una ��forma natural a l	espai de fase
 � � y dx
 i a la distinci�o
concomitant entre variables posici�o i moment que aix�o implica� Recordem
 per�o
 que
la din�amica dels sistemes �es independent de les coordenades del nostre espai de fase�
Aix��
 per exemple
 els multiplicadors de Floquet associats a una �orbita peri�odica s�on
invariants per a qualssevol canvis de variable�

Aplicacions a la teoria KAM inversa

Les varietats Lagrangianes s�on interessants des d	un punt de vista de la teoria dels
sistemes din�amics perqu�e apareixen tot sovint quan es consideren
 per exemple�

	 els tors invariants de la teoria de Kolmogorov ����
 Arnold ��� i Moser ���

coneguda abreujadament com teoria KAM
 que s�on Lagrangians perqu�e la di�
n�amica sobre ells ve donada per rotacions erg�odiques ���
 ���#

	 les varietats estable i inestable d	un punt hiperb�olic
 que s�on Lagrangianes perqu�e
les din�amiques corresponents colapsen al punt �x quan iterem cap a endavant i
cap a enrere el nostre simplectomor�sme
 respectivament�

Nosaltres considerarem m�es aviat el primer exemple� En relaci�o amb el segon
 hem
de dir que apareixen en la teoria del trencament de separatrius
 originada per Poincar
	e i desenvolupada posteriorment per Melnikov i Arnold� Nom�es cal comentar que
en el cas simpl�ectic no s	utilitza un vector de Melnikov sin�o una funci�o de Melnikov
�un potencial� per mesurar el trencament
 i que origin�ariament s	utilitzava per la seva
de�nici�o la funci�o generatriu� Va ser Easton ���� el primer que va considerar la funci�o
primitiva en la de�nici�o d	aquest potencial
 i les seves f�ormules van ser generalitzades
per Delshams i Ram��rez�Ros ����

Per il�lustrar les idees b�asiques de la teoria KAM considerem la ben coneguda apli�
caci�o est�andard
 que �es una a�p�a� tipus twist i va ser introdu��da per Chirikov �����
�Es� �����

����
x� � x � y � K

�	
sin��	x� �mod ��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

�

on l	espai de fase �es el cilindre T � R que est�a coordenat per les variables angle�acci�o
�x� y�� K �es un par�ametre pertorbatiu
 i quan �es zero la nostra aplicaci�o esdev�e inte�
grable� ��

�
x� � x� y �mod ��

y� � y
�

Aix�o vol dir que l	espai de fase est�a foliat per tors �b�e
 corbes� invariants fy � y�g
 i
la din�amica sobre aquests ve donada per rotacions� Les corbes invariants rotacionals
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�
 perqu�e envolten el cilindre
 estan etiquetades per les freq�u�encies corresponents y�
 i
n	hi ha de dos tipus�

	 y� � Q 
 i llavors contenen �orbites peri�odiques#

	 y� � R n Q 
 i contenen �orbites quasiperi�odiques que les omplen densament�
Quan K �es incrementada a partir de zero
 la pregunta �es quina quantitat de l	estructura
integrable persisteix� Experimentalment veiem que la majoria d	�orbites encara semblen
pert�anyer a c�i�r�
 i aix�o �es el que precisament prediu la teoria KAM� la majoria de tors
invariants persisteix si la pertorbaci�o K �es prou petita� Un fet realment destacable �es
que la persist�encia d	aquestes corbes invariants dep�en de quant llunyanes estan les corre�
sponents freq�u�encies dels nombres racionals� Aquest grau d	irracionalitat es tradueix en
el que s	anomena condici�o diof�antica� Un nombre 
 �es diof�antic si existeixen constants
C � �
 � � � tals que per a totes les fraccions p

n
� Q

jn
 � pj �
C

n�
�

Els nombres diof�antics s�on durs d	aproximar�los per racionals� Aix�o tamb�e est�a con�
nectat amb els seus tipus de desenvolupament en fracci�o cont��nua� Aix��
 el nombre m�es
irracional �es la ra�o �auria

� �

p
� � �

�
� ��# �� �� �� � � ���

que satisf�a la condici�o diof�antica amb C � �� i � � ��
Ara ens podem fer la pregunta oposada� com ha de ser de gran ha la pertorbaci�o

per qu�e ja no existeixi cap corba invariant rotacional% I el que �es m�es� quina �es l	�ultima
corba invariant% Tamb�e ens podem preguntar quan es trenca una certa corba invariant

�xant�nos en la seva freq�u�encia� El conjunt d	eines i criteris dissenyats per tal de
resoldre aquests problemes s	anomena teoria KAM inversa �de l	angl�es converse KAM
theory
 seguint MacKay
 Meiss i Stark ����� Al contrari que la teoria KAM
 la teoria
KAM inversa �es no pertorbativa
 i �es capa�c de donar condicions perqu�e per un cert
punt de l	espai de fases no passi una corba invariant�

Mentre que hi ha molts treballs referents a la teoria KAM inversa per als simplec�
tomor�smes en dimensi�o baixa �d � ��
 no n	hi ha tants que tractin les dimensions
altes �d � ��
 entre els quals destaquem els de MacKay
 Meiss i Stark ���
 Herman
���
 ��
 ��
 ��� i Tompaidis ���
 ���� L	espai de fase que es considera �es el �brat cotan�
gent d	un tor
 T �Td � Td � Rd 
 tamb�e anomenat anell o cilindre
 l	espai recobridor
del qual no �es altre que Rd � Rd � El problema principal �es que
 mentre que per les
aplicacions que preserven l	�area de tipus twist les corbes invariants han de ser grafs

per un teorema de Birkho& ����
 no hi ha un equivalent per a dimensions altes i ens
hem de restringir a aquells tors Lagrangians que s�on grafs� D	altra banda
 tenim les
aplicacions que no s�on twist
 o aquelles on la monotonia canvia de signe
 o no �es ni
positiva ni negativa �en el cas d � ��� Un altre problema �es que no hi ha un clar an�aleg
multidimensional del desenvolupament en fracci�o cont��nua�

�Abreujadament� c�i�r�
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Podem agrupar les diferents t�ecniques i criteris de la teoria KAM inversa en els
grups seg�uents�

	 Criteris Lipschitzians� Per un altre teorema de Birkho& podem �tar el pendent
que ha de tenir una c�i�r� per una a�p�a� tipus twist� Llavors es poden obtenir
criteris restrictius per a la no�exist�encia d	aquestes corbes� Per exemple
 Mather
���� va trobar que per a l	aplicaci�o est�andard no existeix cap c�i�r� si jKj � �

�
i des�

pr�es MacKay i Percival ���� ho van re�nar
 utilitzant l	ajuda d	un ordinador
 per
obtenir rigorosament una �ta jKj � ��

��

 i Jungreis ��� va millorar aquests resul�

tats rigorosos� Herman ���
 ��� va demostrar similars desigualtats Lipschitzianes
per als grafs Lagrangians invariants per simplectomor�smes mon�otons positius
 i
nosaltres relacionarem els seus resultats amb els principis variacionals�

	 Criteris variacionals� A ����
 MacKay i Percival van relacionar tamb�e el seu
criteri de l	encreuament de cons �de l	angl�es
 cone	crossing criterion� amb els
principis variacionals d	Aubry�Mather� Despr�es
 per a dimensions altes
 MacKay

Meiss i Stark ��� van implementar un m�etode per detectar si per un punt de
l	espai de fase �es impossible que passi un graf Lagrangi�a
 i el van interpretar
tamb�e de manera geom�etrica relacionant�lo amb els 'pendents( dels plans La�
grangians tangents� En els dos casos es necessita que el simplectormor�sme sat�
isfaci fortes condicions de positivitat
 i que estigui llavors de�nit mitjan�cant una
funci�o generatriu Lagrangiana� Es tracta de detectar si un determinat segment
d	�orbita minimitza o no una certa acci�o
 i aix�o es veri�ca estudiant una certa
matriu Hessiana� �Es curi�os que es necessitin aquestes condicions globals per al
simplectomor�sme i de fet
 a l	hora d	implementar el criteri
 nom�es es necessiti
detectar si una certa condici�o local se satisf�a o no�

Nosaltres hem seguit m�es aviat la l��nia de de�nicions de Herman
 i hem conside�
rat simplectormor�smes mon�otons positius ���
 ���� Hi ha exemples senzills de
simplectomor�smes mon�otons positius que no s�on twist
 i no estan de�nits per
funcions generatrius Lagrangianes� Les de�nicions que hem donat nosaltres s�on
locals i permeten estudiar diferents regions de l	espai de fase� Podem concloure
que

si un graf Lagrangi�a invariant viu en una regi�o mon�otona positiva
 lla�
vors �es minimitzant
 i les seves �orbites s�on minimitzants�

A partir d	aqu��
 podem fer c�alculs semblants als que apareixen a ���
 per�o
 in�
sistim
 amb condicions menys restrictives� En especial
 podem utilitzar el que
nosaltres hem anomenat la iteraci�o MMS
 que �es un m�etode implementat a ���
per tal de determinar si una certa matriu tridiagonal per blocs i sim�etrica �es
de�nida positiva o no� 	

	 Criteris de tipus Greene� A ����
 Greene va proposar un criteri per detectar
quan una certa c�i�r� d	una a�p�a� es trenca en augmentar el valor de la pertor�
baci�o� El seu m�etode estava basat en l	estudi de l	estabilitat d	�orbites peri�odiques

�Al �nal de la mem�oria tamb�e hem escrit un petit resum sobre matrius sim�etriques de�nides
positives�
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properes� Greene va descobrir que
 per a l	aplicaci�o est�andard
 l	�ultima corba
invariant t�e freq�u�encia 
 � � �el nombre auri� i que es trenca per a un valor cr��tic
K� � ����������� �de fet aquest valor va ser trobat per MacKay ������ Ell va
raonar que si un conjunt d	�orbites peri�odiques
 les freq�u�encies ri �

pi
ni
de les quals

tendeixen cap a la freq�u�encia 



lim
i��

ri � 
�

tenen residus entre � i � �s�on el�l��ptiques�
 llavors la corba invariant corresponent
a 
 deu existir� Aquesta conjectura del residu va ser demostrada per MacKay ����
i Falconini i de la Llave ���� en alguns casos� Llavors ell consider�a els valors cr��tics
Kri
 on l	�orbita peri�odica corresponent t�e residu � �que correspon a una bifurcaci�o
de doblament de per��ode�
 i observ�a que tendien cap a K�� A m�es
 quan es
considera el nombre auri �o
 m�es en general
 qualsevol nombre noble� i la seq�u�encia
d	aproximacions racionals �es la donada pels convergents de la fracci�o cont��nua

llavors es comprova que la seq�u�encia de valors cr��tics tendeix geom�etricament
cap al par�ametre de trencament de la corba invariant� Aix�o est�a relacionat amb
la varietat estable d	un punt �x d	un cert operador de renormalitzaci�o a l	espai
d	aplicacions twist que preserven �area
 tal com va estudiar num�ericament MacKay
�����

Per a dimensions altes la situaci�o no �es tan clara� Primer de tot
 falta un clar can�
didat de m�etode d	aproximaci�o de vectors irracionals que generalitzi les fraccions
cont��nues� Nosaltres hem considerat el m�etode de Jacobi�Perron
 seguint Tom�
paidis ����� El mateix Tompaidis va considerar un an�aleg del m�etode de Greene
���� i el va aplicar a un exemple ��dimensional d	aplicaci�o que preserva el volum
����� l	aplicaci�o est�andard rotacional� Un altre problema �es que el comportament
de renormalitzaci�o �es m�es complicat i dif��cil de detectar� Aix�o ajudaria a millorar
les estimacions dels valors cr��tics de trencament dels tors�

Nosaltres hem desenvolupat un m�etode amb la mateixa �loso�a
 per�o en lloc de
considerar l	estabilitat de les �orbites peri�odiques hem considerat el seu car�acter
extremal� Hem treballat amb simplectomor�smes mon�otons positius� Des d	un
punt de vista heur��stic
 ens hem basat en el fet que si una �orbita �es minimitzant
�i les que estan sobre els tors ho s�on
 almenys en certs casos�
 llavors qualsevol
segment d	�orbita su�cientment proper �es tamb�e minimitzant� Encara que les
�orbites el�l��ptiques no s�on minimitzants
 s�� que ho s�on segments su�cientment pe�
tits d	aquestes� Recordem que totes les �orbites d	un simplectomor�sme mon�oton
positiu i integrable s�on minimitzants�

	 Criteris obstruccionals� Considerem una a�p�a� i suposem que la varietat
inestable d	alguna �orbita peri�odica es talla amb la varietat estable d	una altra�
Llavors no hi pot haver cap c�i�r� continguda entre ambdues �orbites� Com que
aquestes interseccions heterocl��niques es poden calcular num�ericament
 ho podem
utilitzar com un criteri pr�actic de no�exist�encia de c�i�r�
 tal com van fer Olvera
i Sim�o ���� Aquestes varietats tamb�e s	utilitzen per �tar les anomenades res	
son�ancies
 que s�on conjunts de punts de l	espai f�asic que es comporten de manera
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semblant� La teoria del transport �vegeu
 per exemple
 ����� estudia el moviment
d	aquests conjunts
 i es pregunta quant tarda un conjunt de punts a despla�car�se
d	una regi�o de l	espai de fase a una altra�

Quan treballem en dimensions altes no podem utilitzar les varietats estable i in�
estable d	�orbites peri�odiques hiperb�oliques
 perqu�e no separen l	espai� El que
podem fer �es considerar �orbites de tipus el�l��ptic�hiperb�olic
 amb nom�es dues
direccions hiperb�oliques
 i les seves varietats central	estable i central	inestable�
Aquestes varietats s�on
 doncs
 de codimensi�o �
 i nosaltres pensem que poden ser
�utils tant per explicar el mecanisme del trencament dels tors invariants com per
estudiar el transport� S�on l	esquelet del nostre sistema din�amic� Com a exem�
ple
 hem considerat una aplicaci�o ��dimensional
 l	aplicaci�o de Froeschl�e
 i hem
estudiat la zona de resson�ancia associada a l	origen
 que �es un punt �x el�l��ptic�
Veurem que sembla que aquesta regi�o estigui �tada per les varietats central�estable
i central�inestable dels seus companys el�l��ptic�hiperb�olics� Per aix�o
 hem hagut
de desenvolupar aquestes varietats en s�eries de pot�encies �de � variables� �ns a un
ordre elevat
 perqu�e s�on dif��cils de globalitzar� La visualitzaci�o d	aquestes vari�
etats es pot fer intersecant�les amb objectes de dimensi�o m�es petita
 per exemple
plans
 pels quals les interseccions s�on
 gen�ericament
 corbes� A causa de les in�
terseccions heterocl��niques entre les diferents varietats
 hi haur�a una estructura
molt complicada de plegaments d	aquestes
 cosa que donar�a lloc a resson�ancies
m�es petites�

En certa manera hem uni�cat els criteris Lipschitzians�variacionals amb el criteris
de Greene� Els primers s�on equivalents ���
 ��
 i
 a m�es
 permeten fer demostracions
rigoroses amb l	ajut de l	ordinador
 emprant l	an�alisi intervalar �encara que nosaltres no
ho hem fet�� Els segons no permeten fer demostracions rigoroses
 per�o donen estimacions
molt bones dels valors cr��tics dels trencaments dels tors� Com ja hem comentat
 hem
implementat un criteri de tipus Greene per�o amb car�acter variacional� La uni�caci�o
d	aquests amb els criteris obstruccionals vindria donada per un estudi complet de la
relaci�o din�amica�extremalitat�

Per il�lustrar totes aquestes idees hem considerat exemples �D
 �D i �D� En tots
ells hem aplicat primer els criteris variacionals per descartar zones de l	espai de fase
que no continguin tors invariants �tipus graf�
 seguint la l��nia de ���� Hem considerat
exemples de diferents tipus� twists
 mon�otons positius no twist
 que canvien el signe de
la monotonia
 etc� Els exemples �D que hem considerat s�on de la fam��lia de l	aplicaci�o
est�andard
 els �D de la fam��lia de l	aplicaci�o de Froeschl�e i el �D �es l	aplicaci�o est�andard
rotacional� Aix��
 per exemple
 si considerem una a�p�a� no mon�otona
 llavors hem
observat que les c�i�r� que travessen les corbes no mon�otones �on falla la monotonia�
no semblen grafs i tenen plegaments� A m�es
 sembla que aquestes siguin m�es dif��cils
de trencar� Pensem que la majoria d	aquestes corbes s�on
 de fet
 de�nides �positives o
negatives�
 per�o fa falta considerar coordenades adients�

Per provar el nostre m�etode de Greene variacional hem considerat primer l	aplicaci�o
est�andard
 perqu�e ha estat molt estudiada� Tamb�e hem observat els t��pics compor�
taments associats a la renormalitzaci�o associada al trencament de les corbes nobles�
Tamb�e hem considerat una altra de la seva fam��lia� l	aplicaci�o est�andard exponencial
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que �es mon�otona positiva per�o no twist� Per als exemples �D hem considerat l	aplicaci�o
de Froeschl�e �������������

������������

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

i dos vectors de rotaci�o diferents� un parell quadr�atic �
p
�� ��p�� �� i un vector auri

�per l	algorisme de Jacobi�Perron�� Depenent dels valors dels par�ametres K� i K�
 i
considerant el par�ametre  com a par�ametre pertorbatiu
 hem observat tamb�e diferents
tipus de trencaments� Per fer�ho
 hem calculat �orbites peri�odiques de per��odes grans i
les hem continuat respecte a � El m�etode per calcular les �orbites peri�odiques �es una
esp�ecie de tir paral�lel
 perqu�e permet calcular�les amb m�es cura� La pregunta que ens
hem formulat �es�

quins s�on els equivalents en dimensions altes dels conjunts d	Aubry�Mather%

En el cas �D aquests conjunts tenen dimensi�o de Hausdor& zero �en el cas hiperb�olic�

tal com va demostrar MacKay ����
 per�o aqu�� semblen tenir o b�e dimensi�o zero o b�e
dimensi�o �� En aquest segon cas tamb�e hem advertit resson�ancies associades a �orbites
peri�odiques de per��odes baixos
 que donen lloc a la possibilitat de considerar els criteris
obstruccionals per explicar trencament del tors� Finalment
 hem considerat tamb�e
l	exemple �D de Tompaidis i el vector auri� L	aplicaci�o est�andard rotacional �es una
aplicaci�o que dep�en de dos par�ametres K i  i una rotaci�o 

 est�a de�nida sobre el
cilindre T � R � T coordenat per �x� y� �� i �es

��������
�������

y� � y � �

��	�
sin��	x��K �  cos��	���

x� � x � y� �mod ��

�� � � � 
 �mod ��

�

Per aix�o
 hem hagut de desenvolupar primer una teoria variacional per als simplec�
tomor�smes exactes no aut�onoms
 que s�on uns simplectomor�rmes que depenen d	una
variable temporal �de l	angl�es
 exact symplectic skew	products�� Aix�o no ho hem fet amb
tot detall
 perqu�e �es similar a la teoria variacional ja constru��da�

Hem de remarcar que existeixen altres criteris per estudiar el trencament dels tors
invariants
 com aquells basats en l	estimaci�o dels radis de converg�encia dels desenvolu�
paments en s�eries de Fourier dels tors KAM �com va fer Percival ���� o l	an�alisi de
freq�u�encies de Laskar �����
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Esquema general de la mem�oria

Hem dividit la mem�oria en quatre parts ben diferenciades�

PART I� Geometria exactosimpl�ectica �introducci�o dels problemes�

Aquesta part cont�e les eines b�asiques de la geometria simpl�ectica i planteja els
quatre problemes que tractarem al llarg de la mem�oria�

�� el problema de determinaci�o


�� el problema d	interpolaci�o


�� el problema variacional


�� el problema del trencament de tors invariants�

PART II� Sobre la varietat simpl�ectica est�andard �part anal��tica�

Aqu�� hem treballat a Rd � Rd 
 �es a dir
 hem fet un tractament coordenat dels
resultats� Primer relacionem les funcions generatrius amb la funci�o primitiva i
despr�es resolem formalment el problema de determinaci�o� Despr�es tractem dife�
rents principis variacionals� per als punts �xos
 per a les �orbites peri�odiques i per
als segments orbitals� La seva invari�ancia respecte a certs tipus de transformacions
de l	espai de fase �es demostrada
 donant una interpretaci�o f��sica� Finalment donem
les propietats b�asiques dels grafs Lagrangians invariants
 especialment aquella que
diu que les �orbites sobre un graf minimitzant s�on minimitzants�

PART III� Sobre el �brat cotangent �part geom�etrica�

Els tres primers cap��tols segueixen m�es o menys la l��nia dels tres precedents
 amb
la difer�encia fonamental que aqu�� considerem qualsevol �brat cotangent� Fem

llavors
 un tractament intr��nsec� El quart cap��tol d	aquesta part est�a dedicat a
resoldre el problema d	interpolaci�o en el cas anal��tic�

PART IV� Aplicacions �part num�erica�

Aquesta �ultima part tracta de les aplicacions a la teoria KAM inversa
 o del tren�
cament dels tors invariants� Primer donem una llista d	exemples que m�es endavant
utilitzarem� Despr�es generalitzem la teoria KAM inversa de ��� i la relacionem
amb la teoria Lipschitziana de Birkho& i Herman ���
 ���� Llavors implementem
el nostre criteri de Greene variacional i l	apliquem a diferents exemples� Tamb�e
estudiem els equivalents dels conjunts d	Aubry�Mather en dimensi�o alta �b�e
 � ���
Despr�es apliquem aquesta metodologia a l	aplicaci�o est�andard rotacional ��D�
 in�
dicant abans la teoria necess�aria� Llavors donem algunes idees de com generalitzar
els criteris obstruccionals a dimensions altes
 hi ho mostrem amb un petit exem�
ple� Finalment retrobem algunes formes normals de Birkho& utilitzant la nostra
metodologia basada en la funci�o primitiva i expliquem una mica com es podria
considerar la nostra teoria tenint en compte foliacions Lagrangianes arbitr�aries�
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Aportacions m�es rellevants

Per acabar
 parlarem de les aportacions m�es rellevants d	aquesta tesi
 i quina �es la feina
que encara ens queda per fer�

	 Primer de tot
 pensem que l	aportaci�o m�es important �es l	�us sistem�atic de la funci�o
primitiva d	un simplectomor�sme exacte� Les eines anal��tiques
 geom�etriques i
num�eriques emprades al llarg de la tesi giren al voltant de la funci�o primitiva i
les seves propietats� Aquestes provenen de l	estructura de l	espai de fase
 donada
per una forma d	acci�o�

	 L	�us de la funci�o primitiva ens ha perm
)es introduir principis variacionals en contextos m�es generals i amb hip�otesis m�es
febles de les que usualment s	exigeixen
 com l	exist�encia d	una funci�o generatriu
global�

	 Aix��
 hem establert una esp�ecie de principis variacionals de la mec�anica discreta
�estudi dels simplectomor�smes exactes de�nits sobre un �brat cotangent�� La
geometritzaci�o d	aquests principis variacionals ve donada per la forma de Liouville
i la foliaci�o est�andard associada a aquesta�

	 Hem donat tamb�e una interpretaci�o variacional dels grafs Lagrangians invariants�
Els seus punts s�on cr��tics �bra a �bra d	una certa funci�o relacionada amb la funci�o
primitiva i amb el propi graf� Aix�o ens permet tamb�e classi�car variacionalment
els diferents grafs Lagrangians invariants� Trobarem resultats per als grafs que
s�on minimitzants �o maximitzants�
 en particular
 que les seves �orbites s�on mi�
nimitzants �o maximitzants�� Aix�o generalitza alguns resultats de Mather ����

Herman ���
 ��� i MacKay
 Meiss i Stark ����

	 Per donar condicions d	exist�encia de tors invariants per simplectomor�smes de��
nits a Td�Rd hem utilitzat aquests m�etodes variacionals� Llavors
 hem relacionat
les l��nies d	investigaci�o de ��� i ���
 ���
 amb la difer�encia principal que nosaltres
hem utilitzat la funci�o primitiva en lloc de la funci�o generatriu
 que no sempre
existeix�

	 El tractament local dels nostres principis variacionals ens permet estudiar les
regions de l	espai de fase on se satisfan certes condicions de positivitat� Ho podem
resumir dient que

si un graf Lagrangi�a invariant viu en una regi�o mon�otona positiva
 lla�
vors �es minimitzant
 i les seves �orbites s�on minimitzants�

A partir d	aqu��
 podem fer c�alculs semblants als que apareixen a ���
 per�o
 insis�
tim
 amb condicions menys restrictives� Aquest teorema �es important perqu�e ens
permet donar condicions su�cients per saber si un graf Lagrangi�a �es minimitzant

sense tenir la seva expressi�o expl��cita
 �es clar�
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	 Un altre punt �es el desenvolupament de criteris de tipus Greene per detectar
acuradament el trencament dels tors
 per�o nosaltres hem apro�tat les propietats
extremals i no les din�amiques de les �orbites peri�odiques� El test del m�etode amb
l	aplicaci�o est�andard ha donat bons resultats
 i apareixen tamb�e comportaments
de renormalitzaci�o� Hem aplicat tamb�e aquests m�etodes a aplicacions �D�

	 Per 'veure( el trencament d	aquest tors hem hagut de calcular �orbites peri�odiques
de periodes grans �de l	ordre de ��	�� Per aix�o hem utilitzat un m�etode de tir
paral�lel� Els resultats concorden amb els obtinguts amb el nostre m�etode varia�
cional� A m�es
 hem detectat diferents tipus de trencament dels tors
 �es a dir
 de
formaci�o de can�tors �de l	angl�es
 cantori�� Aquests tipus de fen�omens haurien
d	�esser estudiats en el futur�

	 Hem explicat tamb�e un possible mecanisme de trencament d	aquests tors
 associat
a les interseccions heterocl��niques de varietats invariants de codimensi�o � �varie�
tats central�estable i central�inestable d	�orbites de tipus el�l��ptic�hiperb�olic�� Aix�o
ja havia estat ben estudiat en dimensi�o baixa
 i pensem que pot ser una bona
explicaci�o del fenomen en dimensions altes
 aix�� com tamb�e del transport� Encara
que aix�o no ho hem desenvolupat completament
 pensem que l	exemple que hem
introdu��t �es prou instructiu�

	 Finalment
 hem aplicat aquesta metodologia a l	estudi de tors invariants per sim�
plectomor�smes quasiperi�odics ��es a dir
 no aut�onoms on la variable temporal �es
un angle que es mou quasiperi�odicament�� L	exemple �D que hem considerat va
ser tractat ja per Tompaidis ����� Els resultats que hem obtingut en aplicar el
nostre criteri variacional de Greene per estudiar el trencament d	un tor auri �D
concorden bastant �amb la precisi�o que podem� amb els que va trobar ell�

	 Una part important de la tesi est�a dedicada als exemples� Com a models de
simplectomor�smes que no s�on twist
 hem introdu��t les aplicacions exponencial
est�andard
 quadr�atica est�andard i trigonom�etrica est�andard� Com a test dels nos�
tres m�etodes hem utilitzat la ben coneguda aplicaci�o est�andard� Els acoblaments
entre aquestes aplicacions ens han donat una gran varietat d	exemples �D
 simi�
lars a l	aplicaci�o de Froeschl�e� Com a exemple de simplectomor�sme quasiperi�odic
hem considerat l	aplicaci�o est�andard rotacional
 per�o tamb�e podr��em haver con�
siderat exemples similars als anteriors�

Queden
 �es clar
 molts problemes per resoldre� El primer correspon al cas en qu�e
tenim una aplicaci�o que preserva l	�area
 la torsi�o canvia de signe
 i la corba invariant que
estem considerant passa per regions de monotonia de signe diferent� Aquesta corba pot
tenir plecs �no ser transversal a la foliaci�o est�andard� i sembla que sigui m�es dif��cil de
trencar que les que s�on positives o negatives� Possiblement
 la majoria d	aquests tipus de
corbes tinguin signe de�nit en coordenades adients� El segon es presenta quan treballem
en dimensions altes i
 encara que la torsi�o sigui no degenerada
 �es inde�nida� En aquest
aspecte
 Herman t�e alguns resultats ����� Nosaltres sabem com s�on les �orbites dels tors

des d	un punt de vista extremal
 una vegada hem fet un pas de la forma normal de
Birkho&
 per�o
 �es clar
 aix�o no �es su�cient� S	hauria d	estudiar quins s�on els ��ndexs de
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les seves �orbites� A m�es
 ho haur��em de lligar tot amb la din�amica al voltant d	aquests
tors� D	altra banda
 tenim l	aplicaci�o d	operadors de renormalitzaci�o en dimensions
altes
 associats a aproximacions racionals multidimensionals� Ja hem dit que tamb�e
seria molt interessant explicar el fenomen del trencament de tors invariants en termes
geometricoobstruccionals
 i no nom�es els relacionats amb les �orbites peri�odiques
 sin�o
tamb�e amb altres objectes com s�on els tors isotr�opics invariants �que
 en el cas �D

corresponen a corbes invariants��

Respecte a l	exist�encia de punts �xos
 pensem que seria interessant treballar m�es
aquest aspecte
 perqu�e es poden considerar altres espais de con�guraci�o� S�
 SO���
 etc�
Per exemple
 podrien ser utilitzats per comptar �orbites peri�odiques de sistemes mec�anics
peri�odics en el temps
 mitjant�cant la teoria de Morse i potser poden ser utilitzats per
detectar les bifurcacions d	aquests punts �xos a partir dels canvis geom�etrics al conjunt
transformat verticalment� De totes maneres
 aquests resultats d	exist�encia donats per
implicacions topol�ogiques no s�on constructius
 i el problema essencial �es de car�acter
local�

Continuem parlant ara d	altres aportacions�

	 Un altre punt important �es l	enfrontament funci�o primitiva�funci�o generatriu� Ja
hem dit que no sempre �es possible obtenir la funci�o generatriu
 i aix�o pot ser un
problema a l	hora d	estudiar la din�amica al voltant de tors que no siguin de�nits�
Nosaltres hem avan�cat una mica en aquesta direcci�o� Per obtenir la din�amica al
voltant d	un tor invariant l	�unic que ens fa falta �es la din�amica sobre aquest �que

en principi
 pot ser qualsevol
 per�o si �es un tor KAM ha de ser una translaci�o
erg�odica� i la funci�o primitiva�

	 Una altra manera d	obtenir la din�amica �es interpolant�la per un �ux Hamiltoni�a�
De fet
 aix�o ho hem utilitzat per demostrar l	analiticitat de les s�eries� �Es important
el fet que les demostracions s�on constructives i que les recurr�encies poden ser
implementades en un ordinador� A m�es
 podem aconseguir que el Hamiltoni�a
interpolador sigui peri�odic en el temps
 mitjan�cant el m�etode de mitjanes de
Pronin i Treschev ����

	 A les demostracions ha estat fonamental l	apro�tament de l	estructura geom�etrica
de l	espai de fase� A part de la forma de Liouville i la seva foliaci�o associ�
ada �l	est�andard�
 han estat clau les propietats del que nosaltres hem anomenat
derivada de Liouville
 que a l	�ambit de la mec�anica anal��tica es coneix com l	acci�o
elemental �d	un Hamiltoni�a�� Aquest estatus especial que li hem volgut donar
prov�e precisament del fet que nosaltres hem considerat l	acci�o elemental com un
operador a l	espai de funcions i hem vist que �es una derivaci�o� A m�es
 aquest
operador pot ser associat a qualsevol varietat simpl�ectica exacta �no fa falta que
sigui un �brat cotangent�
 o millor
 a qualsevol forma d	acci�o�

Aquestes construccions poden esdevenir interessants perqu�e permeten inventar mol�
tes din�amiques al voltant de varietats Lagrangianes invariants� Per exemple
 si la
varietat b�asica �es un tor necessitem programar un manipulador algebraic de s�eries
de Fourier�Taylor� Podem posar qualsevol din�amica sobre el tor
 com una translaci�o
erg�odica
 un difeomor�sme d	Anosov
 etc� Tamb�e estem treballant en aix�o �es poden
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aconseguir exemplets f�acils si el tor t�e dimensi�o ��� Seria interessant aplicar�ho a l	estudi
de tors inde�nits
 i veure els canals d�escapament que va trobar Herman ����� Ja hem
dit que hem demostrat l	analiticitat de les solucions del problema de determinaci�o i
d	interpolaci�o
 per�o el cas diferenciable resta obert �cf� ������

Des d	un punt de vista geom�etric
 l	objete important en la nostra teoria �es la forma
de Liouville
 que precisament s	anul�la sobre la secci�o zero i sobre els vectors tangents a
la foliaci�o est�andard del �brat cotangent� Aquesta foliaci�o �es transversal a la secci�o zero�
Suposem que tot aix�o es pot generalitzar mitjan�cant l	�us de foliacions Lagrangianes ar�
bitr�aries
 transversals a les nostres varietats invariants Lagrangianes� Un altre possible
cam�� �es considerar varietats Lagrangianes sobre el nostre �brat cotangent que estiguin
de�nides per les anomenades fam��lies de Morse o funcions de fase
 que s�on una esp�ecie
de funcions generatrius que tenen uns par�ametres addicionals que permeten que les
varietats es pleguin �no siguin transversals a la foliaci�o est�andard�� Hem pogut genera�
litzar a aquest context alguns resultats relacionats amb la caracteritzaci�o dels grafs La�
grangians invariants
 per�o encara no hem trobat la manera de desenvolupar�ho� Tamb�e
hem est�es alguns resultats al cas ��simpl�ectic ��es a dir
 quan F �� � ��
 on � � R o
 en
el cas complex
 � � C � i
 en particular
 al cas antisimpl�ectic
 que correspon a � � ��
�cf� ������

Encara que la nostra teoria l	apliquem principalment al voltant de qualsevol secci�o
zero d	un �brat cotangent
 moralment ho fem al voltant de qualsevol varietat La�
grangiana exacta� Per exemple
 al voltant d	un tor Lagrangi�a
 o d	un tros de la va�
rietat estable d	un punt �x hiperb�olic
 o al voltant d	un tros de varietat estable d	un
tor hiperb�olic de dimensi�o baixa �aquests tipus de varietats s	utilitzen per explicar el
fenomen conegut com a difusi�o d�Arnold�� Utilitzant les nostres construccions
 hem
retrobat formes normals per a aquests exemples�

Finalment
 pensem que aquest treball pot ser interessant pel conjunt de t�ecniques
geom�etriques
 anal��tiques i num�eriques que hem estudiat i relacionat
 a les quals hem
intentat donar una certa estructura�
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Preface

Since the construction of the entire universe is absolutely

perfect and is due to a Creator with in�nite knowledge� noth�

ing exist in the world which does not exhibit some property

of maximum or minimum	 Therefore� there cannot be any

doubt whatsoever about the possibility that all the e
ects are

determined by their �nal aims with the help of the maxima

method� in the same way in which they are also determined

by the initial causes	

The Geometry of Nature

The fundamental laws of Nature
 from classical mechanics
 geometric optics
 gravity

electromagnetism to
 even
 quantum mechanics
 seem to be Hamiltonian� Maupertuis
explained it by saying that
 assuming the universe had a perfect Creator then it must be
the best possible universe
 so everything should be governed by a variational principle�
Although he said this before Hamilton formulated his dynamics
 it is well known that
the variational and Hamiltonian principles are quite related� As R�S� MacKay says ����

all of this is a bit mysterious�

Since the language of Hamiltonian Mechanics is the calculus of di&erential forms
and vector �elds on smooth manifolds
 the basic formulation of this calculus is like
)grammatical rules	 ����� � A pleasant consequence is the possibility of avoiding the
messy calculations so usual in analytical mechanics� In fact
 the �rst example about
this formalism appeared in a J�L� Lagrange	s work ��� on celestial mechanics in ���
He wrote the equations of motion for the orbital elements z � �z�� � � � � z�� of a planet

under the e&ect of perturbations
 in the form

�H

�zi
�

�X
j��

aij�z�
dzj
dt

�

where �ai�j�i�j���� is a skew�symmetric matrix
 and he showed that a suitable change of
variables put these equations in the form now known as Hamilton	s equations�

�A small summary about dierential geometry appears at the end of this thesis�

i
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So then
 as A� Weinstein said ���
 the Hamiltonian formalism plays the role in
mathematics of a language which can facilitate communication between geometry and
analysis� In fact
 the geometrization of this language is called symplectic geometry

which has become an important branch of mathematics� The word symplectic was
invented by H� Weil ����
 who substituted Greek for Latin roots in the word complex to
obtain a term which would describe a group related to line complexes but which would
not be confused with complex numbers� Next citation is also owed to H� Weil
 and it
re�ects that we are saying�

Inside a mathematician are �ghting the devil of abstract algebra and the
angel of geometry�

The Hamiltonian�symplectic formalism has impregnated other theories
 which were
far enough as
 for instance
 the theory of representations of Lie groups
 the theory of
local solvability of linear di&erential operators
 the theory of a canonical operator
 and
others� From a philosophical point of view
 it seems that all can be symplecti�ed�
Although we shall not deal with these subjects
 they show the importance of the study
of symplectic geometry inside mathematics�

We can summarize these ideas by saying that God is a geometer and the geometry
of the world is symplectic�

The structure of phase space

Turning to classical mechanics ��
 �
 ���
 it is a good idea to describe the states of the
systems with coordinates z � �x� y�
 where x � �x�� � � � � xd� are the local coordinates on
a manifoldM �the con�gurations space� and which describe the positions of the points

and y � �y�� � � � � yd� are the corresponding momentum
 which are covectors ���forms�
on such a manifold� That is to say
 �x� y� are the local coordinates of the cotangent
bundle N � T �M of M
 the phase space of our system� d is the number of degrees
of freedom� This is a heritage of Newton	s laws of motion
 which particularly means
that if we want to determine the motion of a system of particles then we need their
positions and velocities in a certain time �and their interactions
 of course�� So then

the structure of the phase space that we are going to describe would be very di&erent
if we also need the initial accelerations in order to determine the motion�

A dynamical system is given by a vector �eld on the phase space N 
 that encodes
the in�nitesimal evolution of any quantity de�ned on it� That is
 if X � X �N � is a
vector �eld and F � C��N � is any function
 then the in�nitesimal change �F of F along
the trajectories of X �or orbital derivative� is given by

�F � X�F ��

This is the intrinsic version of the system of ordinary di&erential equations�
�xi � fi�x� y�
�yi � gi�x� y�

�
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where i � �� d
 and

X �
dX
i��

�
fi�x� y�

�

�xi
� gi�x� y�

�

�yi

�
�

Then
 we write

X�F � �
dX
i��

�
fi�x� y�

�F

�xi
� gi�x� y�

�F

�yi

�
�

A fundamental axiom in the description of physical systems
 that we could call the
Energy paradigm ����
 is the following�

For every physical system there is a function de�ned on its space of states�
called the energy or Hamiltonian of the system� containing all its dynamical
information�

So then
 if N models the state space of a family of dynamical systems
 then
 there is an
assignment to any function H on N of a vector �eld XH describing a dynamical system�
In Hamiltonian mechanics
 this assignment is geometrically given by a symplectic �	form
on N 
 that is
 a ��form � which is closed �d� � �� and non degenerate �as a ��form on
each point�� Then
 the pair �N ��� is called a symplectic manifold� The �rst condition
is given in order to join the di&erent non degenerate ��forms of the di&erent points�
The non�degeneracy condition implies that our manifold has even dimension and let us
to characterize XH by means of

��XH � Y � � �dH�Y ��
where Y � X �N � is any vector �eld� XH is called the Hamiltonian vector �eld associated
to the Hamiltonian function H� Its �ow preserves the symplectic structure�

If we want to compare two Hamiltonian �ows given by the corresponding Hamil�
tonians H� and H�
 we can use the Lie bracket of the corresponding vector �elds�
Since we have an additional structure
 we can translate it to a bracket applied to the
Hamiltonians� It is the Poisson bracket�

fH�� H�g � ��XH� � XH�� � �dH��XH�� � dH��XH���

that satis�es

XfH��H�g � �XH� � XH�� �

The Lie algebra structure of the set of vector �elds is then inherited by the set of
functions� We point out that it was also Lagrange the �rst who used the Poisson
bracket�

Using suitable coordinates
 called symplectic coordinates
 we write the symplectic
��form as

� � dy � dx �
dX
i��

dyi � dxi�
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An outstanding fact is that all the symplectic forms can be written locally in this
way
 thanks to Darboux	s theorem� This is an essential di&erence between symplectic
geometry and Riemannian geometry� Hamilton	s equations are only the translation to
these coordinates of the vector �eld XH ������

����
�xi �

�H

�yi
�

�yi � ��H
�xi

�

The Poisson bracket is written as

fH�� H�g �
dX
i��

�
�H�

�yi
� �H�

�xi
� �H�

�xi
� �H�

�yi

�
�

The basic structural unit of Hamiltonian mechanics is a ��form � �  ��T �M� on
the phase space N � T �M
 uniquely characterized by

�� �  ��M� ��� � ��

This natural ��form is known as the Liouville form and its di&erential � � d� is the
canonical symplectic form on the cotangent bundle� In cotangent coordinates they are
given by

� � dy � dx �
dX
i��

dyi � dxi

and

� � y dx �
dX
i��

yidxi�

So then
 an important case in symplectic geometry corresponds to the fact that
the symplectic form be exact
 that is
 there is a ��form � called action form satisfying
� � d�� We only shall consider this case� In fact
 in this introduction our phase space
is N � T �M
 although many de�nitions are useful in more cases�

Exact symplectomorphisms

We study a discrete version of mechanics� That is
 instead of working with �ows �given
by vector �elds�
 we shall consider di&eomorphisms� In fact
 they are quite related
 via
the Poincar�e section� For instance
 if our vector �eld X � X�z� t� is T �periodic in time
and its �ow is �t�t� 
 then we can consider the map F � �T��
 that is the Poincar�e map
associated to the section ! � f�z� �� � N � Tg
 where we have extend the phase space
to N � T and T � R��TZ��
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Since our vector �elds are Hamiltonian then their �ows preserve the symplectic
structure� In general
 a di&eomorphism which preserves such structure is called sym	
plectomorphism� This term was introduced by Souriau
 and corresponds to canon	
ical transformation
 used in analytical mechanics� Therefore
 a symplectomorphism
F � N � N is a di&eomorphism that satis�es

F �� � ��

Since our symplectic structure is exact
 and the primitive ��form is �
 then the ��form
F ��� � is closed�

� � F �d�� d�
� d�F ������

In particular
 if this ��form is exact we shall say that our symplectomorphism is exact

and then there is a function S � N � R satisfying the exactness equation

F ��� � � dS�

It is called the primitive function of F and
 of course
 it is de�ned up to constants�
A curious fact is that many authors refer to that function as the generating function

of F 
 but really this function does not generate F " In fact
 it generates a family of
symplectomorphisms� We can say brie�y that

S determines F up to di&eomorphisms on the basis�

The reason is that any di&eomorphism on M can be lifted to an exact symplecto�
morphism on T �M
 and the corresponding primitive function is zero� By this reason

we have followed the terminology used in ���� We wonder about the nature and the
properties of the primitive function
 and what kind of information we can get from it�

Although Lagrangian generating functions can be introduced for exact symplecto�
morphism
 its existence restricts

	 the kind of symplectomorphisms
 which must be transversal to the standard foli�
ation of the cotangent bundle#

	 the topology of our phase space
 because the con�guration space must be di&eo�
morphic to Rd �

Anyway
 althoughM is not Rd 
 we can consider local or many�valued generating func�
tions
 but many results ask for its global existence� We shall not take this point of view
and we shall work with the primitive function� Recall that if
 for instance
 M � Td

we can consider its universal covering
 *M � Rd �

Some questions related with symplectic dynamics

Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism
 and S � T �M � R be its
primitive function� We shall use cotangent coordinates �x� y� and F is given
 then
 by�

$x � f�x� y�
$y � g�x� y�

�
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�although we can de�ne the basic component by f � q�F 
 where q � T �M�M is the
projection��

Since the primitive function does not determine our symplectomorphism
 the ques�
tion we can ask ourselves is�

what additional information do we need in order to obtain F from S%

We have called this question the determination problem
 and it is related to the inter	
polation problem
 that we can summarize by�

given a symplectomorphism F 
 can we get a time�dependent Hamiltonian
H � H�z� t� whose �ow interpolate F 
 that is ���� � F %

This question was studied by Moser ���� to prove the convergence of the expansions
in the Birkho& normal form ���� for an area preserving map � around a hyperbolic
�xed point� Later
 other authors worry about di&erent aspects of the problem
 as
Douady ����
 Conley and Zehnder ����
 Kuksin ����
 Kuksin i P�oschel ����� Lastly
Pronin and Treschev ���
 working on analytic set up and with compact manifolds

proved constructively that if our symplectomorphism can be interpolated then we can
get the Hamiltonian be periodic in time�

We shall consider the two problems in the case that our symplectomorphism �xes
the zero�section and we know the dynamics on it� We shall also take a constructive
point of view� The process will be�

	 to construct formally our symplectomorphism from the dynamics on the zero�
section and the primitive function#

	 instead of proving directly the analyticity of the expansion
 we shall �nd construc�
tively a Hamiltonian that interpolates it
 and it is analytic in a neighborhood of
the zero�section and respect to a big enough time�

To construct the Hamiltonian we use a homotopy method
 and we obtain a certain
evolutionary partial di&erential equation
 which is not lineal� In this equation it appears
what in analytic mechanics is known as the elementary action of a Hamiltonian
 and we
see is a derivation in the Lie algebra of functions �endowed with the Poisson bracket��
This derivation is

��H� � ��XH��H�

This operator is not invertible
 and the )integration constants	 are the homogeneous
functions of degree � in the y variables
 which is easily proved by mean of cotangent
coordinates�

��H��x� y� � y � ryH�x� y��H�x� y��

This is related to the existence of many exact symplectomorphisms with the same
primitive function� Recall that we must get the analyticity of H with respect to time

�in short a�p�m�
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be just a little bit more than �
 at least in a small neighborhood of the zero�section�
The method used is the classical method of majorants due to Cauchy� The key point is
to take account of the canonical distinction between position and momentum variables�

Leaving the zero�section �xed and see what happens around it is not so restrictive

and the basic fact is where a certain Lagrangian manifold goes� A Lagrangian manifold
is a d�submanifold of N such that the symplectic form vanish on its tangent vectors�
A straightforward example is given by the zero�section of a cotangent bundle
 and a
Weinstein	s theorem ���
 �� says that this is in fact the universal model of a Lagrangian
manifold� Our Lagrangian manifolds will be exact
 that is
 the action form on such
manifolds
 which that is
 in fact
 exact� The previous constructions let us generate
many dynamics around this kind of manifolds�

Now
 we have another question�

What are the properties of the exact Lagrangian manifolds
 invariant under
the action of our exact symplectomorphism F %

Some properties can be seen after studying the two previous problems� For instance
 if
M � Rd and F � �f� g� � Rd � Rd � Rd � Rd is our symplectomorphism
 being S its
primitive function
 and the zero�section fy � �g is �xed by F 
 then we obtain that�
	 S�x� �� is a constant function#

	 �x � Rd �S

�x
�x� �� � ��

�S

�y
�x� �� � ��

The �rst property can be easily generalized to any exact Lagrangian manifold
 and it
shows that we can assign a conserved quantity to it� The second one means that if we
consider S as a x�parametrized family of functions
 then for each x the corresponding
point of the Lagrangian manifold
 �x� ��
 is a critical point of S�x� ��� The converse
is also true if our map is monotone
 that is
 it is transversal respect to the standard
foliation�

��x� y� � Rd � Rd �

				�f�y �x� y�
				 
� �

�The symmetrization of this matrix of partial derivatives is known as torsion�� This
property can be also applied to any invariant exact Lagrangian graphs
 and even it could
also work for any invariant exact Lagrangian manifolds by means of suitable transversal
foliations�

A specially important example corresponds to the case in which all the )�bered	
critical points are minimum
 because the orbits minimize a certain action� The orbits
of an exact symplectomorphism on the cotangent bundle satisfy a variational principle
�in a similar way the trajectories of a classical mechanical system satisfy the stationary
action principle�� Discrete variational principles are a powerful tool when we want to
prove the existence of �xed points
 periodic orbits
 quasi�periodic orbits
 homoclinic
orbits
 etc� Poincar�e ��� was the �rst person who used these methods in certain prob�
lems of celestial mechanics
 and they have been used by many authors� For instance

they have been fundamental to prove the existence of quasi�periodic orbits in certain
a�p�m� �the twist ones�� These orbits minimize a certain action
 and they correspond
to invariant curves or invariant Cantor sets �Aubry�Mather sets� ���
 ����
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In general
 we need the existence of a global generating function in order to de�ne
variational principles
 but this fact restricts the topology of our con�guration space
and our symplectomorphism� We avoid to use the generating functions and we use
the primitive function
 and our variational principles work for any discrete mechanical
system �that is
 an exact symplectomorphism on T �M�� We shall take a di&erent point
of view� instead of using variational principles to �nd orbits
 we use them to extract
information about them� They are
 in a sense
 local variational principles� Finally

turning to the invariant Lagrangian graphs
 our constructions let us generalize some
results by Mather ����
 Herman ���� and MacKay
 Meiss and Stark ����

Henceforth
 we think that our variational principles are interesting because�

	 they work in any cotangent bundle
 resembling the laws of discrete classical me�
chanics#

	 we do not need the generating function
 which does not always exist or is di+cult
to compute �for instance
 if our map is given by a Hamiltonian �ow�#

	 we can extend them around any exact Lagrangian manifold
 thanks to Weinstein	s
theorems�

In order to de�ne those variational principles we have followed the next steps� Here
we use cotangent coordinates �x� y� and
 in fact
 we work on Rd � Rd �

�� First
 consider two positions xm�xn � Rd 
 where n � m��
 that we want to join
by means of a piece of orbit �of length n�m��

�� Then
 we de�ne the set of chains connecting both points
 being these chains the
sequences

�xm� ym�� �xm��� ym���� � � � �xn��� yn���

satisfying

	 xm � xm


	 �i � m � n��� f�xi� yi� � xi��


	 f�xn��� yn��� � xn�

�� The action over this set is the sum

Sm�n�xm� ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �
n��X
i�m

S�xi� yi��

�� Finally
 we obtain that the orbits connecting the two positions xm�xn are ex�
tremal for the action �de�ned on the set of chains�
 and the converse is true if
our symplectomorphism is monotone� Then
 an orbit is minimizing if every of its
segments minimizes the corresponding action�
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What is the physical interpretation of this construction% Consider a mechanical system
given by a time�periodic Hamiltonian

H � T �M� T �� R�

where T � R�Z� Let F � ���� be its time�periodic �ow� Its primitive function is
 using
cotangent coordinates


S�x� y� �

Z �

�

��Ht��x�t�� y�t��dt

�

Z �

�

�
y�t� � �H

�y
�x�t�� y�t�� t��H�x�t�� y�t�� t�

�
dt�

where �x�t�� y�t�� � �t���x� y� is the �ow� Therefore
 a chain is an )orbit	 of our me�
chanical system whose velocity is suddenly changed each period of time� We want to
smooth the peaks
 and we obtain it by extremizing the action�

If we consider chains of length �
 that is
 points �x� y�
 but we impose that they
go to the same �ber and the action is the primitive function
 then we look for �xed
points� That is
 �xed points are critical points of the primitive function restricted
to the �berwise transformed set K � f�x� y� j f�x� y� � xg� In fact
 we have found
a construction already used by Moser ���� in the case of exact symplectomorphisms
de�ned on the cotangent bundle of a torus
 and used later by Arnaud ����

To follow a logic order
 in the thesis we have described �rstly the variational prin�
ciples for �xed points and afterwards we have considered those related with orbits� We
have also devoted some time to the relationship between the dynamical character and
extremal character of a �xed point
 although there are many results about this sub�
ject ���
 ��
 ��� We have also considered some degenerate cases
 that correspond to
non�monotone �xed points�

Finally
 we have proved that the extremal characters of an orbit and an invariant
exact Lagrangian graph are invariant under changes of variables in our con�guration
space and �berwise translations on the phase space� The physical interpretation is that
the laws of discrete mechanics are independent of the coordinates in the con�guration
space and certain )privileged observers	� From a geometrical point of view
 this is
connected to the election of a natural ��form in the phase space
 � � y dx
 and the
concomitant distinction between position and momentum variables that this implies�
On the other hand
 recall that the dynamics of the systems are independent of any
coordinates on the phase space� Then
 for instance
 the Floquet multipliers associated
to a periodic orbit are invariant under any change of variables�

Applications to converse KAM theory

Lagrangian manifolds are interesting from a dynamical point of view because they
appear often in the theory of dynamical systems� For instance�

	 the invariant tori of the theory by Kolmogorov ����
 Arnold ��� and Moser ���

known brie�y as KAM theory
 which are Lagrangian because their dynamics are
given by ergodic rotations
 as Herman proved ���
 ���#
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	 the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic �xed point
 which are La�
grangian because the corresponding dynamics collapses to the �xed point when
we iterate our map or its inverse
 respectively�

We shall consider the �rst example� About the second one
 they appear in the the�
ory of splitting of separatrices
 founded by Poincar�e and developed later by Melnikov
and Arnold� In the symplectic case one use a Melnikov function rather than a Mel�
nikov vector in order to measure the breakdown
 and in principle one uses generating
functions� Easton ���� already used the primitive function for the de�nitions of that
potential
 and his formulae was generalized by Delshams and Ram��rez�Ros ����

In order to show the main ideas of KAM theory we consider now the well known
standard map
 which is a twist a�p�m� introduced by Chirikov ����� It is������

����
x� � x � y � K

�	
sin��	x� �mod ��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

�

where the phase space is the cylinder T � R
 whose coordinates are the angle�action
variables �x� y�� K is a perturbative parameter
 and for K � � our map is integrable�

��
�

x� � x� y �mod ��

y� � y
�

That is to say
 our phase space is foliated by invariant tori y � y�
 and their dynamics
are given by rotations� These rotational invariant curves �
 because they encircle the
cylinder
 are labeled by the corresponding frequencies y�
 and there are two types�

	 y� � Q 
 and then the orbits are periodic#

	 y� � R n Q 
 and contain quasi�periodic orbits that densely �ll the curve�

When K is increased from zero
 the question is about how much of the integrable
structure survive� Experimentally
 we see that the major part of orbits still belongs
to r�i�c�
 and this is exactly that KAM theory says� the major part of tori persists if
the perturbation K is small enough� A remarkable fact is that the persistence of these
invariant curves depend on the )distance	 of their frequencies to the rational numbers�
The irrationality degree is measured with the called diophantine condition� A number 

is diophantine if there are two constants C � � and � � � such that for all the fractions
p
n
� Q

jn
 � pj �
C

n�
�

�in short� r�i�c��
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The diophantine numbers are di+cult to approximate by rationals� This is also related
to the continued fraction expansion of a number� So then
 the )more irrational	 number
is the golden mean

� �

p
� � �

�
� ��# �� �� �� � � ���

that satis�es a diophantine condition with C � �� and � � ��
Now
 we ask ourselves about the converse question� how large should be the pertur�

bation to break all the r�i�c�% Another question is� what is the )last	 r�i�c�% We can also
consider when a certain r�i�c� with a certain frequency breaks down� The set of criteria
and tools performed in order to solve these kind of problems is called converse KAM
theory
 following MacKay
 Meiss and Stark ����� On the contrary to KAM theory
 con�
verse KAM theory is non perturbative
 and it is able of giving conditions to say that
for a certain point of phase space does not belong to a r�i�c� �or
 in higher dimensions

to a torus��

While there are many results about converse KAM theory in low dimension �d � ��

this is not the case in higher dimensions �d � ��� We emphasize MacKay
 Meiss and
Stark ���
 Herman ���
 ��
 ��
 ��� and Tompaidis ���
 ���� The phase space that one
consider is the cotangent bundle of a torus
 T �Td � Td � Rd 
 named d�annulus or d�
cylinder
 whose covering space is Rd � Rd � The main problem is
 while for twist a�p�m�
the r�i�c� are graphs �thanks to a Birkho&	s theorem �����
 there is not an equivalent
statement in higher dimensions� We must only pay attention to those Lagrangian tori
which are graphs� On the other side
 we have the maps which are not twist
 or those
in which the torsion changes its sign
 or it is non degenerate but not de�nite �it can
happen for d � ��� Moreover
 the multidimensional generalization of the continued
fraction expansion is not so clear�

We can group the di&erent techniques and criteria of converse KAM theory in the
following groups�

	 Lipschitz criteria� Thanks to another Birkho&	s theorem one can obtain Lip�
schitz bounds on slopes of a r�i�c� for a twist a�p�m�
 and then obtain restrictive
criteria for the non�existence of those curves �as Birkho& ����
 Herman ���� and
Mather ���� studied this
 we shall refer to this theory as BHM Theory�� For in�
stance
 Mather ���� found that for the standard map there are no r�i�c� if jKj � �

�

and later MacKay and Percival ���� re�ned it
 with the aid of a computer
 in
order to obtain a rigorous bound jKj � ��

��

 and Jungreis ��� improved these

rigorous results� Herman ���
 ��� also proved similar Lipschitz inequalities for the
invariant Lagrangian graphs of monotone positive symplectomorphisms� We shall
relate some of his results to variational principles�

	 Variational criteria� In ����
 MacKay and Percival related also their cone	
crossing criterion� with Aubry�Mather	s variational principles� Later
 in higher
dimensions
 MacKay
 Meiss and Stark ��� performed a method to detect if a
point of phase space does not belong to a Lagrangian graph
 and they also gave
a geometrical explanation by means of the )slopes	 of Lagrangian planes� In both
cases the symplectomorphism should satisfy strong positivity conditions
 being
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de�ned by a Lagrangian generating function� The question was to detect if a
certain segment of orbit minimizes or not a certain action
 and this is easily
veri�ed by considering a certain Hessian matrix� It was curious that one need
global conditions on our symplectomorphism while one only check local conditions�

We have followed the de�nition of positivity given by Herman
 and we have con�
sidered monotone positive symplectomorphisms ���
 ���� There are examples of
monotone positive symplectomorphisms that are not twist and they are not de�
�ned by Lagrangian generating functions� Our de�nitions are local
 and they let
us to study suitable pieces of phase space� As a conclusion we have that

if an invariant Lagrangian graph lives in a monotone positive region

then it is minimizing
 and all their orbits are minimizing�

From here
 we can do similar calculations to those given in ���
 but with less
restrictive conditions� Specially
 we can use what we have called the MMS itera	
tion
 that is
 an algorithm performed by MacKay
 Meiss and Stark ��� in order
to determine if a certain block�tridiagonal symmetric matrix is positive de�nite�
�

	 Greene�like criteria� In ����
 Greene proposed a criterion to detect when a
certain r�i�c� of an a�p�m� breaks when the perturbation is increased� His method
was founded in the study of the stability of nearby periodic orbits� Greene dis�
covered that
 for the standard map
 the last invariant curve has frequency � �the
golden mean� and it breaks for a critical value K� � ����������� �this value was
obtained by MacKay ������ He reasoned that if there is a set of periodic orbits
whose frequencies ri �

pi
ni
limit on the frequency 



lim
i��

ri � 
�

and they have residues between � and � �they are elliptic periodic orbits�
 then
the invariant circle exists� This residue conjecture has been proven by MacKay
���� and Falconini and de la Llave ���� in some cases� Then
 he considered the
critical values Kri where the corresponding periodic orbits have residue � �which
corresponds to a period doubling bifurcation�
 and observed that they limit on
K�� Moreover
 when one considers the golden mean �or any noble number� and
the sequence of rational approximations is given by the convergent of the cor�
responding continued fraction
 then the sequence of critical values geometrically
limits on K�� This is related to the stable manifold of a �xed point of a certain
renormalization operator in the space of twist a�p�m�
 as MacKay ���� numerically
studied�

In higher dimensions the situation is not so clear� First of all
 we have not a
de�nite candidate of rational approximation of irrational vectors which generalizes
the continued fractions� For instance
 Tompaidis ���� extended the Greene method

�At the end of this thesis we have written a small summary about positive de�nite symmetric
matrices�
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and he applied it to a ��dimensional volume preserving map ���� the rotational
standard map� He used the Jacobi�Perron algorithm in order to approximate the
irrational vectors� We have followed him� Another problem is the renormalization
behaviour which is more complicated and di+cult to detect� This should help us
to improve the estimation of the critical values of breakdown of the tori�

We have developed a method with the same �avour
 but instead of considering
the stability of periodic orbits we have considered their extremal character� We
have also worked with monotone positive symplectomorphisms� From a )na��ve	
point of view
 we have used that if an orbit is minimizing �and the orbits on
the tori are minimizing�
 then any segment of orbit close enough to it is also
minimizing� Although elliptic periodic orbits are not minimizing
 small enough
segments of them are� Recall that all the orbits of a monotone positive integrable
symplectomorphism are minimizing�

	 Obstructional criteria� Consider an a�p�m� and suppose that the unstable
manifold of a periodic orbit cuts the stable manifold of another one� Then there
can be no r�i�c� contained between them� Since these heteroclinic connections
can be numerically computed
 then one can use them as a practical criterion
 as
Olvera and Sim�o did ���� On the other side
 these manifolds are also used to
bound the named resonances
 which are regions on the phase space whose points
have similar behaviour� Transport theory �see
 for instance
 ����� deal with the
motion of these sets�

When we work in higher dimensions we can not use the stable and unstable mani�
folds of hyperbolic periodic orbits
 because they do not separate the phase space in
connected components� Codimension�� manifolds are needed
 as the center�stable
and center�unstable manifolds of elliptic hyperbolic periodic orbits �with only two
hyperbolic directions�� We think that they can be useful to explain the mecha�
nism of the breakdown and to study the transport� They are the skeleton of our
dynamical system� As an example
 we have considered a �D map
 the Froeschl�e
map
 and we have studied the resonance region associated to the origin
 that is
an elliptic point� We shall see that this region is bounded by the center�stable
and the center�unstable manifolds of its two elliptic�hyperbolic companions� To
do this
 we have expanded these manifolds in power series �with � variables� until
a high degree
 because they are di+cult to globalize� Their visualization can be
obtained by intersection of them with planes� Such intersections are
 generically

curves� Since di&erent invariant manifolds cut between them
 there is a complex
structure of folds and bags
 which give smaller resonance regions�

In some sense
 we have uni�ed the Lipschitz�variational criteria with Greene criteria�
The �rst ones are equivalent ���
 �� and let us do rigorous proofs with the aid of a
computer
 by using interval arithmetic �although we have not done this�� The second
ones do not let us do rigorous proofs
 but they give accurate estimates of the critical
values of breakdown� As we have already seen
 we have performed a variational Greene
criterion� The uni�cation of all of these criteria with obstructional criteria would be
given by a complete study of the relationship between dynamics and extremality�
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In order to show these ideas we consider two
 three and four dimensional examples�
In all cases we have applied �rst the variational criteria in a similar way than ���
 in
order to eliminate the regions in phase space that do not contain invariant tori �like
graphs�� We have considered di&erent kind of examples� twists
 monotone positive but
not twist
 non monotone
 etc� The �D examples belong to the family of the standard
map
 the �D ones belong to the family of the Froeschl�e map
 and in the �D case we have
taken the rotational standard map� For instance
 if we consider a non monotone a�p�m�

then we see that the r�i�c� which crosses the non monotone curves �where monotonicity
fails� are not graphs
 have folds and they are more di+cult to destroy� We suppose
that the major part of these curves have de�nite sign
 but we should consider suitable
coordinates�

To check our variational Greene method
 we have �rstly considered the standard
map
 because it is well known� We have also observed the typical self�similarity be�
haviour associated to the breakdown of noble curves� We have also applied it to another
�D map
 the exponential standard map
 which is monotone positive but not twist� For
the �D dimensional examples we have taken the Froeschl�e map
 that is de�ned on
T� � R� and is

�������������
������������

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

�

and two di&erent rotation vectors� a quadratic pair �
p
� � ��p� � �� and the golden

vector �for the Jacobi�Perron algorithm�
 which is a cubic pair� Depending on the
values of the parameters K� and K�
 and considering  as a perturbation parameter

we have seen di&erent kinds of breakdown� We have computed periodic orbits with )big	
periods and we have continued them respect to � We have used a parallel�shooting
like method� The question that we ask ourselves is�

How are the Aubry�Mather sets in higher dimensions%

In the �D case these sets have zero Hausdor& dimension �in the hyperbolic case�
 as
MacKay proved ����
 but here they seem to have zero or � dimension� We have also
seen certain resonance regions associated to periodic orbits of low period
 and this carry
out to consider obstructional criteria in order to explain the mechanism of breakdown�
Finally
 we have also considered the Tompaidis �D example and the golden vector� The
rotational standard map depends on two parameters K and  and a rotation 

 it is
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de�ned on the cylinder T � R � T endowed with the coordinates �x� y� ��
 and it is��������
�������

y� � y � �

��	�
sin��	x��K �  cos��	���

x� � x � y� �mod ��

�� � � � 
 �mod ��

�

In order to do this
 he have had to develop a variational theory for the named exact
symplectic skew�products� This part have not been given with detail
 because is similar
to the variational theory for exact symplectomorphisms�

We remark that there are other non�existence criteria
 as those based in the com�
putation of the radius of convergence of Fourier series of KAM tori �done
 for instance

by Percival ���� and the frequency analysis by Laskar �����

General summary of the thesis

We have divided this thesis in four parts�

PART I� Exact symplectic geometry �introduction of the problems�

This part contains the basic tools of symplectic geometry and outline the four
subjects that we have study along the thesis�

�� the determination problem


�� the interpolation problem


�� the variational problem


�� the breakdown problem�

PART II� On the standard symplectic manifold �analytical part�

We recall the necessary tools to work on Rd � Rd � That is
 we perform a coordi�
nate treatment of the results� First of all
 we relate di&erent kinds of generating
functions to the primitive function and later we solve formally the determination
problem� Then we introduce di&erent variational principles� for �xed points
 peri�
odic orbits and orbital segments� Their invariance under certain kind of transfor�
mations of phase space is proved
 and we interpret physically such results� Finally

we give the basic properties of invariant exact Lagrangian graphs
 obtaining
 at
last
 that if our graph is minimizing then its orbits are minimizing�

PART III� On the cotangent bundle �geometrical part�

The �rst three chapters are similar to the three previous ones
 with the di&erence
that we do an intrinsic treatment of the results
 by considering any cotangent
bundle� The fourth chapter in this part deal with the solution of the interpolation
problem
 given in analytic set up�
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PART IV� Converse KAM theory �numerical part�

The last part deal with the applications to converse KAM theory� First of all

we give a small list of di&erent examples that we shall study later� Then
 we
generalize converse KAM theory by ��� and we related it to the Lipschitz theory
by Birkho& and Herman ���
 ���� Then
 we perform our variational Greene method
and apply it to di&erent examples� Also we study numerically the Aubry�Mather
sets in higher dimensions� After this
 we apply our methods to the rotational
standard map
 that is a symplectic skew product� Then
 we give some ideas
about the geometrical obstructions for existence of invariant tori
 showing them
with a simple example� We also �nd some known Birkho& normal forms using
our methods� Finally
 we explain brie�y how our theory can be used for arbitrary
Lagrangian foliations�

Main achievements

Now
 we summarize what are the main conclusions of this thesis
 and further questions
that we leave till the future�

	 First of all
 we think that our main contribution is the systematic use of the
primitive function of an exact symplectomorphism� The analytical
 geometrical
and numerical tools used along this thesis take into account the properties of this
primitive function� In fact
 they come from the structure of the phase space
 given
by an action form�

	 This use let us to introduce variational principles in more general contexts and
with weaker hypotheses that one usually demands
 as the existence of a global
generating function�

	 We have stated variational principles of discrete mechanics �that is
 the study of
exact symplectomorphisms on a cotangent bundle�� The geometrization of these
principles come from the Liouville form and the standard foliation associated�

	 We also have given a variational interpretation of the invariant exact Lagrangian
graphs� Their points are �bered critical points of a certain function� This let
us to classify from a variational point of view the di&erent graphs� We consider
mainly the minimizing graphs
 and obtain that their orbits are minimizing� This
is a generalization of some results by Mather ����
 Herman ���
 ��� and MacKay

Meiss and Stark ����

	 In order to give existence conditions of invariant tori for symplectomorphisms
de�ned on Td � Rd 
 we have used these variational methods� Then
 we have
related ��� and ���
 ���
 with the main di&erence that we have not used the
Lagrangian generating functions
 which do not always exist�

	 The )local	 treatment of our variational principles let us to study the regions of
phase space which satisfy certain positiveness conditions� We can summarize that
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if an invariant Lagrangian graph lives in a monotone positive region

then it is minimizing
 and all their orbits are minimizing�

From this point
 we can perform similar computations to ���
 but with less re�
strictions�

	 Another point is the development of Greene�like criteria to detect when a certain
torus breaks down� We have used the extremal properties instead of the dynamical
properties of the close periodic orbits� We have checked our method with the
standard map� We have also applied it to a �D example�

	 In order to )see	 the breakdown of invariant tori we have had to compute periodic
orbits with long periods � ��	�� We have used a parallel shooting method� The
results agree with our variational method� Moreover
 we have detected di&erent
kinds of breakdown� These phenomena should be studied in the future�

	 We have explained a possible mechanism of breakdown
 associated to the in�
tersections between codimension�� invariant manifolds� Although we have not
developed this completely
 this work is in progress� We think that the example
that we have considered is su+ciently instructive�

	 Finally
 we have applied our methodology to a broader class of maps
 the sym�
plectic skew�products� The �D example that we have considered was already used
by Tompaidis ����� Our results agree with his�

	 An important part of this thesis is devoted to the examples� As models of non
twist area preserving maps we have introduce the exponential standard map

the quadratic standard map and the trigonometric standard map� We have also
considered the standard map� The couplings of these maps give us many �D
examples
 like the Froeschl�e map� As a �D example �of symplectic skew�product�
we have taken the rotational standard map
 but we could also consider other
examples�

About these methods we have some problems to solve� The �rst one appear
 for
instance
 when we have an a�p�m� whose monotonicity changes its sign and the r�i�c�
that we are studying cross regions with monotonicity of di&erent sign� These curves
have folds and are more di+cult to destroy� Possibly the major part of these curves have
de�nite sign in suitable coordinates� The second one appears when we work in higher
dimensions and the monotonicity
 although is non degenerate
 is unde�nite� Herman has
some results about this ����� We know how the orbits are on these tori
 from a variational
point of view
 once we have made one step of the Birkho& normal form� Of course
 this is
not enough� Moreover
 another deep problem is about the application of renormalization
operators in higher dimensions
 associated to multidimensional rational approximations�
Finally
 we would like to explain the breakdown from a geometrical�obstructional point
of view
 not only considering invariant manifolds associated to periodic orbits
 but also
to isotropic tori�

On the other side
 we have extended the variational principles to any cotangent
bundle and they can work as the laws of discrete mechanics� It should be interesting to
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consider di&erent con�guration spaces
 as S�
 SO���
 etc� For instance
 one could look
for �xed points of symplectomorphism de�ned on their cotangent bundles �and they
could correspond to periodic orbits of mechanical systems�� It should be also interest�
ing to detect the bifurcations of such �xed points �if our symplectomorphism depends
on parameters
 of course� in terms of topological transformations of the �berwise trans�
formed set� Anyway
 these results are not constructive and the nature of the problem
is local�

We continue with other contributions�

	 Other important point is the confrontation primitive function�generating func�
tion� We have also pointed out that the generating function is not always com�
putable
 and it could be a problem in order to study unde�nite invariant tori� In
order to obtain the dynamics around an invariant torus we only need its dynamics
�and if it is a KAM torus its dynamics is given by a rotation� and the primitive
function�

	 We can also obtain the dynamics by interpolation with a Hamiltonian �ow� We
have used it in order to prove the analyticity of the expansions �the di&erentiable
case remains open ,cf� ����,�� It is important the fact that the proofs are con�
structive
 and the recurrences can be carried out with the aid of a computer�
Periodicity in time can be got applying some constructive results by Pronin and
Treschev ����

	 The geometrical structure of the phase space has been the key point of our proofs�
In addition to the Liouville form and its associated foliation
 the Liouville deriva�
tive that we have de�ned has been very useful� We have obtained that we can
associate a derivation to any exact symplectic manifold
 and in the case of the
cotangent bundle �endowed with the Liouville form� is the Liouville derivative
�also known as the elementary action��

These constructions let us to )invent	 many kinds of dynamics around invariant
Lagrangian manifolds� For instance
 if the basic manifold is a torus
 we need to pro�
gramme an algebraic manipulator of Fourier�Taylor series� We can put any dynamics
on the torus
 as an ergodic translation
 an Anosov	s di&eomorphism
 etc� This work is
also in progress �one can get easy examples if the torus has dimension ��� It could be
also interesting to apply it to the study of unde�nite tori
 and )see	 the )escape lines	
that Herman found �����

From a geometrical point of view
 the main object of our theory is the Liouville
form
 which vanishes on the zero�section and on the tangent vectors to the standard
foliation of the cotangent bundle� This foliation is transversal to the zero�section� We
suppose that it can be generalized by means of suitable foliations transversal to our
invariant Lagrangian manifolds� Other kind of generalization is to consider Lagrangian
manifolds de�ned by the called Morse families or phase functions
 which are similar
to the generating functions but contain additional parameters that let the foldings in
our manifolds� Although we have to be able to extend some results to this context
 we
still do not know how to develop them� Moreover
 we can also consider other maps
 as
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the ��symplectic ones �which satisfy F �� � ��
 where � � R or
 in the complex case

� � C �
 or
 in particular
 the antisymplectic maps
 which have � � �� �cf� ������

We remark that we have worked around any zero�section of any cotangent bundle
and
 morally speaking
 around any exact Lagrangian manifold� For instance
 around a
Lagrangian torus
 or a piece of stable manifold of a hyperbolic �xed point
 or a piece
of stable manifold of a hyperbolic lower dimensional �isotropic� torus �useful in the
explanation of Arnold di
usion�� We have used our methods in order to �nd the known
Birkho& normal forms for these examples�

Finally
 we think that this thesis is interesting because we relate di&erent analytical

geometrical and numerical techniques� We have tried to give them a certain structure�
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Chapter �

Exact symplectomorphisms

We recall the elementary de�nitions and results about exact symplectic manifolds
and exact symplectomorphisms� For the sake of simplicity� all the objects �man�
ifolds� functions� di�eomorphisms� ���� will be C�� Moreover� all the manifolds
will be connected manifolds�

Using the nomenclature of 	
�� we associate to an exact symplectomorphism a
primitive function� also called generating function by other authors� As we shall
see� this function does not generate our symplectomorphism� and because of this
we shall adopt the �rst name�

Finally� we state the determination problem� which deal with the additive infor�
mation that we need in order to determine our exact symplectomorphism from
its primitive function�

�	� Exact symplectic manifolds

In accordance with the standard de�nitions
 a symplectic structure on a manifold N is
given by a di&erential ��form � �  ��N � satisfying the following two properties�

	 �z � N 
 �z is non degenerate ��Xz � TzN n f�g �Yz � TzN j �z�Xz� Yz� 
� ��

	 � is closed �d� � ���

We say that �N ��� is a symplectic manifold
 and that � is a symplectic form� The
nondegeneracy condition implies that the dimension of N is even �dimN � �d� and
the map

�� � TN �� T �N
X �� �X � �iX�

is an isomorphism of vector bundles �its inverse is denoted by ��� �X � �� �� � X��
If
 moreover
 � is exact �� � d�
 for some Pfa+an form � on N �
 we say that

�N �� � d�� is an exact symplectic manifold and � is its action form�
The most important examples of symplectic manifolds correspond to exact symplec�

tic manifolds� Examples of non exact symplectic manifolds are given
 for instance
 by
orientable compact surfaces
 taking their area elements as their symplectic ��forms�

�
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Examples

�� The standard symplectic manifold

The standard symplectic structure on R�d � Rd � Rd 
 endowed with the position	
momentum coordinates �x� y� � �x�� � � � � xd� y�� � � � � yd�
 is given by � � dy�dx �Pd

i�� dyi � dxi
 and it is exact
 with � � y dx �
Pd

i�� yi dxi as action form�

This is a local model of all the symplectic manifolds of dimension �d
 according
to Darboux�s Theorem �see
 for instance
 ���
 p� ����� That is to say
 if �N ���
is a symplectic manifold and z � N 
 there exists a local coordinate chart on
z
 given by �x� y� �the canonical coordinates or symplectic coordinates�
 in which
� � dy � dx�
)Exotic	 symplectic structures on R� have been constructed� That is
 there exist
symplectic structures on R� which are not �globally� equivalent to the standard
one �see
 for instance ��
 p� ���

�� The cotangent bundle

In classical mechanics
 the cotangent bundle �the phase space� of a manifoldM
�the con�guration space� is the more celebrated example ���
 ���

LetM be a d�dimensional di&erentiable manifold and T �M its cotangent bundle

whose projection is q � T �M�M� We know that we can de�ne a di&erentiable
structure on T �M by means of the cotangent charts U � Rd 
 where each U is a
chart ofM� We write the corresponding coordinates as �x� y��

In order to de�ne an exact symplectic structure on T �M we begin by de�ning
an ��form � �  ��T �M� �called Liouville form�� It is de�ned on each )point	
�x � T �M �where x � M� by

��x
-X�x � �xq���x� -X�x�

for any -X�x � T�xT
�M �then
 q���x� -X�x � TxM and we can apply �x�� Moreover


� is the unique Pfa+an form on T �M which satis�es

��� � �� �� �  ��M��

where in the right term we see � as a map � �M� T �M �in fact
 � is a section
of the cotangent bundle��

Finally
 � � d� is the canonical symplectic structure on T �M
 and it is exact�
In cotangent coordinates on T �M
 �x� y� � U � Rd 
 these forms are�

� � y dx� � � dy � dx�

�� The tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold

If we have a Riemannian metric g on a manifoldM
 we can transport the canonical
symplectic structure from T �M to TM
 using the isomorphism of vector bundles�

g� � TM �� T �M
X �� iXg

�
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So
 if � � d� is the canonical symplectic structure of T �M
 then -� � �g����
de�nes an exact symplectic structure on TM
 with -� � d-� and -� � �g���� �this
is a particular case of the Legendre transformation��

�
�

�	
 Exact symplectomorphisms

����� De�nitions

Let F � N � N be a di&eomorphism
 where �N �� � d�� is an exact symplectic
manifold� There are three important properties that F can satisfy�

	 F is a symplectomorphism� F �� � ��
Then � � F ���� � F �d�� d� � d�F �����
 and hence F ���� is a closed
��form�

	 F is an exact symplectomorphism� F ��� � is exact�
Then �S � N � R j F ��� � � dS�

	 F is an actionmorphism� F �� � ��

Exactness equation

Given a symplectomorphism F 
 we shall refer to the �rst�order partial dif�
ferential equation on N

F ��� � � dS

as the exactness equation of F � The necessary conditions of existence of
solutions of this equation are satis�ed�

The primitive function

If the exactness equation is solvable
 with F �� � � � dS for a certain
function S
 we shall say that S is a primitive function of F 
 and we shall
write pf�F � � S� Obviously
 S is de�ned up to constants�

Remarks

i� We can do the de�nitions with di&erent symplectic manifolds
 but the maps need
to be immersions� The de�nitions are similar�

ii� �Exact� symplectomorphisms are also called �globally� canonical transformations

while actionmorphisms are also known as homogeneous canonical transformations
or Mathieu transformations ����
 ����

�In the sequel	 while � means �end of remarks
 or �end of examples
	 � means �end of proof
�
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iii� In the literature
 the primitive function is often called generating function� As we
shall see
 this function does not generate the symplectomorphism
 but a family of
symplectomorphisms� By this reason
 we have followed the nomenclature used in
����

iv� Examples of symplectomorphisms on the cotangent bundle of the torus
 the an�
nulus A d � T �Td � Td � Rd 
 are given in Appendix A�

�

����� Composition formulae

The behavior of the primitive function by composition
 inversion and conjugation is
given by the next proposition�

Proposition ��� 

Let �N � d�� be an exact symplectic manifold� and let F�G � N �� N be
two exact symplectomorphisms� with pf�F � � S and pf�G� � T �
Then

�� pf�G�F � � S � T �F

�� pf�F��� � �S�F��

�� pf�G��
�F �G� � S�G� T � T �G��

�F �G

Proof�

It is enough to prove ��

�G�F ��� � F �
�G�� � F ����dT � � ��dS�d�F �T � � ��dS�d�T �F ��

�

Remarks

i� Last formula is useful in order to obtain normal forms
 as we can see in Ap�
pendix F�

ii� If we apply the composition formulae to the composition of n exact symplecto�
morphisms F�� � � � Fn with corresponding primitive functions S�� � � � Sn
 we have

pf�Fn� � � � �F�� �
n��X
i��

Si���Fi � � � �F��

In particular
 pf�F n� �
n��X
i��

S�F i�

�
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�	� The determination problem

As an immediate application of the previous formulae
 we see that if we compose F
with an actionmorphism L
 the primitive function is not changed�

�L�F ����� � F �L��� � � F ��� � � dS�
In fact
 all the exact symplectomorphisms with primitive function equal to S are ob�
tained in this way�

Proposition ��
 

Let �N � d�� an exact symplectic manifold�
Let F � N �� N be an exact symplectomorphism� with pf�F � � S� Then

fG j pf�G� � Sg � fL�F j pf�L� � �g

Proof�

Let be G j pf�G� � S and de�ne L � G�F���
Then�

pf�L� � pf�G�F��� � pf�F��� � pf�G��F�� � �S�F�� � S�F�� � ��

�

Thus
 an exact symplectomorphism is determined by its primitive function up to
actionmorphisms )by the left	�

In order to determine an exact symplectomorphism from its primitive function we
need some additional information
 as
 for instance
 the image of a certain Lagrangian
submanifold �Section ����� As we shall see
 this problem is related with the solution of
a certain evolution problem and a derivation in the Lie algebra of functions �endowed
with the Poisson bracket� �see Section ��� and Chapter ����

�	� On the symplectic product

As it is well known
 given symplectic manifolds one can construct a new one by direct
product� So that
 ifN � N��� � ��Nq is the product of q symplectic manifolds �N�����

� � �
 �Nq��q� and 	�� � � � � 	q are the corresponding projections
 then the ��form on N
given by

� �

qX
i��

	�i�i

is symplectic�
Moreover
 if the symplectic forms �i are exact
 with �i � d�i �i � � � q
 then �

is also exact
 that is
 � � dA with

A �

qX
i��

	�i�i�
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Remarks

i� Many times is more convenient to take the symplectic ��form on the product of
two symplectic manifolds �N����� and �N����� as the di&erence of the pull�backs
of �� and of �� instead of their sum�

ii� For the sake of simplicity
 we shall write �i � 	�i�i and � �
Pq

i���i�

�
Hence
 given several symplectomorphisms we can de�ne a new one on the direct

product of the corresponding symplectic manifolds�

Proposition ��	 

Let N �
Qq

i��Ni be the product of q symplectic manifolds �Ni��i� �i �
�� q�� and � �

Pq
i���i be the symplectic �	form de�ned on N �

Suppose we have q symplectomorphisms Fi � Ni �Ni �i � �� q��

Then

	 The di
eomorphism on N
F � F� � � � �� Fq

�i�e� 	i�F � Fi�	i� �i � �� q� is symplectic�

	 If the symplectic forms �i are exact� with �i � d�i and the symplecto	
morphism Fi are exact� with primitive functions Si� respectively� then
the symplectomorphism F is exact� and its primitive function is

S �

qX
i��

Si�	i�

�or S �
Pq

i�� Si� for short��

An example of actionmorphism is given by the q�rotation Rq de�ned on the direct
product q times of an exact symplectic manifold �N �� � d�� with itself� The proof of
the following result is also straightforward�

Proposition ��� 

Let �N ��� be a symplectic manifold� and let �q be the symplectic form
induced on N q �

Qq
i��N 

�q �

qX
i��

	�i�

�where 	i is every projection��
We consider the q	rotation Rq � N q �N q� which is de�ned by

Rq�z�� z�� � � � � zq� � �zq� z�� � � � � zq����

Then
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	 Rq is a symplectomorphism�

	 If � � d�� then Rq is an actionmorphism�

Given a di&eomorphism F � N � N 
 we note that a q�periodic orbit corresponds
to a �xed point of F q
 of course
 but also to a �xed point of Rq

�F�q �where F�q �
F � � � �q � F � � In both cases
 the �exact� symplectic character is preserved�

Proposition �� 

Let F � N � N be a symplectomorphism on the symplectic manifold �N ����
We consider on N q the symplectic form �q� We de�ne F�q as the di
eo	
morphism de�ned on N q by

F�q�z�� � � � � zq� � �F �z��� � � � � F �zq���

We also de�ne the di
eomorphism on N q Fq � Rq�F
�q � F�q

�Rq� Thus

Fq � N q � N q

�z�� z�� � � � � zq��� � �F �zq���� F �z��� � � � � F �zq����
�

Then

	 The �xed points of Fq are in correspondence with the q	periodic orbits
of F �the correspondence is q	to	��� Moreover� Fq commutes with Rq
Fq�Rq � Rq�Fq � Rq�F

�q
�Rq�

	 Fq is a symplectomorphism�

	 If � is exact �� � d�� and F is exact� being S its primitive function�
then Fq is exact� and its primitive function is

Sq � N q � R

z � �z�� � � � � zq��� � Sq�z� �

q��X
i��

S�zi�
�

Moreover� the primitive function is Zq	invariant� i�e�� Sq�Rq � Sq and
Rq
q � id�

Remarks

i� The formula of the primitive function of Fq is very closed to the formula of the
primitive function of F q�

ii� These ideas give a parallel shooting method for the search for periodic orbits of
a di&eomorphism� This method is some times more adequate numerically �see
Section C�����
 and preserves the symplectic character�

�
Given a q�periodic point z � N of an exact symplectomorphism F � N � N of an

exact symplectic manifold �N �� � d�� �i�e� F q�z� � z�
 we de�ne
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	 the action along the periodic orbit
 as

Sq�z� �

q��X
i��

S�F i�z��#

	 the averaged action along the periodic orbit
 as

-Sq�z� �
�

q
Sq�z��

A question is how the action along a periodic orbit changes by an exact symplectic
change of variables �cf� ������

Proposition ��� 

Let F � N � N be an exact symplectomorphisms on the exact symplectic
manifold �N �� � d��� with pf�F � � S� We conjugate F by another exact
symplectomorphism G � N � N � with pf�G� � T �
De�ne $F � G��

�F �G� being $S its primitive function�
Then

There exists a constant C � R such that for all q	periodic point
z � N of F � so $z � G���z� is a q	periodic point of $F � and the
corresponding averaged actions di
ers by C

-$Sq�$z� � -Sq�z� � C�

Proof�

We know that a primitive function of $F is

S�G� T � T � $F �

and hence
$S � S�G� T � T � $F � C�

for some constant C � R�

Then�

$Sq�$z� � qC �

q��X
i��

�S�G� $F i�$z�� � T � $F i�$z��� T � $F i���$z���

� qC �

q��X
i��

�S�G�G��
�F i

�G�G���z���

� qC �

q��X
i��

S�F i�z��

� qC � Sq�z��

�
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Remark

If
 for instance
 we are studying a neighborhood of an elliptic �xed point and
we try to simplify the dynamics by means of successive symplectic changes of
variables �a normal form process�
 �xing the value of the successive primitive
functions on that �xed point �being equal to zero�
 then the periodic orbits
around the elliptic �xed point preserve their averaged action� �
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Chapter �

Hamiltonian �ow

Hamiltonian �ow on an exact symplectic manifold provides a nice example of
exact symplectomorphism� We recall the basic de�nitions and results about this
subject� and introduce another important object of this thesis� the derivation �

in the Lie algebra of functions� We state the interpolation problem and show a
possible method for solve it� Finally� we state the variational problem of discrete
analytical mechanics�


	� Hamiltonian vector �elds

Through this section
 we shall work on a symplectic manifold �N ����

Hamiltonian vector �elds

As we know
 to a function H � N � R we associate the vector �eld

XH �
�dH�

called Hamiltonian vector �eld of Hamiltonian function H� So then
 XH is
uniquely determined by iXH

� � �dH�
In symplectic coordinates �x� y�
 � � dy � dx and

XH �

�
�H

�y
� ��H

�x

��
�

If the function is time�dependent
 H � Ht
�
 we obtain a time	dependent Hamiltonian

vector �eld�

Poisson bracket

The Poisson bracket between two functions K
H is de�ned by

fK�Hg � ��XK � XH� � �dK�XH� � dH�XK��

�The subscript t means the dependence on the time t�

��
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In symplectic coordinates�

fK�Hg �
�K

�y
� �H
�x

� �K

�x
� �H
�y

�

where � means the scalar product�
We know that the space of functions F�N � � C��N �R� endowed with the Poisson

bracket is a Lie algebra� The relation between the Lie bracket and the Poisson bracket
is given by the formula

XfK�Hg � �XK� XH� �

Lie series�� Let f � N � R be a function and let �t be the �ow of a Hamiltonian
vector �eld XH � We know the formula�

d

dt
�f ��t� � fH� fg��t

�this formula is also valid for time�dependent Hamiltonians�� Therefore
 if we suppose
analyticity and take the Taylor series in t
 we obtain the Lie series

f ��t �
X
k	�

tk

k"
Lk
Hf�

where L�
Hf � f and Lk

Hf � fH�Lk��
H fg� �k � ��


	
 Exactness of the Hamiltonian ow

Let �N �� � d�� be an exact symplectic manifold�
Let Ht be a time�dependent Hamiltonian function
 Xt � XHt be the corresponding

time�dependent vector �eld and �t�t� be its �ow �in order to simplify
 we can suppose
completeness�� It is known that the time	t �ow from t�
 �t�t� 
 is an exact symplecto�
morphism� We recall the proof�

Applying an elementary result about time�dependent vector �elds and forms
�see
 for instance
 ��� p� ����
 we have

d

dt
���t�t��� � ��t�t�LXt�

� ��t�t��iXtd�� diXt��

� ��t�t� d�iXt��Ht��

� d ��t�t��iXt��Ht��

Then


��t�t��� � � d

Z t

t�

�iXs��Hs���s�t� ds
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and we must take

St�t� �

Z t

t�

�iXs
��Hs���s�t� ds�

as primitive function of �t�t� �

We introduce now a linear operator on the space of functions F�N � � C��N �R��

� � F�N � �� F�N �

H �� iXH
��H � ��XH��H�

Hence
 our primitive functions are

St�t� �

Z t

t�

��Hs���s�t� ds�

In the autonomous case
 if we suppose analyticity
 we have �taking �t � �t���

��H���t �
X
k	�

tk

k"
Lk
H���H���

Finally
 if we de�ne �k�H� � Lk��
H ���H��
 �k � �
 then�

St �
X
k	�

tk��

�k � ��"
Lk
H���H�� �

X
k	�

tk

k"
�k�H��

We summarize the previous argumentation in the following proposition�

Proposition 
�� 

Let Ht be a time	dependent Hamiltonian function and �t�t� be the corre	
sponding �ow �which we suppose de�ned for all time�� Then�

the time	t �ow from t�� �t�t�� is an exact symplectomorphism with
primitive function

St�t� �

Z t

t�

��Hs���s�t� ds�

where ��H� � ��XH��H�

Moreover� if Ht � H is autonomous and we suppose analyticity� then�

St �
X
k	�

tk

k"
�k�H��

where the �	functions are de�ned as��
�

���H� � ��H��

�k�H� � fH��k���H�g �k � ���
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Remark

If we want to compute numerically the primitive function of a Hamiltonian
�ow
 we just only need to add to our �rst�order di&erential equations the
equation

�St�t�
�t

� ��Ht��

and to our set of initial conditions the value St��t� � �� Then we can integrate
the whole equations with our favorite numerical method� �


	� The derivation �

The operator � will be important in the sequel
 but for the moment we shall see that it
satis�es nice properties� In particular
 it is a derivation on the Lie algebra of functions�

Proposition 
�
 

The operator � is a derivation in the Lie algebra F�N �
	 � is linear�

	 �fH�� H�g � f��H��� H�g� fH����H��g�
Moreover� it veri�es

	 d���H�� � LXH
��

Proof�

Before proving the product rule we shall prove the last formula�

LXH
� � d�iXH

�� iXH
�d�

� d���XH�� � iXH
�

� d���XH��� dH
� d���H���

Therefore�

��fH�� H�g� � ���XH� � XH�� �� fH�� H�g

� d���XH��� XH� � LXH�
� XH� � fH�� H�g

� fH����XH��g� d���H��� XH� � fH�� H�g

� fH����H��g � f��H��� H�g�

�

As an immediate consequence of the previous proposition
 we note that the time�t
�ow of a Hamiltonian vector �eld given by a function H with constant ��derivative is
an actionmorphism �it preserves the action form��
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Corollary 
�� 

The Hamiltonian vector �eld XH of a function with constant �	derivative is
an in�nitesimal automorphism of the action form �� that is� � is invariant
under XH� In fact� the converse is also true� That is

d���H�� � �� ��t� z� � D�XH�� �
�
t��z� � ��z��

where D�XH� is the domain of the �ow � of XH �

In symplectic coordinates �x� y�
 the ��derivative of a function H � H�x� y� is

��H��x� y� � y � ryH�x� y��H�x� y��


	� The interpolation problem

As the time�� �ow of a Hamiltonian vector �eld is exact symplectic
 a natural question
arises�

Given an exact symplectomorphism
 is it the time�� �ow of a time�dependent
Hamiltonian vector �eld%

Once we have interpolated our exact symplectomorphism by a time�independent Hamil�
tonian �ow
 next question is�

can we get our Hamiltonian be ��periodic in time%

This subject has been studied for many authors
 and it has many variants� It is a
particular case of the more general problem of inclusion of a map into a �ow� Moser ����
already dealt with this problem when he proven the analyticity of the Birkho& normal
form around a hyperbolic �xed point of an area preserving map� Douady ���� solved
the problem in the smooth symplectic case provided our map is given by a generating
function and Conley and Zehnder ���� solved it for smooth di&eomorphism of a torus
which leave the center of mass �xed� On the other side
 Douady ����
 Kuksin ���� and
Kuksin and P�oschel ���� solved the problem in analytic set up for maps which are close
to integrable ones
 but in a non�constructive way�

We shall solve the problem in analytic set up around an invariant exact Lagrangian
manifold of our symplectomorphism� In fact
 we shall solve the �rst part of the problem�
In some cases we can apply a theorem by Pronin and Treschev ��� in order to get the
time be periodic� The proof will be constructive�

Although we shall devote Chapter �� to this subject
 we shall explain here the main
ideas� The key point is to apply the homotopy method�

��	�� Set up

Let F � N � N be an exact symplectomorphism
 with pf�F � � S� We shall try to look
for the exact symplectomorphism as the time�� �ow of a time�dependent Hamiltonian
vector �eld� Hence
 this problem is related to the determination problem in Section ����
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Let H � N � R � R be the Hamiltonian function
 Xt � XHt
be the corresponding

vector �eld and �t be the corresponding �ow from t� � � �i�e� �t � �t���� We would
like

������ � dS�

In fact
 we impose )a little more	
 that �t
��t��� � t dS

�this is the idea of a homotopy method�� That is to say
 we want St�� � t � S �with the
notation of Section �����

Then
 deriving the homotopy formula


S � ��Ht���t�

Therefore
 if H� satis�es

S � ��H��

and
 moreover�

� �
d

dt
���Ht���t��

then Ht is a time�dependent Hamiltonian whose time�� �ow is an exact symplectomor�
phism with primitive function being equal to S� Finally


d

dt
���Ht���t� � d���Ht����t�

��t

�t
�

�

�t
���Ht����t

� fHt���Ht�g��t� �
�

�t
���Ht����t�

Then
 we shall impose that our t�dependent function Ht satis�es��
�

S � ��H��

B�Ht� Ht� �
	
	t
���Ht�� � �

�

where B is the bilinear operator

B � F�N �� F�N � �� F�N �

�H�� H�� �� fH����H��g�
and
 in particular


B�H�H� � ���H��

The expression of B in canonical coordinates is

B�H�� H���x� y� � y�
��H�

�x�y
� �H�

�y

�
� �H�

�x
� �H�

�y
� y�

��H�

�y�
� �H�

�x

�
�
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��	�� An evolution problem

The previous equation only assures that the time�� �ow has primitive function S
 and
this does not determine the symplectomorphism� This is the e&ect of the fact that our
derivation � is not invertible �there exists integration )constants	
 i�e�
 functions with
vanishing ��derivative�� In fact
 we need to solve equations as

��H� � S�

Suppose that the space of �smooth� functions F � F�N � splits as
F � ker����F�

�that is �j �� �j�
F�
� ��F� � ��F� is an isomorphism�� If we de�ne St � ��Ht�


then we must solve the evolution problem���
��

dSt
dt

� �f���
j �St�� Stg

Cauchy	s data� S� � S

�

Of course
 we need that ��F� be invariant under these operations�

An iterative method�� Suppose we know S� and we want to search for St as a
development in powers of the time t� St �

P
k	� Skt

k� Then
 �k � �


Sk�� �
��
k � �

X
u�v�k

f���
j �Su�� Svg�

Finally
 we must recover Ht from St � ��Ht�
 and choose the correct way in order to
get our symplectomorphism F �


	� Mechanical systems and variational principles

A classical mechanical system is given by a time�dependent Hamiltonian on the phase
spaceN � T �M
 i�e�
 on the cotangent bundle of a manifoldM
 called the con�guration
space� Hence
 we need a function

H � T �M� R �� R�

Thus
 the energy	momentum ��form ��Hdt
 also called the Poincar�e	Cartan ��form

is correctly de�ned on the extended phase space T �M� R�

��
�� Continuous variational principles

Given two basic points x��x� � M and two times t�� t� � R
 let . � .
x��t���
x��t�� be
the set of paths � � �t�� t�� �� T �M such that q���t�� � x� and q���t�� � x�� On . we
de�ne the action

A��� �

Z
�

��Hdt�
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The next principle on stationary action in phase space was formulated by Poincar�e
��
 ���

Proposition 
�	 

The path � is a critical point of the functional A � . � R i
 its trajectory
is a solution of Hamilton�s equations with Hamiltonian H�

The action on a connecting orbit is

A��� �

Z t�

t�

��Ht����t��dt�

and we observe that the action on an integral curve �t�t� is
 in fact
 the primitive function
associated to the corresponding �ow�

St��t����� �

Z t�

t�

��Ht���t�t������dt

In this context
 /�Ht� is also known as the elementary action of the Hamiltonian Ht

and it is useful in order to de�ne the Legendre transformation�

��
�� The variational problem

Other of the subjects of this thesis will be if we can state variational principles for
the orbits of an exact symplectomorphism
 i�e�
 to give a discrete version of continuous
variational principles� That is to say
 we want to state the laws of the discrete analytical
mechanics� We avoid the use of generating functions
 because they are not always de�
�ned
 and its existence imposes serious restrictions to the topology of the con�guration
space�

For the sake of simplicity
 we shall consider a time�periodic mechanical system
 that
is to say
 a Hamiltonian function

H � T �M� S� �� R�

where S� � R�Z andM is the con�guration space� Let F � ���� be the time�� �ow �we
suppose that it is de�ned on whole the phase space�� It is an exact symplectomorphism

and its primitive function is

S��� �

Z �

�

��Ht���t������ dt�

Physically speaking
 a F �chain �see the Sections ��� and ��� will correspond to an
)orbit	 of our Hamiltonian
 in which the velocity is rudely changed every period �as in a
maneuver�� To extreme the action on the space of F �chains corresponds to smoothe the
sharps� On an orbit
 the continuous action and the discrete action coincide� In order to
classify the orbits by their discrete extremal character we must compute the index of a
certain symmetric matrix� In order to compute this matrix
 we need the di&erential of
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the Poincar�e map
 which is easily computed by means of the variational equations of
our Hamiltonian vector �eld�

Of course
 if our Hamiltonian is not time�periodic
 or simply we consider di&erent
time �ows
 we can do similar considerations� For instance
 we can look for orbits
connecting two basic points �in the con�guration space�
 periodic orbits
 etc
 by means
of a kind of parallel shooting method� It is like to )minimize	 the maneuvers�
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Chapter �

Exact isotropic immersions

Isotropic manifolds and� in particular� Lagrangian manifolds� are objects dynam�
ically interesting� For instance� in KAM theory �� where the invariant tori are
Lagrangian �and the low dimensional tori are isotropic�� or in PMA theory ��
because the stable and unstable �immersed� submanifolds of a hyperbolic �xed
point are Lagrangian�

Another of the subjects of this thesis will be the so called Converse KAM theory

	��� which is a non�perturbative theory about the non�existence of invariant tori�
Although an invariant torus can have any dynamics 	���� we shall consider only
KAM tori� that is� tori whose dynamics are given by rotations� By another result
due to Herman 	��� ���� any invariant torus for a certain symplectomorphism in
which the dynamics is conjugated to an ergodic translation must be isotropic
�Lagrangian if its dimension halves the dimension of the phase space��

In this chapter we begin to generalize a result due to Mather 	
��� Given an
exact symplectomorphism F � we can associate to any F �invariant exact isotropic
immersion a conserved quantity� with the aid of their primitive functions� In
Chapters  and � we shall obtain more information in some special cases� and it
will be useful for Converse KAM theory�

�	� Exact isotropic immersions

����� De�nitions

An immersion � � P � N of a manifold P into the symplectic manifold �N ��� is called
isotropic i& ��� � �� If the dimension of P halves the dimension of N we shall say
that our immersion is Lagrangian�

If the symplectic structure is exact
 with � � d�
 we shall say that our isotropic
�or Lagrangian� immersion is exact i& there exists a function l � P � R such that
��� � dl� We shall say that l is a primitive function of the immersion
 and it is de�ned
up to constants�

�by Kolmogorov	 Arnold and Moser�
�by Poincar�e	 Melnikov and Arnold�

��
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Of course
 we can �t these de�nitions to immersed submanifolds and �embedded�
submanifolds�
Examples

�� Given a function l � Rd � R
 we know that the immersion

� � Rd �� Rd � Rd

x �� �x�rl�x��
de�nes a Lagrangian embedding of Rd into Rd � Rd 
 and its primitive function is
l�

����y dx��xXx � �y dx�

x����x�Xx � rl�x� �Xx � dl�x�Xx�

where x � Rd and Xx � TxR
d � Rd �

�� The vertical leaves x � x� �x� � Rd� on Rd � Rd are also exact Lagrangian� If we
parametrize them by ��y� � �x�� y� then their primitive functions are l�y� � ��

�� An example of exact Lagrangian submanifold on the cotangent bundle of a man�
ifold is given by its zero�section� In fact
 as Weinstein proved ����
 this is the
universal model of Lagrangian submanifold
 on an open neighborhood of it� It is
an extension of the Darboux	s theorem�

The leaves of the standard �bration of the cotangent bundle are also exact La�
grangian
 and we note that the Liouville form vanish on them�

�

����� Invariance of isotropic immersions

Given a di&eomorphism F � N � N 
 we shall say that an immersion � � P � N
is F 	invariant i& there exists an immersion $f � P � P such that �� $f � F ��
 called
the dynamics on the immersion� If the immersion is injective
 i�e�
 P is an immersed
submanifold
 then the dynamics is also injective� In such a case
 the injective immersion
is also F���invariant i& $f is a di&eomorphism
 and we shall say that our injective
immersion � �or that our immersed submanifold P � is F� F��	invariant�
Remarks

i� For instance
 a fundamental domain of an stable manifold of a �xed point is
F �invariant
 but not F���invariant�

ii� As F �� � �� $f then ���F � � $f ����� In particular
 if F is a symplectomorphism on
the symplectic manifold �N ���
 then $f ����� � ���
 and the ��form on P ��� is
$f �invariant� If
 moreover
 � � d�
 we obtain that ���F ����� � $f ��������� is
a closed Pfa+an form on P� If our immersion � is exact isotropic
 with ��� � dl

this ��form is also exact� $f ������ ��� � d�l� $f�� dl�

�
If F is an exact symplectomorphism
 we can associate a conserved quantity to any

F �invariant exact isotropic immersion�
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Proposition 	�� 

Let F � N � N be an exact symplectomorphism of a certain exact symplectic
manifold �N � d��� with pf�F � � S�
Let � � P � N be a F 	invariant exact isotropic immersion of a connected
manifold P � with ��� � dl� and $f � P �� P be its dynamics�
We de�ne the function 0 � P � R by

0 � S�� � �l� $f � l��

Then

The function 0 is constant�

Proof�

As

d�S��� � d���S� � ��dS � ���F ����� � $f ������ ���

� d�l� $f�� dl�
we reach d0 � �� �

Remark

If our immersion is F� F���invariant and 0� is de�ned similarly by means of
F�� and $f��
 we obtain that

0� � �0� $f���

�

�	
 Families of isotropic immersions

Suppose we have a �smooth� family of exact symplectomorphisms

F � N � R �� N
�z� �� �� F��z��

with pf�F�� � S�
 and an �smooth� family of invariant exact isotropic immersions of a
certain connected manifold P

� � P � R �� N
�z� �� �� ���z��

Thanks to the result of the previous section
 we know that there exists a family of
conserved quantities

C� � S���� � �l�� $f � l���

given by the corresponding functions 0��
We can associate another conserved quantity to the immersion � � �� the derivative

of 0� respect to �
 in � � ��
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Proposition 	�
 

Let F� � N � N be a family of exact symplectomorphisms on an exact
symplectic manifold �N �� � d��� being S� � N � R the corresponding
family of primitive functions ��
Let �� � P � N be a family of F�	invariant exact isotropic immersions
of a connected manifold P� being l� � P � R the corresponding family of
primitive functions �� and $f� � P � P be their dynamics�
We shall denote with superscript � the derivatives of any of these maps
respect to �� in � � �� Then

the constant function 0� � P � R �equal to C�� can be written as

0��p� � -S�����p��� �-l�� $f��p��� -l��p���
where

-S��z� � S��z�� ��F��z�� F
��z�

and

-l��p� � l��p�������p�� ���p��

Proof�

We must derive respect to �
 in � � �
 the equality

C� � 0��p� � S�����p�� � l��p�� l�� $f��p���

On one hand


C� � 0��p� � S�����p�� � dS�����p�� �
��p� �

l��p�� l�� $f��p��� dl�� $f��p�� $f ��p�

� S�����p�� � F�
������p�� ���p�������p�� ���p� �

l��p�� l�� $f��p��� ��
��� $f��p�� $f ��p��

and on the other hand


F�
������p�� ���p� � ��F�����p��� F������p�� �

��p��

��
��� $f��p�� $f ��p� � ����� $f��p��� ���� $f��p�� $f

��p��

Finally
 as F���� � ��� $f�
 then�

F �����p�� � F������p�� �
��p� � ��� $f��p�� � ���� $f��p�� $f

��p��

�That we suppose smooth	 �xing the value of them for a certain point z � N �
�Idem�
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and we arrive to the desired equality�

C� � 0��p� � S�����p�� �

��F�����p��� F������p�� �
��p�� �����p�� ���p� �

l��p�� l�� $f��p��� ����� $f��p��� ���� $f��p�� $f ��p�

� S�����p�� ������ $f��p��� ��
�� $f��p��� F �����p��� �

l��p�� l�� $f��p��� �����p�� ���p�

� S�����p��� ��F�����p��� F
�����p�� �

l��p�� l�� $f��p�� �

����� $f��p��� �
�� $f��p��������p�� ���p��

�

If the same immersion � is invariant for the family F� of exact symplectomorphisms

then we obtain�

C� � S����p��� ���� $f��p��� F ����p���

In particular
 if our family of exact symplectomorphisms is given by the �ow of a time
independent Hamiltonian vector �eld
 then we obtain that the immersion is contained
on an energy level�

Corollary 	�� 

Let �N � d�� be an exact symplectic manifold�
Let H � N � R be a Hamiltonian function� and �t be the corresponding
�ow �that we suppose de�ned �t��
Let � � P � N be an exact isotropic immersion� which is invariant for the
Hamiltonian �ow�
Then

H�� is constant�

Proof�

Let Ft � �t�� be the time�t �ow of our hamiltonian� We know that it is
exact symplectic and its primitive function is

St �

Z t

�

��H���tdt�

Hence

S� � ��H��
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Therefore�

C� � S����p��� ���� $f��p��� F ����p��

� ��H����p��� ����p�� XH���p��

� �H���p���
�

�	� Two examples in Dynamics

����� Invariant tori

Let F � N � N be an exact symplectomorphism with pf�F � � S of an exact symplectic
d�manifold �N �� � d�� such that�

	 F has an invariant torus of dimension k � d
 given by the Zk�periodic immersion
� � Rk �N �i�e�
 � is ��periodic in all its variables � � ���� � � � � �k��#

	 the dynamics on the torus is an ergodic translation �or shift� by �
 R� �
 is called
the rotation vector of the torus�� R���� � � � 
�

As the translation is ergodic ��k � Zd� k
 �� Z� then it is minimal �all the orbits are
dense in the k�torus�
 and the immersion must be isotropic
 as Herman proved ���
 ����
As � is an isotropic immersion of Rk it is exact� ��� � dl for some function l � Rk � R�
By periodicity
 this function is

l��� � a � � � $l����
where a � Rk and $l is a Zk�periodic function�

We know that the function

0��� � S������ � l���� l�� � 
�

is equal to a constant C � R� Hence
 �� � Rk �

qX
i��

S�F i�������� �

qX
i��

S���� � �i���
��

�

qX
i��

�0���� � �i� ��
�� � l��� � l�� � q
��

� qC � a � �� � q
� � $l�� � q
�� a � � � $l���

� q�C � a � 
� � $l�� � q
�� $l����
and then

lim
q��

�

q

qX
i��

S�F i�������� � C � a � 
�
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Remarks

i� The best approximations to the value C � a � 
 by means of the averages

�

q

qX
i��

S�F i��������

are given by the best approximations of the rotation vector 
 by rational vectors
p
q

 where p � Zk� q � N� � In fact
 the error is given by

�

q
�$l�� � q
�� $l���� �

�

q
�$l�� � �q
 � p��� $l����

�
�

q

�$l

��
�� � t�q
 � p�� � �q
 � p�

�
�$l

��
�� � t�q
 � p�� � �
 � p

q
��

where t � ��� �� is given by the Mean Value Theorem applied to the function
$L�t� � $l�� � t�q
 � p���

In the ��dimensional case �k � ��
 i�e�
 if we have an invariant circle whose dy�
namics is a rotation by 
 � R
 then the best approximations are given by the
convergents of the corresponding continuous fraction�

ii� As the translation by 
 is ergodic
 then the average on the orbit is given by an
integral�

lim
q��

�

q

qX
i��

S�F i�������� �

Z
Tk

S���

iii� If we have a family of exact symplectomorphisms F� � N � N and a family of
isotropic immersions �� � R

k � N giving invariant tori for each � with the same
rotation vector
 then we can obtain a similar result�

lim
q��

�

q

qX
i��

-S��F�
i���������� � C� � a� � 
�

�

����� Stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic �xed point

Let F � N � N be an exact symplectomorphism
 with pf�F � � S
 and � � P � N be
a F �invariant exact isotropic immersions 
with ��� � dl and dynamics $f � P � P � If
� contains a �xed point of F 
 z� � ��p��
 then the conserved quantity is C � S�z���

This is the case of the stable and unstable submanifolds of an elliptic�hyperbolic
�xed point z�� They are immersed submanifolds Ws�u given by injective immersions
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�s�u � Rk � N �k � d if the point is hyperbolic� such that �s�u��� � z� and d�
s�u����Rk �

is the tangent space to Ws�u at z�� Moreover
 they are isotropic �Lagrangian
 if k � d�

as can easily proved� For instance
 in the stable case
 as the dynamics is )contractive	�

�s�� � �F n
��s������� where n���

As an easy example
 for any point s � Rk on the stable manifold
 we have that

lim
q���

�

q

qX
i��

S�F i����s�s�� � C�

This facts were already know by Poincar�e ��� for Hamiltonian �ows
 and they have
been used by Tabacman ���� for the computation of homoclinic orbits and by Delshams
and Ram��rez�Ros ��� for the de�nition of a Melnikov potential for the study of the
splitting of separatrices� Last authors use similar results to the propositions in the
Sections ��� and ���� Easton ���� had already used the primitive function in order
to de�ne a Melnikov potential
 but he imposed more restrictions on the Lagrangian
manifolds�

�	� Converse KAM theory

While KAM theory obtain many invariant tori for symplectomorphism which are near
enough to an integrable one �foliated by invariant tori�
 Converse KAM theory provides
criteria for non existence of such tori� These tori are horizontal
 in the sense that
we have chosen a direction on our phase space and those tori are transversal to those
directions� For instance
 if our phase space is the annulus Td � Rd 
 the direction is in
fact given by the distinction between x �angles� and y �actions� coordinates� Our tori
are Lagrangian and they are given by

y � a�rl�x��
where l is a ��periodic function in all its variables and a � Rd is the average of the
graph�

Converse KAM theory will be another subject of this thesis� The name have been
taken from a paper by MacKay
 Meiss and Stark
 Converse KAM theory for symplectic
twist maps ���� In that paper they found a non�existence criterion of invariant tori
through a point of the phase space� They obtained that if a segment of orbit through
that point does not satisfy a certain local condition �a certain symmetric matrix is not
positive de�nite� then the point does not belong to a invariant torus� Curiously
 that
local condition comes from the existence of a global function
 the generating function�
Although the existence of this function is very useful in many cases
 and have been
proved when our symplectomorphism satisfy some strong positiveness conditions
 there
are many cases in which it does not exist or it is not clear�

We shall always attack the problems by means of the primitive function of our
symplectomorphism which always exists �well
 at least if we work in Rd � Rd�� For
instance
 the �rst proposition in the previous section is a generalization of a result
due to Mather ����
 obtained by him for sympletic twist maps having an invariant
Lagrangian graph �the existence of a global generating function was needed��



Part II

ON THE STANDARD

SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLD

��





Chapter �

Symplectomorphisms and

generating functions

Along this part we shall work on the standard symplectic manifold R
�d � In this

chapter we follow the main topics of Chapter �� but we do it in an indepen�
dent mode� We recall how to construct symplectomorphisms from generating
functions�and we relate them with the primitive functions� which always exist�

In the second part of this chapter� we solve formally the determination problem in
an special case� when the x�axis is �xed� As we shall see later this can be enough
for our purposes� if we already know that such a symplectomorphism exists �for
instance� if it is given by a Hamiltonian �ow��

�	� Symplectomorphisms

We consider R�d � Rd � Rd endowed with the position	momentum coordinates �

z � �x� y� � �x�� � � � � xd� y�� � � � � yd��

Any di&eomorphism F � R�d � R�d will be represented as

�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

Moreover
 we shall write

DF �z� �

�
A�z� B�z�
C�z� D�z�

�

�i�e�� A � 	f
	x

 B � 	f

	y

 etc��

�We recall that the standard symplectic structure on R�d is is given by � � dy�dx	 and it is exact�
� � y dx is the action form� However	 we shall not use this language along this part�

��
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	���� The symplectic group

We note any matrix M of M�d�R� by d�d blocks�

M �

�
A B
C D

�
�

Let J be the symplectic matrix

J �

�
� Id
�Id �

�
�

where Id is the d�d�identity matrix� Sp��d� is the symplectic group of R�d �subgroup
of GL��d�R��
 that is to say
 the set of matrices M �M�d�R� such that

� M�JM � J �
Then�

M � Sp��d� � M�JM � J � A�C � C�A�B�D � D�B�A�D � C�B � Id�
m

M� � Sp��d� � MJM� � J � AB� � BA�� CD� � DC�� AD� � BC� � Id�

Moreover
 if M � Sp��d�
 then jM j � � and

M�� �
�

D� �B�

�C� A�

�
�

	���� Exactness equations

A di&eomorphism F � R�d � R�d is a symplectomorphism i&

�z � R�d � DF �z� � Sp��d��

The exactness equations associated to F are the Pfa+an system�����
����

�S

�x
�x� y� � g�x� y��

�f

�x
�x� y�� y�

�S

�y
�x� y� � g�x� y��

�f

�y
�x� y�

�

Then
 since F is symplectic
 the integrability conditions of our system are satis�ed and
these equations de�ne a function

S � R�d � R

related with F 
 called its primitive function� Of course
 it is de�ned up to constants
but
 anyway
 we shall write pf�F � � S� We remark that we can not recover f and g
from S� We need more information
 because we must solve a system of p�d�e��

�While � means the transpose	 �� will mean the transpose of the inverse�
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	���� Lifts and vertical translations

For instance
 all the di&eomorphisms of the form�
x
y

�
�

�
��x�

D��x���y

�
�

where � � Rd � Rd is a di&eomorphism
 are symplectomorphisms and have primitive
function equal to zero� These symplectomorphisms are the lifts of di&eomorphisms �

and they are represented by -�� It is easy to see that if we compose on the left our initial
symplectomorphism F with a lift L � -� then we obtain another symplectomorphism
$F � L�F 
 with the same primitive function� Since our symplectomorphism $F is given
by �

$f�x� y� � ��f�x� y��
$g�x� y� � D��f�x� y����g�x� y�

then

$g�x� y��
� $f

�x
�x� y�� y� � g�x� y��D��f�x� y����D��f�x� y��

�f

�x
�x� y�� y�

�
�S

�x
�x� y�

and

$g�x� y��
� $f

�y
�x� y� �

�S

�y
�x� y��

A �symplectic� vertical translation is de�ned by means of a function l � Rd � R
 it
is denoted by � � �rl and it is given by�

x
y

�
�

�
x

y �rl�x�
�

�

It is a symplectomorphism and its primitive function is just l �it is a function which
only depends on the x�variables��

	���	 Monotonicity

We shall say that our di&eomorphism F is monotone i&

�z � R�d jB�z�j 
� ��

If F is a monotone symplectomorphism
 then the matrices B���z�A�z� and D�z�B���z�
are symmetric� Following ���
 ���
 we shall say that F is monotone positive i& some of
the next two conditions is veri�ed�

��a� �z � R�d B���z�A�z� is positive de�nite#

��d� �z � R�d D�z�B���z� is positive de�nite�
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We shall distinguish both types of monotone positiveness writing ��a�or ��d�� We can
de�ne monotone negativeness in the same way�

The symmetric matrix

T �z� �
�

�
�B�z� �B�z���

will be called the torsion of F at the point z� If it is positive de�nite for all the points

we shall say that our di&eomorphism has positive torsion� If the torsion is uniformly
positive de�nite
 we shall say that F is a twist map and
 as Avez proved in ���� �see
also ����
 the map �

x
y

�
�

�
x

f�x� y�

�

is a di&eomorphism on R�d �

Geometrical meaning for d � ��� We shall consider two geometric features�

	 the transformation of vertical and horizontal vectors by the tangent map associ�
ated to our symplectomorphism��

a b
c d

��
�
�

�
�

�
b
d

�
�

�
a b
c d

��
�
�

�
�

�
a
c

�
#

	 the transformation of the vertical and horizontal foliations
 which are composed
by the leaves fx � x�g and fy � y�g
 respectively�

We shall consider three cases�

�� Positive torsion� b � ��

	 The vertical vector ��� �� tilts to the right�
	 The leaves of the vertical foliation are transformed in graphs over x
 which
are transversal to such a foliation�

�� Monotone ��d��
d
b
� ��

	 The vertical vector ��� �� tilts to the right�up if b � � and to the left�down if
b � ��

	 The leaves of the vertical foliation are transformed in graphs of increasing
functions over x
 being transversal to the vertical and horizontal foliations�

�� Monotone ��a��
a
b
� ��

	 If b � � �b � ��
 the vertical and horizontal vectors
 ��� �� and ��� ��
 tilt to
the right �left��

	 If b � � �b � �� the vertical and horizontal leaves are transformed in graphs
over x�
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�	
 Generating functions

Sometimes
 a symplectomorphism is given by a generating function� Here
 we shall recall
two examples� While for the de�nition of the Lagrangian generating function we need
F be monotone �jBj 
� ��
 for the Hamiltonian generating function we need jDj 
� ��
Although these conditions are enough in order to de�ne locally our symplectomorphism

we shall do global de�nitions�

	���� Lagrangian generating functions

Suppose F is a monotone symplectomorphism
 and pf�F � � S� We shall say that it is
strongly monotone i&

�x � Rd � f�x� �� � Rd � Rd is a di&eomorphism�

This is the case when F is a symplectic twist map�

Let � � ��x� x�� be its inverse
 i�e�
 �x� x� � Rd

x� � f�x� ��x� x����

We de�ne the function L � Rd � Rd � R by

L�x� x�� � S�x� ��x� x����

Therefore
 applying the exactness equations
 we reach to the relations

��
�

y � �rxL�x� x
��

y� � rx�L�x� x
��

�

The function L is called a �global� Lagrangian generating function of F �

Hence
 the relationship between the Lagrangian generating function and the primi�
tive function is given by

S �x��rxL�x� x
��� � L�x� x���

Moreover
 the second derivatives of L are given by

��L

�x�
� B��A�

��L

�x��x
� �B���

��L

�x��
� DB���

Remark

Notice that this expressions appear in Section �����
 in the de�nitions about
monotonicity� �
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	���� Hamiltonian generating functions

As before
 if

�x � Rd � g�x� �� � Rd � Rd is a di&eomorphism�

and � � ��x� y�� is its inverse
 i�e�
 �x� x� � Rd

y� � g�x� ��x� y����

then we de�ne a function H � Rd � Rd � R by

H�x� y�� � y� � f�x� ��x� y��� S�x� ��x� y����

Therefore
 applying the exactness equations
 we reach to the relations��
�

y � rxH�x� y
��

x� � ry�H�x� y
��

�

The function H is called a �global� Hamiltonian generating function of F �
Therefore
 the relationship between the Hamiltonian generating function and the

primitive function is given by

S �x�rxH�x� y
��� � y� � ry�H�x� y

���H�x� y���

�	� Determination of a symplectomorphism

As we have recalled
 we can determine a symplectomorphism by means of a generating
function
 but this is not always possible� On the other side
 the primitive function
always exists� But
 as we have seen in Section �����
 if we start from it we need some
additional information�

In this section we shall see that it is possible to recover an exact symplectomorphism
when it �xes the zero�section fy � �g
 using the primitive function and the dynamics
on the zero�section� It is useful when one obtains normal forms �Appendix F� and it
could be useful in order to obtain di&erent dynamics around an invariant Lagrangian
manifold�

In fact
 our assumptions on our symplectomorphism are not so restrictive
 and
our manifold is a )formal	 cotangent bundle� Weinstein	s theorems ��� let us to send
via a symplectomorphism a certain neighborhood of any Lagrangian manifold onto a
neighborhood of the zero�section of its cotangent bundle� Moreover
 using a generalized
Poincar�e	s lemma
 he also proved that if our Lagrangian manifold is exact then the
symplectomorphism is also exact �between two di&erent manifolds
 of course� �� Finally

we shall suppose that all the points of the zero�section are �xed� If not
 we must compose
on the left with the lift of the di&eomorphism on the zero�section�

�For these results and their applications to the construction of Morse families see ���	 ����
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	���� Set up

We shall adopt a formal point of view
 in order to understand the nature of the problem�
Then
 we assume that�

	 our manifoldM is Rd #

	 the primitive function S is a formal series in y�

S�x� y� �
X
n

sn�x�y
n

where the sn are functions �we use multi�index notation� n � �n�� � � � � nd� � Nd�


	 and all the points of the zero�section are �xed�

f�x� �� � x� g�x� �� � ��

Hence
 we want to recover our symplectomorphism F � �f� g� looking for expressions
of the form� �����

����
f�x� y� �

X
n

fn�x�y
n

g�x� y� �
X
n

gn�x�y
n

�

where the fn and gn are vector functions�

fn � �f
�
n� � � � � f

d
n�
�� gn � �g�n� � � � � g

d
n�
��

being f� � x and g� � ��

	���� Iterative process

From the exactness equations we can obtain the relationship between the terms of f 
g
and S� In the next formulas


P
i means

Pd
i�� and u� v � Nd are multi�indices� Firstly


since

�S

�xj
�x� y� �

X
n

�sn
�xj

�x�yn

�
X
i

gi�x� y�
�f i

�xj
�x� y�� yj

�
X
i



X
n

gin�x�y
n

�
X
n

�f in
�xj

�x�yn

��
� yj

�
X
n

X
i

X
u�v�n

�
�f iu
�xj

�x�giv�x�

�
yn � yj�
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then �n � Nd 
 �j � �� d

�sn
�xj

�x� �
X
i

X
u�v�n

�f iu
�xj

�x�giv�x� � �nej �

where � is the Kronecker	s delta� Secondly
 since

�S

�yj
�x� y� �

X
n

�nj � ��sn�ej�x�y
n

�
X
i

gi�x� y�
�f i

�yj
�x� y�

�
X
i


X
n

gin�x�y
n

�
X
n

�nj � ��f
i
n�ej

�x�yn

�

�
X
n


X
i

X
u�v�n

�uj � ��f
i
u�ej

�x�giv�x�

�
yn�

then

�nj � ��sn�ej�x� �
X
i


 X
u�v�n

�uj � ��f
i
u�ej

�x�giv�x�

�
�

So then�

	 the function s� is constant
 and we can suppose that this constant is zero#
	 the functions sei vanish�

Therefore
 the primitive function veri�es

DS�x� �� � ��

and
 in particular
 is constant �null� on fy � �g�
In order to �nd the x�functions fn and gn
 we have to solve these equations recur�

rently by increasing orders� The order � equations are
 �i� j � �� d��
�

gjei � �ij

f jei � �� � �ij� sei�ej

�

Now
 we suppose that we already know the terms of order k� � and we have to obtain
the terms of order k� The equations are
 �jnj � k� �j � �� d�����

���
gjn � Gj

n

njf
j
n � �nj � ��

X
i
�j

f in�ei�ej � F j
n

�

where the terms Gn are computed from terms of lower order and the Fn depend on

moreover
 the gn� We have obtained a linear system with natural coe+cients for the
fn� We are going to solve it�
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	���� Solving the linear systems

Let N � �N�� � � � � Nd� be a multi�index subscript �with jN j � k� and let J � � � d be
a superscript� We want to know how many equations the corresponding fJN contain�
Every equation is identi�ed by a subscript n and a superscript j
 and it is written asX

i

�nj � �ij � ��f
i
n�ei�ej � F j

n�

Since
f in�ei�ej � fJN � i � J� n � N � eJ � ej�

then fJN only appears at the d equationsX
i

�Nj � �jJ � �ij�f
i
N�eJ�ei � F j

N�eJ�ej �

where j � �� d�
Notice that all the terms f in these equations are of the type f iN�eJ�ei 
 with i � ��d�

Hence
 the terms fn appear in d � d�blocks
 and we have to solve the corresponding
linear sub�systems� If any subscript has a negative component
 we assume that the
corresponding F is equal to �
 and we also deduce that the corresponding f is equal to
�� Adding the d equations
X

j

F j
N�eJ�ej �

X
i

X
j

�Nj � �jJ � �ij�f
i
N�eJ�ei � jN j

X
i

f iN�eJ�ei�

where jN j �PiNi
 and we obtain that

SJ
N ��

X
i

f iN�eJ�ei �
�

jN j
X
j

F j
N�eJ�ej �

Finally
 since

F J
N �

X
i

�NJ � �� �iJ�f
i
N�eJ�ei � �NJ � ��S

J
N � fJN �

we get
fJN � �NJ � ��S

J
N � F J

N �

	���	 Statement of the result

What we have proved in the last paragraphs can be summarized as follows�

Theorem ��� 

Let F be a �formal� symplectomorphism on R�d given by������
�����

f�x� y� � x�
X
jnj	�

fn�x�y
n

g�x� y� �
X
jnj	�

gn�x�y
n

�
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being

S�x� y� �
X
n

sn�x�y
n

its primitive function� We take f��x� � x and g��x� � �� Then

	 The function s� is constant and the functions sei vanish� i�e��

DS�x� �� � ��

	 We can recover the x	functions fn and gn from the x	functions sn by
means of the next recurrence

� Step � �i� j � �� d��
�

gjei � �ij

f jei � �� � �ij� sei�ej

�

� Step k � � �jnj � k� �j � �� d��
�

gjn � Gj
n

f jn � �nj � ��S
j
n � F j

n

�

where

Gj
n �

�sn
�xj

�x��
X
i

X
u� v � n
u 
� �

�f iu
�xj

�x�giv�x��

F j
n � �nj � ��sn�ej�x��

X
i

X
u� v � n
jvj � �

�uj � ��f
i
u�ej

�x�giv�x�

and

Sj
n �

�

k

X
i

F i
n�ej�ei �

Examples

�� If we work on Td�Rd 
 the functions fn
 gn and sn are ��periodic in all its variables
for jnj � �� An example corresponds to the case in which the zero�section is
invariant and its dynamics is given by a shift x� x � 
�

�� Another example is the case in which the dynamics on the zero�section is given
by ��x� � /x
 where / � diag��� � � � � d� and
 for instance
 jij � �� �i � �� d�
�i�e�
 the origin is a hyperbolic �xed point and the zero�section is the corresponding
stable manifold��
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�
Remarks

i� The condition �x � Rd �DS�x� �� � � is necessary and su+cient for the zero�
section to be �xed� A similar condition also works for an exact Lagrangian in�
variant graph for an exact symplectomorphism de�ned on a cotangent bundle� In
particular
 we can associate a conserved quantity to such a graph�

ii� If the points of the zero�section are not �xed
 and we want to solve the problem
directly
 then the linear systems are more di+cult� Let ��x� � f�x� �� be the
dynamics on the zero�section� The order � equations are
 �i� j � �� d�������

�����

X
l

��l
�xj

glei � �ij

X
l

f leig
l
ej
� �� � �ij� sei�ej

�

The order k equations are �jnj � k� �j � �� d�������
�����

X
i

��i
�xj

gin � Gj
n

X
i�l

�nj � �lj � ��f
i
n�ei�ejg

i
el
� F j

n

�

In order to solve these equations
 we need
 of course


jD��x�j 
� ��

iii� Following the calculations we can obtain the known normal forms around invari�
ant tori and hyperbolic points
 as we have made in Appendix F� We can also
obtain normal forms around lower dimensional hyperbolic tori
 but we need some
reducibility hypotheses�

iv� We must prove the analyticity of the expansions� Instead doing this
 we shall
obtain the symplectomorphism as the time�� �ow of an analytic Hamiltonian�

�

�	� Primitive function versus generating functions

As we have said
 not all the symplectomorphisms can be generated by a generating
function
 specially by the Lagrangian ones� For instance
 the )na��ve	 integrable sym�
plectomorphism on the annulus A � T � R given by�

x� � 
 � x � y� �mod ��
y� � y
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can not be de�ned by a Lagrangian generating function
 even in a neighborhood of
the zero�section
 which is the invariant curve we are interested in� If we look for the
Hamiltonian generating function
 we obtain

H�x� y�� � �
 � x�y� �
�

�
y���

and this function is not well de�ned on the annulus� Its primitive function is

S�x� y� �
�

�
y��

The method we have introduced allow us to construct any dynamics around a zero�
section that we keep �xed� The method can be carried out with the aid of a computer

and
 if our basic manifold is a torus
 we should perform an algebraic manipulator of
Fourier�Taylor series� Moreover
 the algorithm is a simple iteration
 and we do not have
to apply the Implicit Function Theorem
 as if we use some kind of generating function�
On the other side
 we shall also see that any of these dynamics can be generated by a
Hamiltonian �ow�

As we shall see
 the primitive function is nearer to the Lagrangian generating func�
tion than the Hamiltonian one� This is due to the choice of privileged directions in our
phase space� the vertical ones� Notice that the zero�section is horizontal
 that is
 it is
transversal to the vertical directions
 as any graph� If we had prefered the horizontal
directions
 other kind of primitive function could be de�ned
 and it would be nearer the
Hamiltonian generating function �see Appendix G��



Chapter 	

Variational principles

We shall consider di�erent variational principles for di�erent �objects� ��xed
points� periodic orbits� orbits� of a certain symplectomorphism F � R�d � R

�d �

First� we recall the Lagrange and Hamilton variational principles �if the corre�
sponding generating functions can be de�ned�� and some variational principles
using the primitive function� the Poincar�e variational principles� After this� we
construct the variational principles by restriction of the action to a certain sub�
manifold� The action will be de�ned by means of the primitive function� This
idea was already used by Moser 	
�� for the search of �xed points�

Although variational principles are a very powerful tool in order to look for certain
orbits �for instance� in Aubry�Mather theory 	
��� most of the results need the
existence of a global generating function �mainly the Lagrange one�� We have
used the primitive function� which is a global function that always exists� We
shall not prove existence theorems of �xed points� homoclinic orbits� etc� �This
is the usefulness of the existence of a global generating function� for instance��
but we shall use these variational principles in order to obtain information about
a given orbit�

Last section is devoted to the the invariance of the extremal character under
di�erent canonical transformations� the lifts and the vertical translations� This
is connected with the election of privileged directions on our phase space�

�	� Lagrange� Hamilton and Poincar�e

variational principles

We shall look for �xed points and orbits� In the second case
 we shall de�ne the actions
in a formal way
 and they will be applied to bisequences of points�

	 X � �xk�k�Z �con�gurational bisequence�


	 Z � �zk�k�Z
 where zk � �xk� yk� �complete bisequence��

Remarks

i� We can de�ne the actions on �nite sequences
 �xing the initial and �nal )x	�

��
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ii� It is possible to get the actions in order to look for periodic orbits�

iii� In both cases
 we can modify the actions if F is a lift of a symplectomorphism on
Td � Rd or Td � Td
 and we look for periodic orbits of a certain rotation vector�

�
These are the discrete versions of Lagrange and Hamilton variational principles for

the orbits of a Lagrangian and Hamiltonian system� While the Lagrangian )lives	 on
the con�guration space
 the Hamiltonian )lives	 on the phase space of positions and
momentums�

	 Lagrange variational principle
Let L be the Lagrangian generating function� �We need 	f

	y
to be non singular��

� The �xed points correspond with the stationary points of the action

l�x� � L�x� x��

� The con�gurational orbits correspond with the stationary con�gurational
bisequences of the action

L�X� �
X
k�Z

L�xk� xk����

	 Hamilton variational principle
Let H be the Hamiltonian generating function� �We need 	g

	y
to be non singular��

� The �xed points correspond with the stationary points of the action

h�x� y� � xy �H�x� y��

� The orbits correspond with the stationary bisequences of the action

H�Z� �
X
k�Z
�xkyk �H�xk� yk�����

Poincar�e used variational principles in order to look for periodic orbits of systems
related with celestial mechanics� He considered the Poincar�e maps of a certain Hamil�
tonian system
 and he looked for �xed points of this map� The primitive function arised
on them�

	 First Poincar�e variational principle
�We suppose 	f

	x
to be non singular��

� The �xed points correspond with the stationary points of the action �see
��
 ���

p�x� y� � y�x� f�x� y�� � S�x� y��
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� The orbits correspond with the stationary bisequences of the action

P �Z� �
X
k�Z
�yk���xk�� � f�xk� yk�� � S�xk� yk���

	 Second Poincar�e variational principle

� The �xed points correspond with the stationary points of the action

p�x� y� �
�

�
�y � g�x� y�� �x� f�x� y�� � S�x� y��

if �� is not an eigenvalue of DF �x� y�� ��x� y� �see �����
� The orbits correspond with the stationary bisequences of the action

P �Z� �
X
k�Z
�
�

�
�yk�� � g�xk� yk�� �xk�� � f�xk� yk�� � S�xk� yk���

if a certain in�nite matrix is non singular� �If we work with �nite sequences

we obtain the condition for a certain �nite matrix��

	 Third Poincar�e variational principle
�We suppose 	g

	y
to be non�singular��

� The �xed points correspond with the stationary points of the action

p�x� y� � g�x� y� �x� f�x� y�� � S�x� y��

� The orbits correspond with the stationary bisequences of the action

P �Z� �
X
k�Z
�g�xk� yk� �xk�� � f�xk� yk�� � S�xk� yk���

Remarks

i� We observe that all the actions give the same result for an orbit of the symplec�
tomorphism� X

k�Z
S�xk� yk��

For �xed points �x� y� it is
S�x� x��

ii� Although Poincar�e variational principles are written by means of the primitive
function
 they do not seem to have a strong geometrical meaning� Since y is a
momentum �a ��form� and x is a position �with momentum y on it�
 what does
y�x � f�x� y�� mean% We need x � f�x� y� be a vector� In Rd is clear
 but in
other manifolds% Possibly we need an additional Riemannian structure on the
con�guration space�
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iii� Although we have stated the variational principles using formal sums
 they can
be �nite is some cases� For instance
 if we consider homoclinic orbits to an hy�
perbolic �xed point
 and we give the value � to the primitive function in such
a point� If that �xed is parabolic the convergence of the expansion depends on
the velocity in which the homoclinic point tends to the parabolic �xed point�
In other cases suitable corrections should have to be performed
 for instance for
homoclinic orbits to an invariant curve whose dynamics is given by an irrational
rotation� Heteroclinic cases can also be considered�

�

�	
 Fixed points

We have an exact symplectomorphism F given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

being S its primitive function� So then
 we consider the �xed action s as the function S
restricted to the vertically transformed set K
 that is
 the set of points �x� y� verifying
the condition x � f�x� y�� Of course
 it contains the �xed points� We suppose that this
set K is a submanifold of R�d 
 and impose that the rank of the matrix

�I � A � B�

is maximal �equal to d� in all its points� This transversality condition is satis�ed when

for instance
 F is monotone
 and then the vertically transformed set is
 locally
 a graph�
�This last case appear in the works of Moser ���� and Arnaud �����

Proposition �� 

Let F � �f� g� be a symplectomorphism on R�d � being S its primitive func	
tion� Suppose that the vertically transformed set

K � f�x� y� � R�d j f�x� y� � xg

satis�es the transversality condition� and consider s � SjK � K � R� Then

	 The �xed points of F are critical points of s�

	 If F is monotone� the critical points of s are �xed points of F �

Proof�

By the Lagrange multipliers method
 we must look for the critical points of
the function

L�x� y� � � S�x� y� �  � �x� f�x� y���
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where  � Rd � The system of equations is�����������
����������

� �
�L

�x
�

�S

�x
� �

�
I � �f

�x

�
� �g�x� y�� ��

�f

�x
� �� y���

� �
�L

�y
�

�S

�y
� �

�f

�y
� �g�x� y�� ��

�f

�y
�

� �
�L

�
� �x� f�x� y����

Therefore�

	 If �x� y� is a �xed point of F � �f� g�
 then it is a critical point of the
function s �having  � y��

	 We suppose now that
				f	y 			 
� � �F is monotone�� Let �x� y� be a critical

point of s �in particular
 x � f�x� y��� Then
 the second equation gives

 � g�x� y��

and the �rst one gives
 � y�

�

Remarks

i� Of course
 if the monotonicity condition is satis�ed on the points of the vertically
transformed set
 we can obtain the same result�

ii� We can obtain other variational principles for �xed points having other functions
and other constraints� For instance
 we can take the action

-s�x� y� � S�x� y�� y�f�x� y�� x�

restricted to the set fy � g�x� y�g�
�


���� Extremal character

Given a �xed point �x�� y�� of a certain symplectomorphism F � R�d � R�d 
 we shall
say that it is a transversal �xed point i& the rank of the matrix

�I � A � B�

is maximal �equal to d� on it� In such a case
 the vertically transformed set is regular
in a neighborhood of it� We distinguish two cases�
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Monotone case� jBj 
� ��� Hence
 we can write the vertically transformed set in a
neighborhood of that point as a graph

y � ��x��

and the action is written as

s�x� � S�x� ��x���

Since the function � is implicitly de�ned by

x � f�x� ��x���

we can compute its derivatives� They are

��

�x
�x� �

�
�f

�y
�x� ��x��

��� �
I � �f

�x
�x� ��x��

�
�

Hence

�s

�x
�x� �

�S

�x
�x� ��x�� �

�S

�y
�xi� ��x��

��i
�x
�x�

� g�x� ��x���
�f

�x
�x� ��x��� ��x�� � g�x� ��x���

�f

�y
�x� ��x��

��

�x
�x�

� g�x� ��x��� � ��x���

As we see
 on the �xed point these derivatives vanish� We are going to compute the
Hessian matrix on our �xed point� We shall write A � A�z��
 etc�

D�s�x�� �
�g

�x
�x�� y�� �

�g

�y
�x�� y��

��

�x
�x��� ��

�x
�x��

� C � �D � I�B���I � A�

� DB�� �B��A� C �DB��A� B��

� DB�� �B��A� �B�� �B����

Hence
 we have proven the next proposition�

Proposition �
 

The extremal character of a monotone �xed point is given by the symmetric
matrix

H � -A� -B � -B��

where -A � DB�� �B��A and -B � �B���
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Remark

Notice that

g�x� ��x��� ��x� � rs�x��
and
 hence
 the image of the x�parametrized manifold

x �� �x� ��x��

for F �x� y�� �x� y� is parametrized by
x �� �x�rs�x���

So then
 the image for F �x� y�� �x� y� of the vertically transformed set is a
Lagrangian submanifold
 and the �xed points correspond with the intersec�
tions of this Lagrangian submanifold with the zero�section fy � �g� �

Non monotone case� jBj � ��� The �xed point is degenerate as critical point of
the action� For instance
 if I�A is regular at the �xed point
 then we can write locally
the vertical transformed set as a vertical graph

x � ��y��

Proceeding as before
 the Hessian matrix at the �xed point �x�� y�� is

�C��I � A���B �D � I��I � A���B�

and we see that it is degenerate�

Proposition �	 

Non monotone �xed points are degenerate critical points of the �xed action�

We shall consider now the case d � �� Hence
 suppose that in a neighborhood of the
�xed point �x�� y�� we can write the vertically transformed set as a function x � ��y��
Then
 we must seek the critical points of the function

s�y� � S���y�� y��

We obtain that�

	 s��y� � �g���y�� y�� y�� ��y�
 and then s��y�� � �� Moreover
 � ��y� � fy


y��y�
��fx


y��y�

and � ��y�� � ��

	 s���y� � �gx���y�� y�� ��y� � gy���y�� y�� ��� ��y� � �g���y�� y�� y�� ���y�
 and then
s���y�� � � and the critical point is degenerate� Moreover
 � ���y�� �

fyy
x��y��
��fx
x��y�� �

	 s����y�� � ��gy�x�� y�� � ��� ���y�� � �fyy
x��y��
fx
x��y��


 and the �xed point is an in�ection

point of s
 provided fyy�x�� y�� 
� ��
Note that
 if �x�� y�� is not a �xed point
 but s

��y�� � �
 then it is non degenerate
provided fyy�x�� y�� 
� ��

We also can use the bordered Hessian matrices in order to study the extremal char�
acter of �xed points�
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���� Dynamical character

The dynamical type of a �xed point is given by the eigenvalues of M � DF �x�� y��� It
is well know that its eigenvalues �also called the multipliers of the �xed point� appear
either in pairs or in quadruplets
 since the characteristic polynomial is re�exive �see

for instance
 �������

 � ��M�� �� � ��M��

In fact
 given an eigenvalue  � C �

	 if  is real
 but di&erent from ��
 then it has a real partner ��
 and we shall say
that f� ��g is an hyperbolic pair
 with re�ection if  � � and without re�ection
if  � �#

	 if  � ��
 then it has even multiplicity
 and we shall say that it is parabolic
 with
re�ection if  � �� and without re�ection if  � �#

	 if  is on the unit circle but it is not real
 then its partner is �� � $
 and we
shall say that f� $g is an elliptic pair#

	 if  is neither real nor of unit modulus
 then there must be a �complex� hyperbolic
quadruplet of eigenvalues f� ��� $� $��g �of course
 this case can occur only for
more than � dimensions��

Hence
 we obtain that R�d splits in elliptic
 hyperbolic and parabolic subspaces R�d �
E � H � P �generically
 dimP � ��� The dimensions of these subspaces are called
the elliptic� hyperbolic and parabolic dimensions
 respectively� Furthermore
 we can
compute a kind of symplectic Jordan normal form
 called Williamson normal form
������

Herman proved that the eigenvalues of the matrix M are those values  such that
the determinant of the matrix

M � B��A�DB�� � B�� � ��B��

� -A �  -B � �� -B�

� H � �� �� -B � ��� � �� -B�

vanish
 provided that B is regular� Notice that M� � H and jMj � jM �
�
j
 since H

is symmetric� Hence
 the extremal character contains relevant information about the
linearized dynamics around the �xed point�

�	� Periodic orbits

In order to look for the q�periodic orbits of an exact symplectomorphism F given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

���
 means the spectrum of a matrix�
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being S its primitive function
 we shall consider the exact symplectic product and the
exact symplectomorphism Fq �see Section ����� We write Fq as�

BBBBBBBBBBB

x�
x�
���

xq��
y�
y�
���

yq��

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA

��

�
BBBBBBBBBBB

f�xq��� yq���
f�x�� y��

���
f�xq��� yq���
g�xq��� yq���
g�x�� y��

���
g�xq��� yq���

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA
�

Then �xed points of Fq correspond to q�periodic orbits of F 
 and we applied the results
of the previous subsection� The �xed action for Fq is the periodic action

Sq�x�� � � � � xq��� y�� � � � � yq��� �

q��X
i��

S�xi� yi�

and it is restricted to the loops� The loops are the q�sequences of points such that

	 �i � �� q��� f�xi� yi� � xi��


	 f�xq��� yq��� � x��

We note that if F is monotone
 so is Fq�


���� Extremal character

In the previous context
 in order to compute the extremal character of a q�periodic
orbit we need �rst to compute DFq� It is the �qd��qd matrix

�
A B
C D

�
�

�
BBBBBBBBBBB

� � � � � Aq�� � � � � � Bq��
A� � � � � � B� � � � � �

� � �
���

� � �
���

Aq�� � Bq�� �
� � � � � Cq�� � � � � � Dq��
C� � � � � � D� � � � � �

� � �
���

� � �
���

Cq�� � Dq�� �

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA
�

Hence
 the extremal character of the q�periodic orbit is given by �for q � ��
Hq � DB�� �B��A� �B�� �B���

�

�
BBBBB

-A�
-B�

-B�
q��

-B�
�

-A�
-B�

� � � � � � � � �
-B�
q�� -Aq�� -Bq��

-Bq�� -B�
q�� -Aq��

�
CCCCCA �
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provided that F is monotone at all points of the periodic orbit� We have de�ned
-Ai � Di��B��

i�� �Bi��A��i�� and -Bi � �B��
i �i � �� q � �
 identifying �� with q � ���


���� Dynamical character

The dynamical character of a q�periodic orbit with initial point in z� � �x�� y�� is given
by the eigenvalues of M � DF q�z�� � DF �zq��� � � �DF �z��� Using Floquet theory in
con�guration space ���
 ��
 ���
 the eigenvalues of M are in correspondence with those
values of  such that the determinant of the matrix

M �

�
BBBBB

-A�
-B� �� -B�

q��
-B�
�

-A�
-B�

� � � � � � � � �
-B�
q�� -Aq�� -Bq��

 -Bq�� -B�
q�� -Aq��

�
CCCCCA

� Hq � �� ��Eq�� � -Bq�� � ��� � ��E�
q�� � -B�

q���

is equal to zero
 where � means the Kronecker product and Eq�� is the q�q matrix
with � in the �q� ���entry and zero otherwise� This is an extension of the Herman result
in Section ������ In particular
 M� � Hq� Since the coe+cients of  � � and �� � �
are rank d matrices and jMj � jM�� j
 then the determinant will be a polynomial of
degree d in the variable � �� �see
 for instance
 ���� for a proof��

If we group the eigenvalues by reciprocal pairs i� 
��
i �i � � � d� and we consider

the d residues of everyone of the multipliers


Ri �
�

�
��� i � ��i ��

then

dY
i��

Ri �

���
�

�d

jHqj
q��Y
j��

jBjj�

as Kook and Meiss proved in ���� when our symplectic map is generated by a Lagrangian
generating function�

We wonder also about the dynamical character of the q�periodic orbit as �xed point
of Fq� Applying the Herman result
 it is given by the values of  such that the deter�
minant of the matrix

M �

�
BBBBB

-A�  -B� �� -B�
q��

�� -B�
�

-A�  -B�

� � �
� � �

� � �

�� -B�
q�� -Aq��  -Bq��

 -Bq�� �� -B�
q�� -Aq��

�
CCCCCA

� Hq � �� ��.q � -Bq�� � ��� � ��.�q � -B�
q���
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vanishes
 where .q is the fundamental circulant matrix
 which is

.q �

�
BBBBB

� � � � � � �
� � � �
���

� � � � � �
���

� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �

�
CCCCCA �

We also obtainM� � Hq and jMj � jM�� j�

�	� Connecting orbits

Let F be the symplectomorphism in R�d given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

with S as primitive function�
Given two x�points xm�xn � Rd 
 where n � m � �
 we want to look for the orbits

connecting them after n�m steps
 i�e�
 the �m�n��sequences of R�d

�xm� ym�� �xm��� ym���� � � � �xn��� yn���

such that

	 xm � xm


	 �i � m� n��� F �xi� yi� � �xi��� yi���


	 f�xn��� yn��� � xn�

We shall consider the �m�n�	orbital action

Sm�n�xm� ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �
n��X
i�m

S�xi� yi��

which is restricted to the points satisfying that

	 xm � xm


	 �i � m� n��� f�xi� yi� � xi��


	 f�xn��� yn��� � xn�

This set will be call the set of chains
 Km�n � Kxm�xn� It is a d�n�m����submanifold
of R�d
n�m� 
 provided the rank of the matrix�

BBBBB

Bm �I
Am�� Bm�� �I

� � � � � � � � �

An�� Bn�� �I
An�� Bn��

�
CCCCCA
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be maximal �� n�m� in all the chains� For instance
 this transversality condition is
satis�ed when F is monotone� If this condition is satis�ed for a certain connecting
orbit
 we shall say that it is transversal� An orbit will be a transversal orbit i& all its
segments are transversal�

Proposition �� 

Let F � �f� g� be a symplectomorphism on R�d � being S its primitive func	
tion� Given two x	points xm�xn � Rd � suppose that the corresponding set of
chains� Km�n� satis�es the transversality condition� and consider the orbital
action Sm�n on it� Then

	 The connecting orbits are critical chains of Sm�n�

	 If F is monotone� the critical chains of Sm�n are connecting orbits�

Proof�

By the Lagrange multiplier method
 we must seek the critical points of the
function

L�ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �� � � � � n�

�
n��X
i�m

�S�xi� yi� � i�� � �xi�� � f�xi� yi����

where all the variables belong to Rd 
 and we have taken xm � x� and
xn � xn� The system of equations is������������
����������

� �
�L

�xi
� �g�xi� yi�� i���

��f
�x
�xi� yi� � �i � yi�

� �i� m��� n����

� �
�L

�yi
� �g�xi� yi�� i���

��f
�y
�xi� yi� �i� m� n����

� �
�L

�i
� �xi � f�xi��� yi����� �i� m��� n��

Therefore�

	 If �xi� yi�i�m�n�� is a connecting orbit between xm and xn
 then it is a
critical point of the function Sm�n � having i � yi �i � m�� � n��
and n � g�xn��� yn�����

	 We suppose now that

				�f�y
				 
� � �F is monotone�� For a critical point

of Sm�n �in particular
 �i � m � n � �� xi�� � f�xi� yi�� the second
equations give �i � m� n��

i�� � g�xi� yi�
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and
 therefore
 the �rst ones give �i � m��� n��

i � yi� �

Finally
 we obtain �i � m � n��

g�xi� yi� � i�� � yi���

�


�	�� Extremal character

We have seen that the connecting orbits between two x�points xm and xn are critical
F �chains of a certain action� We wonder about their extremal character
 i�e�
 about the
second order derivatives Hm�n � D�Sm�n� If F is monotone
 or at least it is monotone
in the region where the segment lives
 then the function Sm�n can be locally written in
variables xm��� � � � � xn��
 and we can compute this Hessian matrix�

For the sake of simplicity
 we shall consider m � �� Hence
 we shall consider the
connecting orbits between x� and xn� Since F is monotone
 the set of equations

f�xi� yi� � xi�� �i � �� n� ��

de�nes implicitly a set of functions

�i � �i�x� x
�� �i � �� n� ��

such that

f�xi� �i�xi� xi���� � xi�� �i � �� n� ���

Of course
 these functions are de�ned on a neighborhood of a connecting orbit� Their
derivatives are given by the equations

� �
�f

�x
�xi� �i�xi� xi���� �

�f

�y
�xi� �i�xi� xi����

��i
�x
�xi� xi���

and

I �
�f

�y
�xi� �i�xi� xi����

��i
�x�

�xi� xi����

Therefore
 we have to compute the critical points of the function

S��n�x�� � � � � xn��� �
n��X
i��

S�xi� �i�xi� xi�����
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where we have taken x� � x� and xn � xn� So then
 �i � �� n� ��
�S��n

�xi
�

�S

�x
�xi� �i� �

�S

�y
�xi� �i�

��i
�x
�xi� xi��� �

�S

�y
�xi��� �i���

��i��
�x�

�xi��� xi�

� g�xi� �i�
� �f

�x
�xi� �i�� ��i � g�xi� �i�

� �f

�y
�xi� �i�

��i
�x

�

g�xi��� �i����
�f

�y
�xi��� �i���

��i��
�x�

� g�xi��� �i���� � ��i �

Therefore
 the orbits are extremals of the action� We are going to compute the second
derivative on a connecting orbit� We have written Ai �

	f
	x
�xi� yi�
 etc�

	 �i � �� n� �

��S��n

�x�i
�

�g

�y
�xi��� yi���

��i��
�x�

�xi��� xi�� ��i
�x
�xi� xi���

� Di�� B��
i�� �B��

i Ai #

	 �i � �� n� �

��S��n

�xi���xi
�

�g

�x
�xi��� yi���� �g

�y
�xi��� yi���

��i��
�x

�xi��� xi�

� Ci�� �Di��B��
i��Ai�� � �B��

i�� #

	 �i � �� n� �

��S��n

�xi���xi
� ���i

�x�
�xi� xi���

� �B��
i #

	 All the other second derivatives vanish
 and
 of course
 we have obtained that the
Hessian matrix is symmetric�

Summarizing�

Proposition � 

The Hessian matrix associated to a monotone segment of orbit is given by
the block	tridiagonal symmetric matrix

H��n �

�
BBBBB

-A�
-B�

-B�
�

-A�
-B�

� � �
� � �

� � �
-B�
n�� -An�� -Bn��

-B�
n�� -An��

�
CCCCCA �
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where the matrices -Ai and -Bi are given by

-Ai � Di��B��
i�� �B��

i Ai

and

-Bi � �B��
i �

Connecting orbits with positive de�nite Hessian matrix will be interesting in the
sequel� All of their points must be monotone
 because in other case the Hessian is
degenerate�


�	�� Minimizing orbits

We shall say that a connecting orbit is minimizing i& its Hessian matrix is positive
de�nite� Hence
 an orbit is minimizing i& every segment of it is minimizing �for the
corresponding action�� We shall say that a point z is minimizing i& the action W���

with x� � q�F���z� and x� � q�F �z� is minimized on z� Then �in the monotone case�

the matrix

-A�z� � D�F���z��B�F���z���� �B�z���A�z�

must be positive de�nite�

Remarks

i� So then
 minimizing means non degenerate minimum�

ii� Since the eigenvalues of a matrix depend continuously on its components
 if we
have a minimizing segment of orbit then another segment of orbit close enough
to the �rst will be also minimizing�

iii� All the subsegments of a minimizing segment are also minimizing�

iv� A minimizing orbit of F is also a minimizing orbit for any power of F 
 because
in the second case the chains are de�ned with more constraints and the primitive
function of a power of F is the sum of the primitive function on each point of the
segment� That is to say
 if Sq is the primitive function of F

q
 where q � N� 
 we
know that

Sq �

q��X
i��

S�F i�

Then
 the �m�n��action associated to F q applied to the F q�chain

�xqm� y
q
m� � � � � x

q
n��� y

q
n���
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is

Sq�m�n�x
q
m� y

q
m� � � � � x

q
n��� y

q
n��� �

n��X
i�m

Sq�x
q
i � y

q
i �

�
n��X
i�m

q��X
j��

S�F j�xqi � y
q
i ��

which is also the �m�nq��action associated to F applied to the corresponding
F �chain�

v� Let �x�� y�� be a q�periodic point
 with q � �� If the corresponding segment of
length q minimizes the q�periodic action then it also minimizes the q�orbital action
with x� � x� and xq � x��

�

The MMS iteration�� In ��� the Hessian matrix is written using the Lagrangian
generating function
 but if we use the results of Section ��� we see that the two matrices
coincide� Then
 although the Lagrangian generating function does not exist
 we can
de�ne a �local� extremal behaviour of the orbits�

On the other side
 they describe the following method for block�diagonalizing that
matrix� They write

�
BBBB�

A�
B�

B�

�
A�

B�

� � �
� � �

� � �
B�

n��
An��

�
CCCCA

�

�
BBBB�

I
B�

�
D��

� I

� � �
� � �

B�

n��
D��

n�� I

�
CCCCA

�
BBBB�

D�
D�

� � �
Dn��

�
CCCCA

�
BBBB�

I D��
�

B�

I D��
�

B�

� � �
� � �

I

�
CCCCA
�

where the diagonal blocks are given by the recurrence��
�

-D� � -A��

-Di � -Ai � -B�
i�� -D

��
i�� -Bi�� �i � �� n� ��

�

provided -Di�� is invertible� If the matrix is positive de�nite then all the symmetric
matrices -Di are positive de�nite�

� degree of freedom�� If d � �
 then we can obtain a recurrence for the characteristic
polynomials of H��i �i � ��
 that we shall call pi��� pi���x� � det�xI �H��i�� Then��

p��x� � �� p��x� � x� -a�#
pi�x� � �x� -ai�pi���x�� -b�i��pi���x� �i � ���
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The sequence of polynomials fpi� pi��� � � � � p�� p�g is an Sturm sequence for the poly�
nomial pi �see ������ In particular
 all the eigenvalues of Hi are di&erent �and real
 of
course�
 and
 moreover
 we can compute the number of positive eigenvalues�

If pi����� 
� �
 the number of positive eigenvalues of Hi is equal to the
number of changes of sign in the sequence fp����� p����� � � � � pi�����g�

This is a particular case of the Sturm	s theorem�
Hence
 we must compute the number of changes of sign of the sequence

r� � �� r� � �-a�#
-ri � �-airi�� � -b�i��ri�� �i � ���

Remark

This �t into the MMS iteration
 by de�ning �for i � ��

-di � � ri
ri��

�

�

�	� Index� torsion and dynamics

Given a �xed point
 we wonder about the relationship among its extremal character as
�xed point
 periodic orbit or orbit
 and its dynamical character� He shall follow with
the notation in Section ���� We shall consider two examples
 but further information
can be found in ���
 ��
 ��
 ���

	 About its dynamical character
 we shall use the next result due to Herman
 who
stated that the eigenvalues  of M satisfy

rg�M � I� � j � rg�M� � j�

where M � B��A�DB�� � B�� � ��B��� Hence
 following Arnaud ����

M � H � ��� ���B�� � ��� �B���

	 As �xed point
 its extremal character is given by the matrix
H � DB�� �B��A� �B�� �B���

� -A� -B � -B��

	 As q�periodic orbit �for any q
 q � � , the case q � � is di&erent ,�
 the character
is given by the dq�dq�matrix

Hq �

�
BBBBB

-A -B -B�
-B� -A -B

� � � � � � � � �
-B� -A -B

-B -B� -A

�
CCCCCA

� Iq � -A� .q � -B � .�q � -B��
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The matrix .q can be diagonalized by the Fourier matrix ����� This fact was used
in ���� in order to block diagonalize Hq
 and they found that

��Iq � -A� .q � -B � .�q � -B�� �

q�
j��

�� -A� 
j��
q

-B � $
j��
q

-B���

where � means the spectrum of a matrix and 
q � exp���
q
i� is the )�rst	 q�th

root of the unity� Note that all the eigenvalues are real
 because the matrix is
Hermitian�

If B is symmetric we obtain that

��Hq� �

q�
j��

�
�
-A� ��j -B

�
�

with �j � cos
�
��
j���

q

�
�j � �� q��

	 Finally
 if we want to compute the extremal character of the corresponding seg�
ment of length n� � �with n � �� then we must consider the nd�nd�matrix

H��n�� �

�
BBBBB

-A -B �
-B� -A -B

� � � � � � � � �
-B� -A -B

� -B� -A

�
CCCCCA

� In � -A� !n � -B � !�n � -B��

where !n and !
�
n are the backward shift and the forward shift
 respectively �see

������

!n �

�
BBBBB

� � � � � � �
� � � �
���

� � � � � �
���

� � � � � � �
� � � � � � �

�
CCCCCA �

This kind of matrix often appears when one works with numerical methods of par�
tial di&erential equations �for instance
 in the eigenvalue problem of the Laplace
operator de�ned on a square��

When B � B� we can diagonalize H��n�� as follows� First of all
 we know ����
that the tridiagonal n�matrix Tn � !n � !

�
n can be diagonalized as

TnSn � � SnCn�

where

Cn � diag�c�� c�� � � � � cn��
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with cj � cos
�

j�
n��

�
�j � �� n�
 and the entries of Sn are

sij � sin

�
ij	

n � �

�
�

Then the eigenvalues of H��n�� are the same that those of

�Sn � Id�
��H��n���Sn � Id� � �S��n � Id��In � -A � Tn � -B��Sn � Id�

� In � -A� � Cn � -B�

and �nally
 we obtain that

��H��n��� �
n�

j��

�
�
-A� �cj -B

�
�


�
�� Area preserving maps

As an easy example
 we shall consider the �D case �d � ��� Hence
 let F � R�R � R�R
be a symplectomorphism
 whose primitive function is S � R � R � R� We shall write
F � �f� g� and

DF �x� y� �

�
a b
c d

�
�

Let z� � �x�� y�� be a �xed point� Its dynamical type is de�ned by the trace
�� � a � d�� In fact
 some people prefers to use the residue R � ���

�
� We distinguish

the next types �see ���
 �����

	 � � �� regular hyperbolic or non	re�ection hyperbolic#

	 � � �� regular parabolic or non	re�ection parabolic#

	 �� � � � �� elliptic#

	 � � ��� inversion parabolic or re�ection hyperbolic�

	 � � ��� inversion hyperbolic or re�ection hyperbolic�

In order to study the extremal type we distinguish the monotone and the non mono�
tone case�

Monotone case�� If the �xed point is monotone
 that is
 b 
� �
 then the extremal
character as �xed point is given by

h �
a� d� �

b
�

We shall call � � a � d
 the trace of the matrix� Hence
 if we suppose b � � �opposite
case being similar��

	 x� is non degenerate minimum� � � ��
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	 x� is degenerate � � � ��

	 x� is non degenerate maximum� � � ��

As we have seen
 the character of a �xed point does not only depend on its index
as critical point of the action
 but also on the index of its torsion�

A natural question arises�

given a minimizing �xed point
 is its orbit minimizing%

The second derivative of the �n����orbital actionW��n�� is given by the n�n matrix

H��n�� �

�
BBBBB

-a -b
-b -a -b
� � �

� � � � � �
-b -a -b

-b -a

�
CCCCCA �

Its eigenvalues are

��H��n��� �

�
j � -a� �cj-b �

� � �cj
b

�
j���n

�

where cj � cos
�

j�
n��

�
�

Suppose its torsion is positive� b � �� Then
 the eigenvalues are disposed in increas�
ing order by j�

h �
� � �
b

� � � � � � � n �
� � �

b
� h�

�

b
�

Hence


	 if � � � the orbit is minimizing#

	 if �� � � � � the orbit is unde�nite �or saddle�#

	 if � � �� the orbit is maximizing�

Remarks

i� In the hyperbolic cases
 the matrix is strictly diagonal dominant and the eigen�
values are far from zero� In the parabolic cases the eigenvalues are not uniformly
away from zero when n increases
 and the matrices correponding to the periodic
actions are degenerate�

ii� In the elliptic case
 we must take n big enough in order to obtain eigenvalues with
di&erent sign�
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�
Following with the case b � �
 we can de�ne an extremal index of the �xed point


being the proportion of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix when n tends to
in�nity� It is the continuous function of the trace �

ind��� �

�������
������

� if � � ���

�

	
arccos�

�

�
� if � � � � � ��

� if � � ��

We note that in the elliptic case
 the two eigenvalues are exp��	�i� where � is the
extremal index of that point and � � 	� is the average angle of rotation per period �����
Of course
 we can proceed analogously in the case b � ��

Non monotone case�� If the �xed point is not monotone
 b � �
 then it can not be
elliptic
 because the di&erential matrix is�

a �
c �

a

�
�

On one hand
 if the point is regular parabolic �a � �� then the vertically transformed set
is not regular at that point� On the other hand
 if the point is not regular parabolic then
the vertically transformed set can be write as a function x � ��y� �see Section ������
and the �xed point is a degenerate critical point of the �xed action �it is generically an
in�ection point�� In all cases
 the set of chains in not regular�

Similar considerations can be done using the periodic extremal character� We sum�
marize the previous argumentation in the next table�

dynamical trace residue multipliers extremal character

character � � a�d R � ���
�

�� � b � � b � � b � �

regular
hyperbolic

� � � R � �
reciprocal pair
of positive reals

min� f�p�
min� or�

deg� f�p�
non� tr� or�

max� f�p�
max� or�

regular
parabolic

� � � R � � pair at ��
deg� f�p�
min� or�

non tr� f�p�
non� tr� or�

deg� f�p�
max� or�

elliptic �� � � � � � � R � �
complex pair on
the unit circle

max� f�p�
sad� or�

� min� f�p�
sad� or�

inversion
parabolic

� � �� R � � pair at �� max� f�p�
max� or�

deg� f�p�
non tr� or�

min� f�p�
min� or�

inversion
hyperbolic

� � �� R � �
reciprocal pair
of negative reals

max� f�p�
max� or�

deg� f�p�
non tr� or�

min� f�p�
min� or�

Remark

This table suggest us that the detection of bifurcations of �xed points is
related with the study of geometrical changes in the vertical transformed
set� �
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�
�� The symmetric case

Following with the notation of the beginning of this section
 we shall consider now the
case B � B�� We shall obtain similar results to the previous ones� We remember that
we must look for  vanishing the determinant of the matrix

M � H � ��� ���B�� � ��� �B���

where H is the Hessian matrix of the �xed point� In our case
 we can write

M � DB�� �B��A� �B�� � �R�� B��

� B����D� � A� � Id� � �R�� Id�
where R�� � �����

�
is the residue corresponding to the eigenvalue  �or better
 to

the pair f� ��g�� Hence


 � ��M� � R�� � �

�
�

�
�� Id � �D� � A��

�
�

In general setting
 the residue is real i& the corresponding pair is real hyperbolic
 elliptic
or parabolic
 and in other case the residue
 and its conjugate
 correspond to a complex
hyperbolic quadruplet�

If B is symmetric and positive de�nite �and so is B���
 then we can diagonalize
simultaneously the quadratic forms associated to H and B�� by a regular matrix Q�

Q�B��Q � Id� Q
�HQ � 1�

where 1 is a diagonal matrix� This transformation preserves the inertia of the sym�
metric matrices �that is
 the numbers of their negative and positive eigenvalues�� Then

since

detM � �� det�Q�MQ� � �� det�1 � �R��Id� � ��

the residues must be real
 and our �xed point can not have complex hyperbolic direc�
tions�

Following in the de�nite positive case
 let n
 p be the numbers of negative and
positive eigenvalues of H
 respectively�

	 Hence
 since p residues are negative
 there exist p regular hyperbolic pairs of
eigenvalues and n pairs of elliptic or inversion hyperbolic or inversion parabolic
eigenvalues� The rest of pairs are regular parabolic�

	 The eigenvalues of H��n��


n�
j��

�
�
-A� �cj -B

�
�

n�
j��

�
�
H � ���� cj�B

��� �
have the same sign that the eigenvalues

n�
j��

� �1 � ���� cj�Id� �
n�

j��

d�
i��

f�i � �cjg�
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Hence
 if all the traces are � � �all the pairs are regular hyperbolic or parabolic�
then the orbit is minimizing
 and if all the traces are � � �all the pairs are
inversion hyperbolic or parabolic� then the orbit is maximizing� We can also
de�ne an extremal index of the orbit
 as the average of the all the extremal indices
corresponding to the di&erent traces �� � ���� � � � � �d���

IND��� �
�

d

dX
i��

ind��i��

�	� Invariance of the extremal character

We wonder if the extremal character of an orbit is independent of the variables in which
we write our symplectomorphism� In fact
 we shall see that they do not change under
lifts and vertical translations
 but it can change under other kinds of symplectomor�
phisms� This fact is due to the concomitant distinction between x and y variables� For
the sake of simplicity
 we shall work in the monotone case�


���� Under vertical translations

Let F be our symplectomorphism in R�d 
 given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

and G � �rl be the vertical translation induced by the function l � Rd � R
 which
de�nes a change of variables �

x � $x
y � $y �rl�$x� �

Our symplectomorphism F written in the new variables if $F � G��
�F �G
 and it is given

by �
$x� � f�$x� $y �rl�$x��
$y� � g�$x� $y �rl�$x���rl�f�$x� $y �rl�$x��� �

We remember that if the primitive function of F is S
 then the primitive function of $F
is S�G� l�q � l�f �G
 where q is the projection on the x�variables�

We consider now two corresponding orbits by F and $F � Hence
 let �x�� y�� the initial
point of a F �orbit and �$x�� $y�� � G���x�� y�� the initial point of the corresponding $F �
orbit� We know that the extremal character of a F �orbit is given by the recurrence��

�
-D� � -A��

-Di � -Ai � -B�
i�� -D

��
i�� -Bi�� �i � �� n� ��

�

where -Ai � Di��B��
i�� �B��

i Ai and -Bi � �B��
i �see Section ����� for the terminology��

We should write the same sequence for a $F �orbit putting bars in all the places
 but we

shall write 2Ai rather than
-$Ai
 etc� We must relate the two sequences and see that the
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indexes of the matrices -Di and 2Di are the same� First of all
 we must relate D $F �$z� with
DF �z�� By the chain rule we obtain�

$A $B
$C $D

�
�

�
A�BL� B

$C �L�B �D

�
�

where L� � D
�l�$x� 
 L� � D

�l�f�$x� $y��
 etc� We note that

monotonicity does not change under vertical translations�

Finally
 the relationship between the matrices -Ai
 -Bi and 2Ai
 2Bi is given by

2Bi � -Bi

and

2Ai � $Di�� $B��
i�� � $B��

i
$A��i

� ��LiBi�� �Di���B��
i�� �B��

i �Ai �BiLi�

� Di��B��
i�� �B��

i Ai

� -Ai�

and we obtain that they are the same�
Remarks

i� The extremal characters of �xed points and periodic orbits do not change by
vertical translations�

ii� We note that the monotone positive character of our symplectomorphism can
change� In fact� $D $B�� � DB�� � L� and $B�� $A�� � B��A � L��

�


���� Under lifts

Let F be our symplectomorphism in R�d 
 given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

and G � -� be the lift of a certain di&eomorphism � on Rd 
 which de�nes a change of
variables �

x � ��$x�
y � D��$x���$y

�

Our symplectomorphism F 
written in the new variables
 is $F � G��
�F �G
 and it is

given by �
$x� � ����f���$x��D��$x���$y���
$y� � D��$x����g���$x��D��$x���$y��

�
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We remember that if the primitive function of F is S
 then the primitive function of $F
is S�-��

We consider now two corresponding orbits by F and $F � Hence
 let �x�� y�� the initial
point of a F �orbit and �$x�� $y�� � G���x�� y�� the initial point of the corresponding $F �
orbit� We use the same notation than in the previous subsection�

By the chain rule we obtain�
$A $B
$C $D

�
�

�
F��
� AF� � F��

� BG� F��
� BF��

�
$C �G�

� BF
��
� � F�

� DF
��
�

�
�

where F� � D��$x�
 F� � D��$x��
 etc
 and G� �
	y
	�x
�$x� $y�
 G� �

	y
	�x
�$x�� $y��
 etc� We note

that the matrix G�
� F� is symmetric� We also note that

monotonicity does not change under vertical translations�

Thus
 the relationship between the matrices -Ai
 -Bi and 2Ai
 2Bi is given by

2Bi � F�
i
-BiFi��

and

2Ai � $Di�� $B��
i�� � $B��

i
$A��i

� ��G�
i Bi��F��

i � F�
i Di��F��

i�� �F
�
i��B

��
i��Fi �

F�
i B

��
i Fi���F

��
i��AiFi � F��

i��BiGi�

� �G�
i Fi � F�

i Gi � F�
i �Di��B��

i�� �B��
i Ai�Fi

� F�
i
-AiFi�

Finally
 we obtain by induction that 2Di � F�
i
-DiFi
 and
 the extremal characters are

the same�
Remarks

i� The extremal characters of �xed points and periodic orbits do not change by lifts�

ii� We note that the monotone positive character of our symplectomorphism can
change� In fact� $D $B�� � F�

� DB
��F��G�

� F� and $B
�� $A�� � F�

� B
��AF��F

�
� G��

�


���� Statement of the result

The previous argumentation are summarized in the following�

Proposition �� 

Given a symplectomorphism F � R�d � R�d � the extremal character of mono	
tone

	 �xed points�
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	 periodic orbits�

	 orbits�

do not change by

	 vertical translations�

	 lifts�

A physical interpretation of this result is that the laws of the discrete mechanics
are independent from the coordinates on our con�guration space and certain privileged
observers� This fact is geometrically connected with the choice of a certain ��form
� � y dx in our phase space
 and the distinction between x and y coordinates that it
produces�



Chapter 


Invariant Lagrangian graphs

A �rst step in order to understand the properties of invariant Lagrangian mani�
folds is to study the easier ones� the invariant Lagrangian graphs�

This chapter is devoted to extend some results due to Mather 	
��� Herman 	���
and MacKay� Meiss and Stark 	��� obtained by them by means of the use of a
�global� Lagrangian generating function� In some sense our results are more local�
because they do not use the existence of this global function� and they will let us
to study di�erent regions in our phase space where some positiveness condition
will be satis�ed�

This chapter will be completed in Chapter �� where we deal with more general
phase spaces� and in Appendix B� where we relate the BHM theory with Converse
KAM theory and we obtain some non�existence criteria of invariant Lagrangian
graphs when the con�guration space is a torus�

�	� Characterization

Given an open set U � Rd and a function l � U � R
 we know that the immersion

� � U �� Rd � Rd

x �� �x�rl�x��
de�nes a Lagrangian embedding of U into Rd � Rd 
 and its primitive function is l� We
also know that if � is invariant for a certain symplectomorphism F � �f� g�
 we have a
conserved quantity
 given by the function

0 � U �� R

x �� S�x�rl�x��� �l�f�x�rl�x���� l�x���

We want to obtain more information�
First of all
 we extend the function 0 to the function -0 � U � Rd � R de�ned by

-0�x� y� � S�x� y�� �l�f�x� y��� l�x���

so that 0�x� � -0�x�rl�x��� We have the next proposition of characterization of invari�
ant Lagrangian graphs �in short
 i�L�g���

��
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Proposition ��� 

Let F � �f� g� be a symplectomorphism on Rd �Rd � with primitive function
S�and l � U � R be a generating function of the exact Lagrangian graph L�
being U a connected open set U � Rd into R�d �
We de�ne the functions 0 and -0 as above�
Then

�� �Conserved quantity on an i�L�g��

L is F 	invariant� 0 is constant�

�� �Characterization of i�L�g��

L is F 	invariant� �x � U � -0

��x� y�
�x�rl�x�� � ��

�� �Characterization of the points of an i�L�g��
If F is monotone� and L is F 	invariant

y � rl�x�� � -0

��x� y�
�x� y� � ��

Moreover� if L is F��	invariant

y � rl�x�� � -0

�y
�x� y� � ��

Proof�

We write the invariance condition as

�x � U g�x�rl�x�� � rl�f�x�rl�x����
�� First point is an immediate consequence of the second�

�� The derivatives of -0 are�

� -0

�x
�x� y� �

�
g�x� y��� �l

�x
�f�x� y��

�
� �f
�x
�x� y�� y� �

�l

�x
�x��

� -0

�y
�x� y� �

�
g�x� y��� �l

�x
�f�x� y��

�
� �f
�y
�x� y��

So if l gives a F �invariant graph the two derivatives vanish �the points
of the invariant graph are critical for the function -0� and
 in particular

the function 0 is constant�

�0

�x
�x� �

� -0

�x
�x�rl�x�� � � -0

�y
�x�rl�x�� � �

�l

�x�
�x� � ��
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Conversely
 if the derivatives vanish at a point �x�rl�x��
 then we
obtain

g�x�rl�x�� � rl�f�x�rl�x����
because the rank of the matrix �A�x� y� B�x� y�� is maximal at all
points�

�� Suppose F be monotone
 that is to say
 jB�x� y�j 
� �� ��x� y� � U�Rd �
Then

� -0

��x� y�
�x� y� � � � y � rl�x�

�the points of the F �invariant graph correspond with the critical points
of a certain function�� If
 moreover
 the graph is F���invariant
 then

� -0

�y
�x� y� � � � g�x� y� � rl�f�x� y��

� F �x� y� � L
� �x� y� � L
� y � rl�x�

�the �bered critical points of -0 correspond with the points of the in�
variant graph��

�

�	
 Extremal character of an i	L	g	

As we have seen
 a point of an i�L�g� L � Lrl is a �bered critical point of the function
-0
 that is to say
 for all point x � U

� -0

�y
�x�rl�x�� � ��

The extremal character of the graph in each point �x�rl�x�� is given by

�� -0

�y�
�x�rl�x�� � �D��x�� B�x�� D�l�f�x���B�x��

where we write f�x� � f�x�rl�x��
 A�x� � A�x�rl�x��
 etc� If all the points have the
same character as critical points of the )�ber	 function -0
 and then all the corresponding
Hessian matrices have non vanishing eigenvalues
 we shall say that our graph is non
degenerate� In such a case
 the graph have to be monotone �i�e�
 it have to be included
in a monotone region�� Then
 if all these matrices are positive de�nite we shall say that
our graph is minimizing
 and if all of them are negative de�nite we shall say that it is
maximizing� Otherwise we shall say that it is unde�nite�
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As we shall see
 the extremal character of our graph does not change under vertical
translations and lifts� In fact
 we shall see a little less than this
 but enough for us� We
shall perform two steps of normal form in order to simplify the dynamics around an
i�L�g�� For the sake of simplicity
 we shall suppose U � Rd �

Proposition ��
 

Let F � �f� g� be a symplectomorphism on Rd �Rd � with primitive function
S� and L be an i�L�g� generated by l � Rd � R�
Hence� the extremal character of the graph does not change after the next
two steps of normal form

�� projection of the zero	section�

�� simpli�cation of the dynamics on that zero	section� via conjugation by
a lift�

Proof�

�� Let L be an invariant graph given by a generating function l � Rd � R�
Then its character is given by the indexes of the symmetric matrices

�D��x��B�x�� D�l�f�x���B�x��

If we make a change of variables
 by means of the vertical translation

�
x � $x
y � $y �rl�$x� �

then in the new variables $x� $y the zero�section fy � �g is �xed� After
this projection
 the character of the graph �the zero�section� is given
by

$D�$x�� $B�$x� � �D�x�� L��$x� ��B�x��
�B�x�

� �D�x�� � B�x��D�l�f�x���B�x��

and the character does not change �see the notation in Section ����� In
fact
 while

-0�x� y� � S�x� y� � l�x�� l�f�x� y��

we have

20�$x� $y� � $S�$x� $y�

� S�$x� $y �rl�$x�� � l�$x�� l�f�$x� $y �rl�$x����
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�� Suppose the zero�section is �xed� If we conjugate by a lift -��
x � ��$x�
y � D��$x���$y

�

then in the new variables $x� $y the zero�section fy � �g is also �xed�
While the character of the zero�section for F is given by

-0�x� y� � S�x� y��

for $F is given by

20�$x� $y� � S���$x��D��$x���$y��

Hence
 since 	S
	y
�x� �� � �� �x � Rd 
 then

�� 20

�$y�
�$x� �� � D��$x���

�� -0

�y�
���$x�� ��D��$x����

and the extremal characters coincide�

�

�	� Minimizing invariant Lagrangian graphs

For minimizing invariant Lagrangian graphs we have the following theorem� It asserts
that the orbits on a minimizing i�L�g� are also minimizing
 and it will be a key result
in order to perform non existence criteria of i�L�g� �see Appendix B��

Theorem ��� 

Let F � Rd�Rd � Rd�Rd be a symplectomorphism� with primitive function
S� and L � Lrl be a minimizing i�L�g�� generated by the function l � Rd � R�
Then

All the orbits on the graph are minimizing�

Proof�

Before doing a complete proof we shall see what is the key of our method�
ology� For the sake of simplicity
 we shall suppose that our graph is glob�
ally minimizing
 i�e�
 if C � R is the conserved quantity associated to the
graph then ��x� y� � R�d -0�x� y� � C� Hence
 let �x�rl�x�� be any point
on Lrl� First
 we �x m�n � Z
 with the condition m � � � n and take
xm � q�Fm�x�rl�x�� and xn � q�F n�x�rl�x��� Now
 let � � �xi� yi�i�m�n��
be any F �chain connecting xm with xn
 and o be the corresponding segment
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of orbit �i�e� o � �F i�x�rl�x���i�m�n���� Hence
 the corresponding actions
verify�

Smn��� �
n��X
i�m

S�xi� yi�

�
n��X
i�m

�S�xi� yi�� l�f�xi� yi�� � l�xi�� � l�xn�� l�xm�

�
n��X
i�m

-0�xi� yi� � l�xn�� l�xm�

� �n�m�C � l�xn�� l�xm�

�
n��X
i�m

-0�F i�x�rl�x��� � l�xn�� l�xm�

� Smn�o��

Hence
 the connecting orbit minimizes the action on the chains� Notice that
the restriction of the action to the set of F �chains is fundamental�

We have to improve this result and obtain that any segment of orbit is
 in
fact
 a non degenerate minimum of the corresponding action� We do not
need global conditions� Thanks to the invariance of the extremal character of
orbits and graphs under vertical translations
 we can restrict our attention
to the case in which our graph is the zero�section� In such a case
 our
symplectomorphism is given by�

x� � ��x� � B�x�y � � � �
y� � D��x���y � � � �

�

where )� � � 	 means terms in upper orders in y� Hence we have

DF �x� �� �

�
A�x� B�x�
� D�x�

�
�

where A�x� � D��x� 
 D�x� � A�x���
 and A�x�B�x�� � B�x�A�x���
Therefore

�� -0

�y�
�x� �� �

��S

�y�
�x� ��

� D�x��B�x� � A�x���B�x�

Hence
 our graph is minimizing i& �

A�x���B�x� � ��

�For any symmetric matrix S	 S � � means that S is positive de�nite�
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for all the points x � Rd � In fact
 the symmetric matrices A��B � B�A��

and B��A�� � A��B�� have the same inertia �recall that )minimizing	
implies )monotone	�� Moreover ��

A��B � �� B��A � �� A��B�� � �� AB� � ��

Now
 let x be giving any point on the graph� As always
 we shall write
Ai � A��i�x��
 Bi � B��i�x�� and Di � D��i�x�� � A��i � We shall use the
MMS iteration� In this case we have

-Ai � A��i��B
��
i�� �B��

i Ai � ��

We shall prove by induction that -Di � B��
i Ai �Ki
 where Ki � �
 for any

i � ��
	 For i � � we have -D� � B��

� A� �K�
 where K� � A��� B��
� � �
 and

the property holds�

	 Suppose that the property is true for i� �� Hence
-Di � B��

i Ai � A��i��B
��
i�� �B��

i�� -D
��
i��B

��
i��

and then

Ki � A��i��B
��
i�� �B��

i�� -D
��
i��B

��
i��

� A��i��B
��
i�� � �Bi�� -Di��B�

i���
���

Therefore
 since

-Di�� � B��
i��Ai�� �Ki��

� B��
i��Ai�� � �

then

Bi�� -Di��B�
i�� � Ai��B�

i�� � ��

and
 �nally

Ki � A��i��B
��
i�� �B��

i��A
��
i�� � ��

In summary
 all the matrices -Di are positive de�nite� �

Remark

Of course
 we obtain a similar result for maximizing i�L�g�� �

�A � �� A�� � �	 for any symmetric matrix A�
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Part III

ON THE COTANGENT BUNDLE

��





Chapter �

Symplectic geometry on the

cotangent bundle

We recall and introduce some basic results related with the canonical symplectic
structure on the cotangent bundle of a certain manifold M� T �M� At the �rst
section� we recall basic facts about the Liouville form and the Liouville vector
�eld on T �M� and introduce the Liouville derivative� that is the derivation � in
this context �see Section ����� Secondly� we apply the de�nition of exact sym�
plectomorphism and� �nally� we recall some examples of Lagrangian manifolds�

�	� Liouville objects

LetM be a d�dimensional manifold and T �M its cotangent bundle� The zero	section
is

z � M � T �M
x � �x

andM� � z�M�
 and the projection is

q � T �M � M
�x � x�

We know that we can de�ne a di&erentiable structure on T �M by means of the cotangent
charts U�Rd 
 where each U is a local chart ofM� We write the corresponding cotangent
coordinates as �x� y� � �x�� � � � � xd� y� � � � � yd��

Given a map F � P � T �M from a manifold P to the cotangent bundle T �M
 we
shall refer to f � q�F as its basic component�

����� The Liouville form

We recall that the Liouville form is the Pfa+an form on T �M whose value at a point
� � T �M is given by

�� � ��q�����

�
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Moreover
 � is the unique Pfa+an form on T �M which satis�es

��� � ��

for any Pfa+an form onM
 � �  ��M��
Then
 � � d� is the canonical symplectic structure on T �M
 and it is exact� In

cotangent coordinates on T �M
 �x� y� � U � Rd 
 these forms are�

� �
dX
i��

yidxi� � �
dX
i��

dyi � dxi

�� � ydx and � � dy � dx for short��
Remark

We can de�ne other symplectic structures on the cotangent bundle by means
of closed ��forms onM
 � �  ��M�
 by

�� � d�� q���

�

����� The Liouville vector �eld

We shall denote by Z� the Liouville vector �eld on T �M
 which is the only vector �eld
that satis�es the relation

iZ�d� � ��

Moreover
 it satis�es the relations

iZ�� � �� LZ�� � �� LZ�d� � d��

�see ���� for further information and generalizations of this subject��

	 This vector �eld is vertical �q�Z� � ��
 and it is written in cotangent coordinates
as

Z� �
dX
i��

yi
�

�yi

�Z� � y 	
	y
for short��

	 It is complete
 that is
 its �ow is de�ned for all time t � R� In fact
 it is given by
the ��parameter group of positive dilations of each �ber of T �M�

ht��x� � et�x�

It gives to T �M a principal bundle structure
 where the structure group is the
additive group R of real numbers�
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����� The Liouville derivative

We remember that we have a derivation on F � F�T �M�
 endowed with the Poisson
bracket
 given by the linear operator

� � F � F
H � ��XH��H�

�see Section ����� In this context
 ��H� can be written by means of the Liouville vector
�eld on the cotangent bundle� By this reason we shall refer to the ��derivative as Liou	
ville derivative� Furthermore
 ��H� is also known by the elementary action associated
with the Hamiltonian H
 because it is used in order to de�ne a variational principle for
its orbits �see ��
 ����� It is used in order to de�ne the Legendre transformation between
the tangent and cotangent bundle of the con�guration spaceM�

Proposition ��� 

The derivation / associated to the canonical symplectic structure on T �M
satis�es the next relations

	 ��H� � dH�Z���H�

	 X�
H�
� �Z�� XH� �

Proof�

	 First

��XH� � iZ�d��XH� � �iXH

d��Z��

� dH�Z���

	 And
i�Z�

�XH�
� � LZ�iXH

� � iXH
LZ�� � �LZ�dH � iXH

�

� �LZ�dH � dH � d�H � LZ�H�

� �d���H���

�

The expression of ��H� in cotangent coordinates �x� y� � U � Rd is�

��H��x� y� � dH�y
�

�y
��H�x� y� � y � ryH�x� y��H�x� y��

We see that � is a vertical operator
 because the value of ��H� on a �ber only depends
on the value of H on such �ber�
Remark

Although we shall not use this in the sequel
 we note that we can extend
the de�nition of the Liouville derivative to be applied to forms and vector
�elds�
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	 If X � X �T �M� we de�ne ��X� � �Z�� X� 
 and hence X�
H�
�

��XH��

	 If � �  �T �M� we de�ne ���� � LZ�� � �
 and hence the Liouville
derivative commutes with the exterior derivative

��d � d���

Obviously


� � ker� � d� � ker��
The converse is false� For instance
 the Liouville form � belongs to
ker�
 but there does not exist any function H such that dH � ��

Notice also that Z� is a conformal in�nitesimal automorphism of the
forms of ker�� In fact
 if the Liouville derivative of � �  k�T �M�
vanishes
 then

h�t ���� � et � �����
that is to say


�����et -X����� � � � � e
t -Xk���� � et � ����� -X����� � � � � -Xk�����

for all t � R and -X����� � � � � -Xk��� � T�T
�M�

�

Following with the previous remark
 but working with ��forms
 we have that

��H� � � � H�et�� � etH����

that is
 H is positively homogeneous of degree � on each �ber� Hence
 the functions of
ker� are written in cotangent coordinates �x� y� as

H�x� y� � a�x� � y�
We recall �see Section ���� that the �ows of these Hamiltonians preserve the Liouville
form �in fact
 it is enough to have constant Liouville derivative��
Remarks

i� If ��H� � C
 being C a certain constant
 then we can consider the Hamiltonian
H � � H�C� Hence
 ��H �� � � and we can apply the previous results� Of course

the corresponding �ows to H and H � coincide�

ii� Let �t be the �ow of XH � Then�

� is invariant under XH � ��t� � �

� LXH
� � �

� d���H�� � �

� ��H� � C� C � R

� �Z�� XH� � �

� the �ows of Z� and XH commute
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�that is to say
 es�t��� � �t�e
s�� when the times have sense�� In particular


�t��x� � �q��t
x�
 that is to say
 the zero�section is invariant under XH �

�
In Chapter ��
 we shall do a more intensive study of the Liouville derivative�

�	
 Exact symplectomorphisms

����� Exactness formulae

Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism
 and S � T �M � R be its
primitive function� Since

F ��� � � dS�

then

dS��x� � �F ����x � ��x
� �F 
�x�

�F���x�� ��x
� F ��x��q��F ��x���F���x�� �x�q���x�

� F ��x���q�F ����x�� �x�q���x��

Let � �  ��M� be an ��form onM� Then

���dS� � d���S� � d�S���

and

���F ��� �� � �F ������ ��

So
 we have

d�S��� � �F ������ ��

Hence
 we have obtained the following proposition�

Proposition ��
 

Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with pf�F � � S�
and let f � q�F be its basic component� Then

	 ��x � T �xM

dS��x� � F ��x��f���x�� �x�q���x�#

	 �� �  ��M�

d�S��� � �F ������ ��
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����� Lifts

By means of the Liouville vector �eld �and thanks to its completeness�
 it can be proved
that the unique actionmorphisms on all T �M are the lifts of di&eomorphisms onM �see
����
 p����� If f �M�M is a di&eomorphisms
 its lift �or lifting� is -f � T �M� T �M

de�ned by�

-f��x� � �f
����f
x��x � T �f
x�M�

Obviously� f �q � q� -f � In cotangent coordinates we write the lift as

�
x
y

�
�

�
f�x�

Df�x���y

�
�

From this
 an exact symplectomorphism on T �M is determined by its primitive function
up to di&eomorphisms on the base�

Let X � X �M� be a vector �eld on M � While its lift to the tangent bundle is
given by the variational equations
 we can lift it to the cotangent bundle following two
procedures�

	 By de�ning the Hamiltonian vector �eld corresponding to the function

H � T �M � R

�x � �x�Xx�
�

We write -X � XH � In cotangent coordinates
 the Hamiltonian function is

H�x� y� � y � f�x��

and the corresponding vector �eld is

�
�x � f�x�
�y � �Df�x��y �

	 By de�ning the vector �eld as the velocity of the continuous group given by the
lift of the �ow �t of the initial vector �eld�

-X��x� �
d

dt
� -�t��x���jt�� �

d

dt

�
���t��t�x���x

�
jt��

�

In both cases we obtain the same vector �eld
 which veri�es -X�
�z � z�X �see ������

Moreover
 we note that these lifts of )con�gurational	 vector �elds belong to ker��

Remark

In fact
 we can lift the vector �eld to the �ber product TM �M T �M �
Moreover
 this product is a symplectic vector bundle� �
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����� Fiberwise translations

Given a ��form � on M
 a �berwise translation by � is the map �� � T
�M � T �M

de�ned by
�� � idT �M � ��q�

If � is closed
 then �� is a symplectomorphism� If it is exact
 with � � dl
 then we have
an exact symplectomorphism
 and its primitive function is

pf��dl� � l�q�

����	 Monotonicity

Let F � T �M� T �M be a di&eomorphism
 and f � T �M�M be its basic component�
In this context
 we also are able to de�ne the monotony condition
 which is an important
property that F can verify
 as we shall see later� We shall say that F is monotone i&

�x � M f � T �xM�M is a local di&eomorphism


or
 equivalently
 i&

��x � T �M f���x� � V�xT
�M� Tq�F 
�x�M is an isomorphism�

Here
 V T �M means the vertical tangent bundle of the cotangent bundle� V T �M �
ker q� �we can de�ne this for all �bration�� Geometrically speaking
 F is monotone i&
it is transversal to the leaves of the standard foliation of the cotangent bundle�
Remark

We note that the lifts and the �berwise translations are not monotone� In
general
 the composition of two monotone maps is not a monotone map� �

�	� Exact Lagrangian graphs

Let L be a submanifold of dimension d of the symplectic manifold �N � 
� of dimension
�d� We recall that L is a Lagrangian manifold i& 
jL � �
 i�e��


z�Xz� Yz� � �� �z � L� �Xz� Yz � TzL�

The following result furnishes an important example of an exact Lagrangian mani�
fold in a cotangent bundle �see ����
 p� ����

Let M be a manifold and N � T �M its cotangent bundle equipped with its
canonical symplectic form d��
Let � � M � T �M be a Pfa�an form on the manifold M and L� �
f�x j x � Mg its graph�
Then

L� is a Lagrangian manifold of N � � is closed�
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Then
 we say that L� is a Lagrangian graph� If � is exact
 with � � dl �where
l � M � R�
 we say that l is the generating function of the exact Lagrangian graph
Ldl� In particular
 the image of the zero�section
 Lz
 is an exact Lagrangian graph �it
is often identi�ed withM� that admits the zero�function as a generating function�

It is interesting to notice that the problem of �nding intersections of two exact
Lagrangian graphs
 Ldl� and Ldl� 
 is reduced to �nding critical points of a real�valued
function
 l� � l�� Hence
 the theory of intersections between exact Lagrangian graphs
is rather trivial�

We can transport an invariant �exact� Lagrangian graph to the base space
 via a
�berwise translation by a closed �exact� ��form and then obtain a normal form around
the zero�section �see Appendix F�� In fact
 as Weinstein proved ���
 ��
 a zero�section
is the universal model of Lagrangian submanifold
 on an open neighborhood of it� A
small summary of these results there is in Section G�����

Finally
 there are many results about the topological properties of general La�
grangian manifolds de�ned on a cotangent bundle� A survey of results about exact
Lagrangian manifolds is given in ����� On the other side
 we can de�ne exact La�
grangian manifolds with foldings �with respect to the standard foliation� by adding
parameters to the generating function� It is the method of the Morse families or phase
functions ���
 ���
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Variational principles

The purpose of this chapter is to obtain several variational principles associated
to any symplectomorphism de�ned on the cotangent bundle of a manifold �with
the natural symplectic structure�� In all cases� the variational principles will not
depend on the coordinates on the con�guration space�

On one side� the idea of associating with a symplectic map F a function h such
that the critical points of h are �xed points of F goes back Poincar�e 	���� and
has been used by many authors� as Arnold� Weinstein� Moser� Banyaga� Arnaud�
Gol�e� etc� In many cases� the constructed critical function h is not coordinate�
free� and we must work on the standard symplectic manifold R

�d � In other cases�
we need some type of closeness to the identity�

Here� we work on a certain set of the cotangent bundle where the �xed points
of our exact symplectomorphism live� the �berwise transformed set� Then� the
�xed points are critical points of a certain action on this set� Hence� the number
of �xed point depends on the topology of this set �due to Schnirelman�Lusternik
theory and Morse theory�� This idea was already used by Moser 	
���

On the other side� the orbits of an exact symplectomorphism also satisfy a vari�
ational principle� as the orbits of a mechanical system� As we know� variational
principles for orbits of strong monotone symplectomorphisms on the annulus have
been very useful in order to study cantori and invariant circles �Aubry�Mather
sets� Converse KAM theory�� homoclinic orbits� periodic orbits� etc �see the works
of Aubry� Mather� Percival� Herman� MacKay� Meiss� Kook� Tabacman� etc��

We think that these variational principles can be interesting for several reasons�

� we can work on any cotangent bundle� not only on the standard symplectic
manifold R

d � R
d or on the d�annulus�

� we do not need the generating function� which is not always de�ned� or it is
di�cult of computing�

� in some sense� they are local� because do not use the existence of this global
generating function�

� we could extend these variational principles to neighborhoods of any exact
Lagrangian manifolds� thanks to Weinstein�s theorems�

�
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�	� Fixed points

Let M be a d�manifold
 and T �M its cotangent bundle� Let F � T �M � T �M be
an exact symplectomorphism
 with primitive function S
 and let f � q�F be its basic
component�

����� The �berwise transformed set and the action

We shall obtain the �xed points of our symplectomorphism as critical points of a certain
function de�ned on a certain submanifold of T �M� Here we state the main de�nitions�

The �berwise transformed set

We de�ne the �berwise transformed set as the �ber product of q and f �

K � f� � T �Mj q��� � f���g�

Hence
 any point of this set goes to the same �ber �it is �berwise transformed�� If
� � T �M�M�M is de�ned by � � q � f 
 and 1 � f�x� x�j x � Mg � M�M is
the diagonal ofM�M
 then K � ����1�� We observe that the �xed points of F are
in K� Fix�F � � K�

We suppose K 
� �� It is a closed set of the cotangent bundle
 and it is a d�
submanifold provided the map � be transversal to 1
 that is to say
 the rank of the
matrix �

I � 	f
	x

	f
	y

�
be maximal in all points of the critical set �using cotangent coordinates�� For instance

if F is monotone
 the critical set is locally a graph
 and the restricted projection qjK
is a local di&eomorphism� Of course
 K can have many connected components
 but we
can study everyone�

The action

We de�ne the action as the primitive function of the symplectomorphism
restricted to the �berwise transformed set� s � SjK�

We shall prove that the �xed points of our symplectomorphism are critical points
of s
 and the converse is true provided F veri�es the monotony condition� First
 we
shall show that the topology and the geometry of the �berwise transformed set is more
understanding when F is monotone�

����� Topology of the �berwise transformed set

Proposition ��� 

Let f � T �M�M be a monotone map�
Let � � T �M�M�M be the map de�ned by � � idM� f � We de�ne the
closed submanifold of dimension d K � ����1�� provided K 
� ��
Then� the following holds
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	 K is a graph� locally�

	 qjK � K �M is a local di
eomorphism�

	 the �bers q��jK �x� are discrete�

We supposeM be compact and connected� Let k be a compact and connected
component of K� Then

	 �k� qjk� is a �smooth� covering space of M� with a �nite number of
leaves� Hence� all the �bers in k have the same number of elements
�x� y � M� �q��jk �x� � �q��jk �y��

Proof�

The �rst three points are an immediate consequence of the implicit function
theorem� The fourth point comes from the adaptation of the next topological
result � �see ������

Let X and Y path connected and locally path connected spaces

being X compact and Y Hausdor&�
Let f � X � Y be a local homeomorphism�
Then�

�X� f� is a covering space of Y 
 with a �nite number of
leaves�

�

Remark

Of course
 we can apply the same ideas in order to study the topology of a
component of �berwise transformed set included into a monotone region of
our symplectomorphism� �

�We recall some de�nitions of Topology�

� A continuous map f � X � Y between two topological spaces X and Y is a local homeomorphism

i each point x � X has a open neighborhood Vx that is mapped homeomorphically by f onto
its image f�Vx�	 which is open	 too�

� Let X and �X be two path connected and locally path connected spaces and let p � �X � X
be continuous and surjective� We shall say that the pair � �X� p� is a covering space of X i
every point x � X has a path connected open neighborhood U such that every path connected
component of p���U� is mapped homeomorphically by p onto U �

The map p is called a covering map or projection� It can be proved that all the sets p���x� have
the same cardinality	 for all x � X 	 which is called number of leaves �or folds� of the covering
space�

In our case	 we must substitute continuous by smooth	 homeomorphism by dieomorphism	 etc�
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����� Geometry of the �berwise transformed set

We know that the �berwise transformed set is a d�submanifold of T �M
 provided a
certain non�degeneracy condition be satis�ed �Section ������ We de�ne a map

� � K �� T �M
� �� F ���� �

�

which is well de�ned because F ��� and � have the same point basis� This map is an
immersion
 provided the rank of the matrix�

I � �g

�y
�
�f

�y

�

is maximal in all points of K �using cotangent coordinates�� Again
 this condition is
automatically satis�ed when F is monotone�

We note that the �xed points of our exact symplectomorphism F are in correspon�
dence with the intersection

��K� �M��

Furthermore
 since the immersion is exact Lagrangian
 as we shall see in the next
proposition
 this relates the theory of �xed points of exact symplectomorphisms with
the theory of Lagrangian intersections
 that is
 the theory of intersections between
Lagrangian manifolds ��

Proposition ��
 

Let F � T �M� T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with primitive func	
tion S� and let f � T �M�M be its basic component f � q�F �
Let K be its �berwise transformed set� and suppose that the rank of the
matrices �

I � �f

�x
�
�f

�y

�
�

�
I � �g

�y
�
�f

�y

�
are maximal in all of its points �written using cotangent coordinates�� We
consider the map � de�ned above� Then

� is an exact Lagrangian immersion of K in T �M� and its prim	
itive function is the action s � SjK�

�There is another way of relating both theories� For instance	 given a symplectomorphis F � N � N
on a symplectic manifold �N ���	 then is easy to prove that its graph

� � f�z� F �z�� j z � Ng � N �

is a Lagrangian submanifold of �N �� ��
�
� � ��

�
��� On the other side	 the diagonal

� � f�z� z� j z � Ng � N �

is also a Lagrangian submanifold of N �� Finally	 �xed points of F are in correspondence with the
intersection of both Lagrangian submanifolds�
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Proof�

We only must prove that ��� � ds� As we know
 if � � K � T �M is
the inclusion of K into T �M
 then the function s � K � R is de�ned as
s � S��� Hence
 we must prove that

�������� �� � �S������� ���

for any � � K and �� � T�K� This last assertion is equivalent to the
condition f���� �� � q���� �� �identifying �� with ������� and � with �����

Then


	 on one side
�������� � ������� �����

� ���� q������� �����

� ���� �q�������

� ���� q�����

	 and on the other side
 using the exactness formulae

�S������� � S������� �����

� F ����f����� ��q����

� �F ���� �� q���� � F ��� �f����� q�����

� ���� q���� � F ��� �f����� q������

Finally
 applying both of formulas to the vector ��
 we arrive to the desired
result� �

����	 Fixed points as critical points of the action

We shall prove that �xed points are critical points of the action w
 which is the primitive
function restricted to the �berwise transformed set�

Theorem ��� 

Let F � T �M� T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with primitive func	
tion S� and let f � T �M�M be its basic component f � q�F �
Let K be its �berwise transformed set� We suppose K 
� � and � transversal
to 1 �so� K is a d	submanifold of T �M��
Then

	 The �xed points of F are critical points of s � SjK�

	 If F is monotone� the �xed points of F correspond with the critical
points of s�
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Proof�

In order to obtain the proof
 we need the next result which generalizes the
Lagrange multipliers in classical calculus �see ���
 p� �����

LetM and P be two manifolds�
Let g � M � P be transversal to the submanifold W of P

N � g���W �
 and let f �M� R be Cr
 r � ��
Let Eg
n� be a closed component to Tg
n�W in Tg
n�P so Tg
n�P �
Tg
n�W � Eg
n� and let p � Tg
n�P � Eg
n� be the projection�
Therefore�

A point n � N is a critical point of fjN i& there exists
 � E�

g
n� called a Lagrange multiplier such that f��n� �
�p�g��n��

In our case
 we have a map � � T �M�M�M transversal to the subman�
ifold 1
 K � ����1� and S � T �M � R a function� Given �x � K �i�e��
���x� � �x� x��
 a complement to T
x�x�1 in T
x�x��M�M� � TxM� TxM
is E
x�x� � f�xg � TxM� In fact
 we have�

T
x�x��M�M� � T
x�x�1 � f�xg � TxM�
�
�

�
�

�
�
�

�
�

�
�

� � �

� �

Since E
x�x� � TxM
 we de�ne the projection

p � TxM� TxM � TxM�
�
�

�
� � � �

�

So �x � K is a critical point of s � SjK i& there exists  � T �xM � E�

x�x�

such that
S���x� � �p�����x��

Using the exactness formulae and the previous de�nitions
 this is translated
to

F ��x��f���x�� �x�q���x� � ��f���x�� q���x���

The proof follows now from this formula�

	 If �x is a �xed point of F 
 i�e� F ��x� � �x
 then it is enough to choose
 � �x � F ��x��

	 We suppose now that F is monotone� If we apply the formula to a
vertical vector ��x � V�xT

�M �i�e� q���x���x � ��
 we have�

F ��x��f���x���x� � �f���x���x��
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Since F is monotone
 i�e�
 f���x� is an isomorphism between V�xT
�M

and Tf
�x�M
 then  � F ��x�� Hence
 we have�

�x�q���x� � �q���x��

Finally
 since q���x� is an epimorphism
 we reach �x �  � F ��x��

�

Remarks

i� Suppose M be compact and connected and F be monotone� On every compact
connected component k ofK we have at least two �xed points� In fact
 the number
of �xed points is bounded from below by the Schnirelman�Lusternik category of
k� If all of they are non degenerate �as critical points of s�
 then we have at least
the sum of the Betti numbers of k� That is to say
 the number of �xed points
depends on the topology of the �berwise transformed set�

ii� We can reduce the study of the q�periodic orbits of an exact symplectomorphism
to the study of the �xed points of another one� Note that if we consider a power of
a monotone map F 
 it cannot be monotone� In order to preserve the monotonicity

it is better to work on the symplectic product�

�

����
 An example

Let F � �f� g� � Td � Rd � Td � Rd be an exact symplectomorphism with primitive
function S
 such that we can write f�x� y� � x� $f �x� y� �mod �� and g�x� y� � $g�x� y�

where $f and $g are ��periodic in all their x�variables� We suppose that F veri�es the
strong monotone condition�

�x � Td� $f�x� �� � Rd � Rd is a di&eomorphism�

We can decompose the critical set in this way�

K � f�x� y� � Td � Rd j f�x� y� � x �mod ��g �
�
p�Zd

Kp�

where
 �p � Zd�

Kp � f�x� y� � Td � Rd j $f�x� y� � pg�
We say that a point �x� y� is a �xed point of type p � Zd
 or that p is its rotation number
is p
 i& F �x� y� � �x� p� y��� Hence
 on every component Kp the �xed points of type p
live� In this case
 everyone of this components is homeomorphic to the d�dimensional
torus� Kp � Td� �p � Zd� Each torus Kp is a radially transformed torus �see ���
 ���

and it is given by a map �p � T

d � Rd �i�e� $f�x� �p�x�� � p�� Hence
 �p � Zd�
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there exists d � � �xed points of type p
 and �d if all of them are non
degenerate
 as critical points of the critical function sp�x� � S�x� �p�x��

��

In this case we obtain that

g�x� �p�x��� �p�x� �
�sp
�x

�x��

Remark

While here the �xed points are classi�ed by their rotation number
 in the
general case
 when we work on any cotangent bundle
 the �xed points are
classi�ed by the di&erent connected components of the �berwise transformed
set� �

�	
 Variational construction of orbits

Let M be a d�manifold and N � T �M its cotangent bundle� We shall obtain a
variational principle for the orbits of an exact symplectomorphism F � N � N with
primitive function S�

����� The set of chains and the action

Given two basic points xm�xn � M
 where m�n � Zj m � � � n
 we ask for the
connecting orbits between xm and xn
 that is to say
 �nite sequences ��i�i�m�n�� such
that q��m� � xm� q�F ��n��� � xn and �i�� � F ��i�� �i � m � n� ��

First
 we shall de�ne the set where the action will act� This set is the set of F �chains
connecting xm�xn�

The set of F �chains connecting xm and xn

It is the set Km�n � Kxm�xn of �nite sequences

� � ��i�i�m�n�� �
n��Y
i�m

T �M

verifying the following conditions�

	 q��m� � xm


	 f��i� � q��i���� �i � m� n� �

	 f��n��� � xn�

�While d� � is the cup length of Td	 �d is the sum of its Betti numbers�
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Suppose Km�n is not empty� If the map

�m�n �
n��Y
i�m

T �M�
n��Y
i�m

�M�M��

de�ned by
�m�n���i�i�m�n��� � ��q��i�� f��i���i�m�n���

is transversal to the d�n�m����submanifold of the �d�n�m��manifoldQn��
i�m�M�M�

de�ned by

1m�n � 1xm�xn � f��xm� xm���� �xm��� xm���� � � � � �xn���xn��j xm��� � � � � xn�� � Mg�
the set of chains Km�n � ���m�n�1m�n� is a d�n�m����submanifold of the �d�n�m��ma�

nifold
Qn��

i�m T �M� For instance
 this is the case when F is monotone�
Secondly
 we must de�ne the action on the previous set�

The action

The action on the set of F �chains will be

Sm�n���i�i�m�n��� �
n��X
i�m

S��i��

We shall see that the connecting orbits are critical chains of the action� The converse
is true if F is monotone�

����� Connecting orbits as extremal chains

Orbits extremize the orbital action�

Proposition ��	 

Let M be a d	manifold�
Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with pf�F � � S�
and let f � q�F be its basic component�
Let m�n � Z be integers such that m � � � n� xm�xn � M be basic points�
and Km�n � ���m�n�1m�n� be the set of F 	chains connecting xm with xn� We
suppose Km�n 
� � and �m�n transversal to 1m�n�
Let Sm�n �

Qn��
i�m T �M� R be the function de�ned by

Sm�n���i�i�m�n��� �
n��X
i�m

S��i��

i�e� Sm�n �
Pn��

i�m S�	i� where the 	i�s are the projections� Let Sm�n be the
restriction of Sm�n to the set of F 	chains�
Then
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	 The connecting orbits between xm and xn are critical chains of Sm�n�

	 If F is monotone� the connecting orbits correspond with the critical
chains�

Proof�

Given � � ��i�i�m�n�� � Km�n
 with

�m�n��� � X � ��xm� xm���� �xm��� xm���� � � � � �xn���xn���

we have the decomposition

TX
Qn��

i�m�M�M� � TX1m�n � EX�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB

�m
�m��

�m��

�m��

�m��
���

�n��
�n��
�n

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB

�
�m��

�m��

�m��

�m��
���

�n��
�n��
�

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB

�m
�

�m�� � �m��

�
�m�� � �m��

���
�

�n�� � �n��
�n

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

Since EX �
Qn

i�m TxiM
 we will take as projection the map

p � TX
Qn��

i�m�M�M� � Qn
i�m TxiM�

BBBBBBBBBBBBB

�m
�m��

�m��

�m��

�m��
���

�n��
�n��
�n

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBB

�m
�m�� � �m��

�m�� � �m��
���

�n�� � �n��
�n

�
CCCCCCCA

�

Hence � � Km�n is a critical point of Sm�n i& there exists  �
Qn

i�m T �xiM
such that

Smn���� � �p��mn�����
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that is to say
 i& there exist n�m�� forms i � T �xiM �i � m � n� such

that
 �� � ��m� �m��� � � � � �n��� �
Qn��

i�m T�iT
�M


n��X
i�m

�F ��i��f���i�� �i�q���i���i �

�m�q���m��m �
n��X

i�m��

i �f���i����i�� � q���i��i��

n�f���n����n���

The proof follows now from this formula�

	 If � is a segment of orbit connecting xm with xn
 then

n��X
i�m

�F ��i��f���i�� �i�q���i���i �

��m�q���m��m �
n��X

i�m��

�i �f���i����i�� � q���i��i��

F ��n����f���n����n���

Hence
 it is enough to choose i � �i� �i � m�n�� and n � F ��n����

	 We suppose now that F is monotone� If we apply the formula to a
vector � � ��� � � � � �i� � � � � ��
 with �i � V�iT

�M �i � m � n � ��
 then
we obtain

F ��i��f���i��i� � i���f���i��i��

Since this fact is true ��i � V�iT
�M and F is monotone
 we reach to

i�� � F ��i�� �i � m � n� ��
Hence
 �� � ��m� �m��� � � � � �n��� �

Qn��
i�m T�iT

�M


n��X
i�m

�i�q���i��i� �
n��X
i�m

i�q���i��i��

and we reach
i � �i� �i � m� n� ��

Finally
 we obtain that

�i�� � i�� � F ��i�� �i � m � n� ��
�

Remark

The transversality condition on the hypothesis of the proposition is satis�ed
when our symplectomorphism is monotone� �
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����� Minimizing orbits

An orbit of our di&eomorphism F is a bisequence

��i � F i����i�Z�

where � � T �M� We have seen that each �nite segment

��i�i�m�n��

is a critical chain for the corresponding m�n�action ��xing xm � q�Fm�����xn �
q�F n����� If each �nite segment is a �global or local� minimum chain for the corre�
sponding action
 we shall say that the orbit is �globally or locally� minimizing� The
same de�nitions can be applied to �global or local� maximizing orbits�
Remark

This property is invariant under lifts and �berwise translations� �



Chapter 

Invariant exact Lagrangian graphs

To any invariant exact isotropic submanifold of a certain exact symplectomor�
phism we can associate a conserved quantity� with the aid of the corresponding
primitive functions� If the invariant manifold is an exact Lagrangian graph� we
can obtain more information� We use the primitive function in order to charac�
terize it� The results of this section extend the results of Mather and Herman
appearing� for instance� in the last appendix of 	��� and those seen in Chapter �

�	� Characterization

Let F � T �M � T �M be a symplectomorphism
 and let � �M � T �M be a closed
Pfa+an form
 inducing a Lagrangian graph L�� We say that L� is F 	invariant i&�

F �� � ��f ���

where f � q�F 
 q being the projection of T �M onto M � The dynamics on the invariant
manifold is given by the injective immersion $f � f �� �M�M� It is a di&eomorphism
i& L� is
 moreover
 F

���invariant�
If � � dl
 for some function l �M� R
 we know �see Section ���� that the function

0 �M� R
 given by
0 � S�dl � �l� $f � l��

is constant �because M is connected�� We can improve this result for invariant exact
Lagrangian graphs �in short
 i�e�L�g���

Proposition ��� 

Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with pf�F � � S�
and let f � q�F be its basic component�
From the function l �M� R� we de�ne the functions -0 � T �M� R and
0 �M� R by

-0 � S � �l�f � l�q�

and
0 � -0�dl�

Then

���
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�� �Conserved quantity on an i�e�L�g��

Ldl is F 	invariant� 0is constant�

�� �Characterization of i�e�L�g��

Ldl is F 	invariant� �x � M -0��dlx� � ��

�� �Characterization of the points of an i�e�L�g��
If F is monotone� and Ldl is F 	invariant

�x � dlx � -0���x� � ��

Moreover� if Ldl is F
��	invariant

�x � dlx � -0���x�jV�xT �M � ��

Proof�

�� First point is an immediate consequence of the second�

�� We have to compute -0���x�� ��x � T �M�

-0���x� � S���x�� �l��f��x���f���x�� l��x��q���x�� �

� �F ��x�� dl�f��x����f���x�� ��x � dl�x���q���x��

So
 �x � M�

-0��dl�x�� � �F �dl�x��� dl�f�dl�x�����f��dl�x���

The proposition follows directly from this formula
 because f���x� is
an epimorphism ��x � T �M�

�� Suppose that F is monotone and Ldl is F �invariant� The � is the
previous point
 so then we must prove the �� Hence
 we assume that
�x � T �M veri�es -0���x� � �
 i�e��

�F ��x�� dl�f��x����f���x�� ��x � dl�x���q���x� � ��

In particular
 if we apply this formula to vertical tangent vectors ��x �
V�xT

�M � ker q���x�
 we obtain

�F ��x�� dl�f��x����f���x���x � ��

Since F is monotone
 i�e�
 f���x� is an isomorphism between V�xT
�M

and Tf
�x�M
 then
F ��x�� dl�f��x�� � ��

Therefore
 we return to the �rst formula�

��x � dl�x���q���x� � ��

Finally
 applying that q���x� is an epimorphism
 we reach �x � dlx�

If
 moreover
 Ldl is F
���invariant
 we proceed in the same way
 and we

obtain that F ��x� � Ldl� Finally
 by F
���invariance
 �x � Ldl�

�
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�	
 Minimizing invariant exact Lagrangian graphs

Let Ldl be an invariant graph of an exact symplectomorphism F � T �M� T �M with
primitive function S� Let -0 the function associated to the graph� We know that this
function is constant on the graph �becauseM is connected��

�C � Rj �x � M -0�dl�x�� � C�

We shall say that the graph is �global or local� minimizing or minimal i& each point
of the graph dl�x� is �global or local� minimum of the function -0 restricted to the
corresponding �ber� For instance
 Ldl is global minimizing i&

-0��x� � -0�dl�x�� � C� �x � M� ��x � T �xM�

The next proposition shows that orbits on a minimizing graph are minimizing�

Theorem ��� 

Let F � T �M � T �M be an exact symplectomorphism� with primitive
function S� and Ldl be a minimizing i�e�L�g�� generated by the function
l �M� R�
Then

All the orbits on Ldl are minimizing�

Proof�

We shall suppose that M is connected
 but this is not important� Hence

let C � R be the conserved quantity�

Let dl�x� be any point on the minimizing graph� First
 we �x m�n � Z

with the condition m � � � n� Then
 we take xm � q�Fm�dl�x�� and
xn � q�F n�dl�x��� Now
 let � � ��i�i�m�n�� be any F �chain connect�
ing xm with xn
 and o be the corresponding segment of orbit �i�e� o �
�F i�dl�x���i�m�n���� Hence
 the corresponding actions verify�

Smn��� �
n��X
i�m

S��i�

�
n��X
i�m

�S��i�� l�f��i�� � l�q��i��� � l�xn�� l�xm�

�
n��X
i�m

-0��i� � l�xn�� l�xm�

� �n�m�C � l�xn�� l�xm�

�
n��X
i�m

-0�F i�dl�x��� � l�xn�� l�xm�

� Smn�o��

�
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Remarks

i� The same proof works in the local minimizing case
 choosing chains close enough
to the orbit�

ii� This proposition is more geometrical than the analogous proposition in Sec�
tion ���� Notice that the key point is restrict the action to the set of chains�

iii� These properties are invariant under lifts and �berwise translations�

�
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Interpolation of an exact

symplectomorphism

We consider the exact symplectic manifold N � T �M� and an exact symplecto�
morphism F � N � N with primitive function S� We wonder if we can obtain a
time�dependent Hamiltonian whose time�� �ow be F � F � ��� In this case� we
shall say that F is homologous to the identity�

We shall study the case in which the zero�section is F �invariant� Therefore�
applying the results in Chapter �� we have dS�z � � and S�z � � �without loss of
generality�� Following Section ���� this interpolation problem is related with the
properties of the Liouville derivative� We shall work in analytic set up� and the
di�erentiable case will remain open �cf� 	����

The previous results will be enough for many cases� due to Weinstein�s theorems�

��	� A �ber p	d	e	

To integrate with respect to the Liouville derivative is to solve the problem

given a function S � F�T �M�
 what are the functions H � F�T �M� such
that ��H� � S%

Since � is a vertical operator
 we can restrict our attention to each �ber
 where it
is easy to work� On each �ber ��xing x� we have a linear operator �
 which transforms
y�valued functions� Its properties will be inherited by our Liouville derivative�

����� Solving the p�d�e� y � ryH �H � S

Let U � Rd be an open neighborhood of the origin in Rd 
 with coordinates y �
�y�� � � � � yd�
 and let S � U � R be a function� We want to solve the p�d�e�

y � ryH�y��H�y� � S�y��

If we derive the previous equation we get a necessary condition to solve it�

ryS��� � ��

���
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�i�e�
 the origin must be a critical point of S�� We shall consider the case S��� � ��
If not
 we de�ne $S�y� � S�y� � S���
 $H a solution of the p�d�e with $S and
 �nally

H�y� � $H�y� � S��� will be a solution of the original p�d�e�� We note that the case
S � � is the well known Euler�s equation for the homogeneous functions of degree ��

We can de�ne a linear operator � on the space of smooth functions de�ned on U 

F � F�U��

� � F � F

H � y � ryH �H�

The problem reduces to solve the linear equation ��H� � S�
First
 we begin remembering that if we have a function F � U � R
 de�ned on an

star�shaped open set U � Rd 
 centered in the origin
 then we can write

F �y� � F ��� �
dX
i��

yifi�y��

where the d functions fi are given by

fi�y� �

Z �

�

�F

�yi
�ty� dt�

Since H��� � � �by the equation�
 then we shall decompose H as

H�y� �
dX
i��

yihi�y��

Moreover
 we can apply that result to the function S and its derivatives and obtain

S�y� �
X

i�j���d
yiyjsij�y��

with

sij�y� �

Z
������

t � ��S

�yi�yj
�sty� d�s� t�

�note that sij � sji��
Then
 we impose that �i� j � �� d

�hi
�yj

�y� � sij�y��

Since sij � sji
 we know
 by Poincar�e	s lemma
 that there exists a function u � U � R

function such that h � ru� We must �nd this function�
Since

sij�y� �
��u

�yi�yj
�y� �

Z
������

t
��S

�yi�yj
�sty�d�s� t�
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then

u�y� � a � y �
Z
������

�

s�t
S�sty� d�s� t�

where a � Rd � Finally
 we have �i � �� d

hi�y� �
�u

�yi
� ai �

Z
������

�

s

�S

�yi
�sty� d�s� t�

and
 particularly
 hi��� � ai�
Summarizing
 we have the next proposition�

Lemma ���� 

Let U � Rd be a star	shaped open set centered in the origin and S � U � R

be a function satisfying

S��� � ��ryS��� � ��

Then

The solutions of the p�d�e�

y � ryH�y��H�y� � S�y�

are

H�y� � a � y �
Z �

�

�

t�
S�ty� dt

where a � Rd �

Proof�

It is enough to substitute in the equation
 but we shall recover the solution
from the previous formulae� We have

H�y� �
dX
i��

yihi�y�

�
dX
i��

yi

�
ai �

Z
������

�

s

�S

�yi
�sty� d�s� t�

�

� a � y �
Z
������

�

s
y � ryS�sty� d�s� t�

� a � y �
Z �

�

�

s�
S�sy� ds�

�
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Remarks

i� We do not have problems with the integrals
 thanks to the conditions satis�ed by
S�

ii� The function H is de�ned up a constant vector a
 and� ryH��� � a� So then

there is an unique solution with the origin being a critical point�

iii� The functionsH�y� � a�y belong to ker�
 that is
 they are the homogeneous func�
tions of degree �� In fact
 the eigenfunctions of � are the homogeneous functions�
That is
 if ��H� � �H i& H is homogeneous of degree � � ��

iv� If S has the form S�y� � yksk�y�
 with jkj � �
 then H has the same form
H�y� � ykhk�y� �we choose a � ��
 with�

hk�y� �

Z �

�

tjkj��sk�ty� dt�

�
Finally
 we shall obtain formal results of the problem using the previous formula

and imposing directly the condition� We shall compare the results�

	 Using the previous formula
 we have

S�y� �
X
n

sny
n � S�ty� �

X
n

snt
jnjyn

� �

t�
S�sty� �

X
n

snt
jnj��yn

� H�y� � a � y �
X
n

sn
jnj � �y

n#

	 and imposing directly the conditions
 since

S�y� �
X
n

sny
n �

X
i

yi
�H

�yi
�y��H�y�

�
X
i



yi
X
n

nihny
n�ei
�
�
X
n

hny
n

�
X
n

�jnj � ��hnxn

then

� �i � �� d� sei � � �necessary condition�


� �jnj 
� �� hn � sn
jnj�� 


� �i � �� d� hei is undetermined�
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We see that if S is an analytic function in a certain polydisk
 so H is � We have seen
that if we work on

Fk � fH � F j jk��� H � �g�
with k � � �i�e�
 the space of functions with zero �k � ���order Taylor	s polynomial in
the origin�
 the operator � is invertible �at least if we work on an open star�shaped set��

In summary
 we have obtained that

F � ker�� ��F��
because

	 ker  � fha�y� � ay j a � Rdg
 and
	 ��F� � fS � F j 	S

	y
��� � �g�

Hence
 �j � �j�
F�
is isomorphism onto ��F��

����� A splitting lemma

As a corollary of the previous results we obtain the next lemma�

Lemma ���
 

The space of functions de�ned on T �M �or in a tubular neighborhood of its
zero	section�� F � splits as

F � ker����F��
Moreover� the vertical derivatives of the functions of ��F� vanish on the
zero	section� and the functions of ker� are the �berwise homogeneous func	
tions of degree ��

We shall write �j � �j�
F�
� Hence �j is an isomorphism in ��F��

��	
 An evolution problem

We recall that we have to solve the evolution problem����
��
dSt
dt

� �f���
j �St�� Stg�

Cauchy	s data� S� � S�

We want to solve the evolution problem using expansions in powers of t� If St �P
k	� Skt

k is the expansion of St �where S� � S�
 then we can compute all the terms
by the recurrence

Sk�� �
��
k � �

X
u�v�k

f���
j �Su�� Svg�

thanks to the next two properties �bearing in mind that dS�z � ���
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Lemma ���	 

Let S� T be two functions de�ned in T �M �or in a neighborhood of its zero	
section�� Then

	 dS�z � �� d����
j �S���z � ��

	 dS�z � �� dT �z � �� dfS� Tg�z � ��

This lemma can be easily proved using cotangent coordinates� Hence
 all the terms of
the expansion verify dSk�z � � �and
 in particular
 belong to ��T �M��� In fact
 since
the function S� � S has y�order �
 the y�orders of the Sk increase� the y�order of Sk is
k��� This is the key point in order to prove the convergence of the expansions�

We see that if our manifold is analytic �di&erentiable� and the initial term S is
analytic �di&erentiable�
 so are all the terms in the expansion� The problem is to
obtain the analyticity �di&erentiability� of the expansions in the )spatial	 variables
 at
least until a time t � � in a neighborhood of the zero�section� Now
 the analysis is
local
 and we shall prove the analytic case using majorant estimates�

����� Majorant estimates

Recall that for any two functions f�z�
 g�z� �z � �z�� � � � � zm�� analytic at z � ��

f�z� �
X
n

fnz
n� g�z� �

X
n

gnz
n

�using multi�index notation�
 we say that g is a majorant for f �f � g� i& �n jfnj � gn�
A very close lemma to the next can be found in ����

Lemma ���� 

The relation � satis�es the following properties

�� f� � g�� f� � g� � f� � f� � g� � g�� f�g� � g�g��

�� f � g � �f

�zi
� �g

�zi
�i � ��m��

�� ft � gt �t � �a� b� �
Z b

a

ft�z�dt�
Z b

a

gt�z�dt�

Let wb be the product wb�z� �
Qm

i���b� zi�� where b � �� Hence

�� �i� k � ��m

�� b

b� zi
�
zi
wb

� b

wb

�
�

�b� z�� � � � �b� zk�
� bm�k

wb

�

�� jf�z�j � c� �z j jjzjj� � b � f � cbm

wb

�
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We complete the previous lemma�

Lemma ��� 

We suppose now that m � �d� z � �x� y�� w�z� �
Qd

i���b � xi��b � yi��
Then

�� f � w�k� g � w�l � ff� gg � �db�d��klw�
��k�l��

�� f �
uY
t��

yitw
�k� g �

vY
t��

yjtw
�l �u � �� v � ���

ff� gg � b�d��

�
BBBBBB

cuvkl

uY
t��

yit �
vX

s��

vY
t���t
�s

yjt

�

cuvlk

vY
t��

yjt �
uX

s��

uY
t���t
�s

yit

�
CCCCCCA
w�
��k�l��

where cuvkl � k � �dkl
u�v

�

�� f �
uY
t��

yitw
�k �u � ��� ���

j �f��
�

u� �
uY
t��

yitw
�k�

Proof�

�� �See ����

ff� gg �
dX
i��

�
�f

�yi

�g

�xi
� �f

�xi

�g

�yi

�

� �kl
dX
i��

�

�b� xi��b� yi�
w�
k�l�

� �db�
d���klw�
��k�l��

�� Since

dX
j��

�f

�xj

�g

�yj
�

dX
j��



uY
t��

yit
kw�k

b�xj



�
Qv

t�� yjt
�yj

w�l �
vY
t��

yjt
lw�l

b�yj

��

and

dX
j��

�

�yj



vY

t��

yjt

�
�

vX
s��

vY
t���t
�s

yjt�
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then

ff� gg �

�
BBBBBB

l
vY

t��

yjt �
uX

s��

uY
t���t
�s

yit

�

k
uY
t��

yit �
vX

s��

vY
t���t
�s

yjt

�
CCCCCCA
b�d��w�
��k�l�

��db�d��kl
uY
t��

yit

vY
t��

yjtw
�
��k�l��

Using that

uY
t��

yit

vY
t��

yjt �
�

u� v

�
BBBBBB

uY
t��

yit �
vX

s��



vY

t���t
�s
yjt � yjs

�

�
vY

t��

yjt �
uX

s��



uY

t���t
�s
yit � yis

�

�
CCCCCCA
�

we obtain
 �nally�

ff� gg � b�d��

�
BBBBBB

cuvkl

uY
t��

yit �
vX

s��

vY
t���t
�s

yjt

�

cuvlk

vY
t��

yjt �
uX

s��

uY
t���t
�s

yit

�
CCCCCCA
w�
��k�l��

� Since

���
j �f��x� y� �

Z �

�

t��f�x� ty�dt�

and
 �t � ��� ��

f�x� ty� �
uY

s��

yist
uw�k�x� ty��

w�k�x� ty� � w�k�x� y��

then

���
j �f� � �

u� �
uY

s��

yisw
�k�

�
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����� Solving the problem in the analytic case

Proposition ���� 

Let M be an analytic d	manifold� and N � T �M its cotangent bundle �or
a tubular neighborhood of its zero	section��
Let S � N � R be an analytic function� with dS�z � ��
Then

There exists a tubular neighborhood of the zero	section where the
solution of the evolution problem St is de�ned until some time
t � ��

Proof�

We can use cotangent coordinates �x� y� in a neighborhood of every point
of the zero�section� It is su+cient to prove that we can get an small neigh�
borhood of zero where the series

P
k	� Sk�x� y�t

k is de�ned for t � T and
T � ��
S�x� �� is constant
 and we have supposed that this constant is �� Moreover

	S
	y
�x� �� � � �x
 and we can write�

S�x� y� �
X
i�j

yiyjsij�x� y��

where de functions sij are analytic �and sij � sji�� Fixing a radius b � �
 let
c be the maximum of the sup�norms of the functions sij on 'jj�x� y�jj� � b(�
So then
 �i� j � �� d

sij � cb�dw���

where w�x� y� �
Qd

i���b� xi��b� yi�� Hence

S� � ��
X
i��i�

yi�yi� w
���

where �� � cb�d�

Suppose that �u � n

Su � �u
X

i������iu��

u��Y
t��

yit w
�
�u����

We want to estimate Sn��� So then
 applying the previous majorant esti�
mates

Sn�� �
��
n� �

X
u�v�n

f���
j �Su�� Svg
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� b�d��

n� �

X
u� v � n
i�� � � � � iu��

j�� � � � � jv��

�u�v
u� �

�
BBBBBB

-cuv

u��Y
t��

yit �
v��X
s��

v��Y
t���t
�s

yjt

�

-cvu

v��Y
t��

yjt �
u��X
s��

u��Y
t���t
�s

yit

�
CCCCCCA
w�
�n����

where -cuv � c
u����
v����
�u����
�v��� � ��u����
�d
�u���
�v���

u�v��
� Applying that

X
i�� � � � � iu��

j�� � � � � jv��



u��Y
t��

yit �
v��X
s��

v��Y
t���t
�s

yjt

�
�

v��X
s��

X
i�� � � � � iu��

j�� � � � � jv��



u��Y
t��

yit

v��Y
t���t
�s

yjt

�

� d�v � ��
X

k������kn��

n��Y
t��

ykt�

we reach to

Sn�� � �n��

X
k������kn��

n��Y
t��

ykt w
�
�n����

where

�n�� �
db�d��

n� �

X
u�v�n

�u�v
u� �

Cuv

and

Cuv � -cuv�v � �� � -cvu�u� ��

� ��u� ���v � �� � ��v � ���u� �� � �d��u� ����v � ��

� �� � d�uv � �� � �d�u� �� � �d�v � �� � �d�

� ��� � �d��u� ���v � ���

Thus

�n�� � ��� � �d�db�d��

n� �

X
u�v�n

�v � ���u�v

� �d�� � �d�b�d��
X

u�v�n

�u�v�

Hence
 we have majorated the Sns by

Sn � �n
X

i������in��

n��Y
t��

yit w
�
�n����
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where the new sequence �n veri�es the recurrence����
���

�� � cb�d

�n�� � K
X

u�v�n

�u�v
�

where K � �d�� � �d�b�d���

Let � � ��� �� be a ratio that we shall choose later� If jjxjj� � �b and
jjyjj� � �b
 then

jSn�x� y�j � �n�d�b�
n���b��� �����d
�n����

We call the right term in this formula �n� Therefore
 we have bounded all
the terms of the expansion in a certain domain of x� y�X

n	�
jSn�x� y�jtn �

X
n	�

�nt
n�

We want the convergence radius of this series to be greater than �� Since

lim
n

�n��

�n
�

d�

b�d����� ���d
lim
n

�n��

�n
�

we have to compute the convergence radius of
P

n	� �nt
n� We can write�

�n � Kn�n��
� an�

where an is the sequence of natural numbers given by����
���

a� � �

an�� �
X

u�v�n

auav
�

The elements of this sequence are the coe+cients of the Taylor series of the
function

f�t� �
��p�� �t

�t
�

and
 hence

lim
n

an��

an
� ��

Finally�

lim
n

�n��

�n
�

d�

b�d����� ���d
lim
n

�n��

�n
�

�K��d�

b�d����� ���d

� ��d��� � �d�c
�

��� ���d
� ��

if � is su+ciently small� �
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Remarks

i� Of course
 if we use a better sequence �n
 we can improve the factor �� in the
last formula� For example
 we can change it by �e if we consider the constants �n
satisfying the recurrence

�n�� �
K

n� �

X
u�v�n

�v � ���u�v

ii� If our basic manifold is a torus
 we can use a more adapted method� We can use
suitable norms
 taking account that the functions sn are ��periodic in all their
variables� We should use Fourier�Taylor expansions�

�

��	� Solving the interpolation problem

Suppose that we have an exact symplectomorphism F de�ned on a certain neighborhood
of the zero�section on T �M
 being S its primitive function
 and that we have the solution
of the evolution problem� St� Hence
 if Ht is a time�dependent hamiltonian verifying
��Ht� � St
 then the corresponding Hamiltonian vector �eld is tangent to the zero�
section
 of course
 because�

d���H�� �z � �� d�H�z� � ��

as it can be easily checked� We want to recover Ht from the solution St
 and that the
�ow of Ht interpolates F �

If all the points of the zero�section are �xed
 then there is an only possibility�
Ht � ���

j �St�� If the dynamics on the zero�section is given by a certain di&eomorphism
f 
 we need it to be interpolable by the �ow of a time�dependent vector �eld on the
zero�section� Then
 we need this vector �eld to be extended to a neighborhood of the
zero�section by a time�dependent Hamiltonian vector �eld
 whose Hamiltonian function
ht belongs to ker�
 �t� But this is easy
 we just have to lift the basic vector �eld to
the cotangent bundle�

As a summary we have the next theorem
 which says that dynamics around and
exact Lagrangian manifold is homologous to the identity�

Theorem ���� 

Let M be an analytic manifold� and N be its cotangent bundle T �M �or a
tubular neighborhood of its zero	section��
Let F � N � N be an analytic exact symplectomorphism� such that the
zero	section is invariant� whose dynamics is given by f �M�M� Suppose
that f is interpolated by the �ow ft � ft�� of an analytic time	dependent
vector �eld Xt � X �M� f � f�
Then
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F is �analytically� homologous to the identity �at least in a tubular
neighborhood of the zero	section��

Proof�

Let St the solution of the evolution problem� Then
 it is su+cient to choose

Ht � ht ����
j �St�� -f

��
t �

where ht��x� � �x�Xt�x��
 because dHt�z � dht�z and ht � ker�� �

Remarks

i� In fact
 this let us to prove the analyticity of the expansions given in the deter�
mination problem
 and solve it in analytic set up�

ii� As a particular case
 the dynamics of a symplectomorphism around an invariant
torus whose dynamics is conjugated to an ergodic translation is homologous to
the identity
 and the time�dependent Hamiltonian can be chosen periodic
 thanks
to the results in ����

�

��	� Dynamics around an i	e	L	g	

As a summary of the results of this chapter
 we are going to obtain a theorem about
the dynamics around an invariant exact Lagrangian graph�

Theorem ���
 

Let M be an analytic manifold�
Let F � T �M� T �M be an analytic exact symplectomorphism� having and
invariant exact Lagrangian graph L given by an analytic generating function
l �M� R� whose dynamics is analytically conjugated to the time	� �ow of
a certain analytic time	dependent vector �eld�
Then

F is �analytically� homologous to the identity �at least in a tubular
neighborhood of the Lagrangian graph L��

Proof�

By conjugation of our symplectomorphism by the �berwise translation asso�
ciated to l and
 after
 by the lift of the basic conjugation
 we can transport
the Lagrangian graph to the zero�section and obtain that its dynamics is
the time�� �ow of the basic vector �eld� Let G be the composition of these
two conjugations and $F � G�F �G�� the new exact symplectomorphism�

By the previous result
 $F can be interpolated by the time�� �ow of a certain
Hamiltonian vector �eld �at least in a neighborhood of the zero�section�� Let
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$Ht be such a Hamiltonian and $�t be its corresponding �ow �from t� � ���
$F � $���

Now
 we apply the �ow of Ht �� $Ht�G
�� is given by �t � G� $�t�G

�� and

�nally

F � G� $F �G�� � G� $���G
�� � ���

�

Remarks

i� If the Lagrangian manifold L is not a graph
 then we must use the Weinstein	s
theorems to transport this manifold to the zero�section of its cotangent bundle

via a symplectomorphism de�ned from a tubular neighborhood of L onto a neigh�
borhood of the zero�section in T �L� Moreover
 using a generalized Poincar�e	s
lemma
 he also proved that if our Lagrangian manifold is exact then the symplec�
tomorphism is also exact �between two di&erent manifolds
 of course�� For these
results and their application to the construction of Morse families see ��
 ����

ii� We recall that although our symplectic objects may be non exact
 sometimes it
is possible that they turn into exact ones by lifting to suitable covering spaces�

iii� If the basic manifold is compact
 say a torus
 then we can get a time�periodic
Hamiltonian Ht
 of period �
 at least in a relatively compact open neighborhood
of the graph� This can be done thanks to the results due to Pronin and Treschev
���
 in analytic set up�

iv� These results can be applied for rather far of integrable symplectomorphisms�
So
 the dynamics around an invariant torus whose dynamics is conjugated to
an ergodic translation is homologous to the identity
 and the time�dependent
Hamiltonian can be chosen ��periodic�

�
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Appendix A

Some examples

Although the theory that we have introduced can be applied to a wide quantity of
dynamical systems� it is advantageous to apply it to simple models� For instance�
it would be hard� from a computational point of view� to experiment with a time�
periodic Hamiltonian� The computation of the di�erential of the time�period map
must be done by means of the variational equations� Notice that we do not worry
about if that map has generating function�

This chapter is devoted to give di�erent examples of exact symplectomorphisms
de�ned on the annulus� which will be used in the sequel� They are an extension
of the generalized standard�like maps introduced by MacKay 	��� and provide
examples of twist symplectomorphisms� monotone positive symplectomorphisms
but not twist� symplectomorphisms whose monotonicity changes its sign� mono�
tone unde�nite symplectomorphisms� etc�

A	� De�nitions

The annulus

Let Td � Rd�Zd be the d	torus
 and let A d � Td � Rd be the d	annulus
�or d	cylinder�� We recall that T �Td � A d � The coordinates on A d are the
angle	action coordinates z � �x �mod ��� y��

We consider the symplectic structure on A d inherited from its universal covering
*A d � Rd�Rd �or the symplectic structure as cotangent bundle of Td�� Let 	 � *A d � A d

be the projection� 	�*z� � z �and we shall write *z � �x� y���
Let F � A d � A d be a di&eomorphism
 and let *F � *A d � *A d be its lift� 	� *F � F �	�

If F is a symplectomorphism then *F is an exact symplectomorphism� If the primitive
function of *F is ��periodic in all its x�variables
 then F is exact symplectic�

Integrability

We shall say that a symplectomorphism L � A d � A d is completely integrable
i& it is given by

L�x� y� � �x �rl�y�� y��
for some function l � Rd � R�

���
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In such a case
 the primitive function is given by

S�x� y� � y � rl�y�� l�y��

Each tori fy � y�g is invariant and the motion on it is given by a shift by 
 � l�y��� If
it is rational
 then all the orbits in such a torus are periodic
 while if it is irrational the
orbits are dense
 and the dynamics is topologically transitive�

Rotation vector of an orbit

Given the lift of an orbit f�xk� yk�gk�Z � R�d 
 its rotation vector �or fre�
quency vector� is de�ned as the following limit
 if it exists�

lim
k��

xk
k
�

In particular
 the rotation vector of a periodic point of period n
 �x� y� � Pern�F �
 is
rational� It is given by p

n
� Q d 
 where p � Zd satis�es

*F n�x� y� � �x� y� � �p� ���

This is the equation to look for periodic orbits of rotation vector p
n
�

A	
 Generalized standard�like maps

A generalized standard	like map is a di&eomorphism on the d�cylinder

F � Td � Rd � Td � Rd

given by �
y� � y �rV �x�
x� � x�rW �y�� �mod ��

�

where the potentials V and W are functions V�W � Rd � R
 being V ��periodic in all
its variables� Its inverse is given by�

y � y� �rV �x�
x � x� �rW �y�� �mod ��

�

F is an exact symplectomorphism
 and its primitive function is

S�x� y� � �y �rV �x�� � rW �y �rV �x���W �y �rV �x��� V �x��

The Jacobian matrix is

DF �x� y� �

�
Id �D�W �y�� D�V �x� D�W �y��

�D�V �x� Id

�
�

We note that

-A�x� y� � D�W �y��� �D�W �y���� �D�V �x��

and
 if rV �x�� � �
 then
-A�x�� y� � � D�W �y��� � D�V �x���
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Remark

Notice that if we only ask V to have periodic gradient
 then we obtain a
symplectomorphism in the annulus
 but not necessarily exact� Its lift is
 of
course
 exact� �

Examples

�� If we choose V �x� � � we get an integrable map
 and all the torus fy � y�g
are invariant� The corresponding frequency vectors are 
�y�� � rW �y��� The
extremal character of the orbits depends on D�W �y��� If D

�W �y�� � � the orbits
are minimizing and if D�W �y�� � � the orbits are maximizing� Unde�nite orbits
appear when D�W �y�� is unde�nite�

�� If we take W �y� � �
�
y� we obtain a standard	like map
 which has a Lagrangian

generating function

L�x� x�� �
�

�
�x� � x�� � V �x�

and it is given by �
y� � y �rV �x�
x� � x � y �rV �x� �mod ��

The standard�like maps are monotone ��d�
 and twist� They are a discrete model
of the second Newton	s law
 because

x�� � �x� � x � �rV �x���
Hence
 an orbit is determined by its sequence of angles�

Moreover
 these maps are models of Poincar�e maps of Hamiltonians de�ned on
the �d����cylinder �in angle�action coordinates� *x � �x�� x� and *y � �y�� y�� with
a double resonance�

H�x�� x# y�� y� � y� �
�

�
kyk�� � �

X
k�Zd

ck�y�e
���k�x�i � � � � �

�The section through x� � � is equivalent to the time�unit map��

�

A���� Fixed points

The �xed points of our generalized standard map are given by

Fix�F � � f�x�� y�� � A d j rV �x�� � ��rW �y�� � Zdg�
The stability of a �xed point is given by the �d eigenvalues of the matrix

DF �x�� y�� �

�
Id � D�W �y�� D

�V �x�� D�W �y��
�D�V �x�� Id

�
�
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These eigenvalues are paired o& in the d residues� The residues are the eigenvalues of
the matrix

�

�
D�W �y��D

�V �x���

In particular
 if the symmetric matrix B�x�� y�� � D�W �y�� is positive de�nite
 then
the residues are real
 and there are no complex hyperbolic quadruplets�

In particular
 if d � �
 the residue is

� �
�

�
W ���y��V ���x���

A���� Monotonicity

Our generalized standard map is monotone i& the matrices

B�x� y� � D�W �y �rV �x��
are regular at all� Anyway
 if this is not our case
 the non�monotone set is given by the
family of graphs

y � y� �rV �x��
where the actions y� are those such that D

�W �y�� is singular� Generically
 the non
monotone set is a submanifold of codimension �
 and in this example is foliated by
Lagrangian graphs�

The torsion at a point �x� y� coincides with the matrix B�x� y�
 because it is sym�
metric� Recall that monotone positiveness is given by the matrices B��A and DB���
We shall consider monotone positiveness of the second kind
 because the condition is
easier� Hence
 monotone positive regions are given by the points �x� y� satisfying

B�x� y� � ��

For d � �
 monotonicity is given by

B�x� y� � W ���y � V ��x���

A	� Some area preserving maps

Next four examples are generalized standard�like maps on the annulus A � S��R� For
these area preserving maps we have chosen the potential V as

V �x� � K v�x��

where K is perturbative parameter and v is any ��periodic function
 for instance

v�x� � � �

��	��
cos��	x��
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We have taken this function v for the examples� For K � � we have complete integra�
bility� We shall consider K � ��

We have
V �x� � Kv�x� � �K


����
cos��	x��

V ��x� � Kv��x� � K
��
sin��	x��

V ���x� � Kv���x� � K cos��	x��

The function V has two critical points �in fact
 this number is the minimum for a
function de�ned on S��
 and in our case they are x� � � and x� �

�
�
� If W ��y� � p � Z


then the points ��� y� and ��
�
� y� are �xed� The corresponding residues are �� �

K
�
W ���y�

and �� �
�K
�
W ���y��

Remark

We consider this potential V because it is commonly used
 although it could
be better to use trigonometric polynomials or even with in�nitely many
harmonics
 which is the generic case�

For instance
 we can change the sinus function by the sinus�like function

v��x� � ���
p
�x�x� �

�
��x�

�

�
�� if x �

�
��
�
�
�

�

�
�

and extending by periodicity� Then
 we obtain C� area preserving maps
which are even cheaper from a computational point of view� �

Examples

�� The well known standard map
 or Taylor	Chirikov map ����
 is given by

W �y� �
�

�
y��

and it is ���
��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

x� � x� y� �mod ��

It can also be de�ned on the torus T�
 because F �x� y � �� � F �x� y� � ��� ���

The standard map appears in the study of particle accelerators
 for instance
in some model which consider an orbiting electron in a cyclotron ����
 or in
condensed�matter physics
 as in the Frenkel�Kontorova model �����

The standard map is monotone positive and it is given by a Lagrangian generating
function�

The �xed points ��
�
� p�
 with p � Z have residue � � �K

�
and they are regular

hyperbolic� On the other side
 the �xed points ��� p�
 with p � Z have residue
� � K

�

 and they are elliptic if K � � and inversion hyperbolic if K � ��
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�� The exponential standard map is given by

W �y� � exp�y��

It is ���
��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

x� � x � exp�y�� �mod ��

�

The Jacobian matrix is

DF �x� y� �

�
�� exp�y � V ��x��V ���x� exp�y � V ��x��

�V ���x� �

�
�

We have introduced this map because it is monotone ��d�
 has positive torsion
but is not twist �because the torsion can be arbitrarily small�� Moreover
 F has
not a global generating function �it must contain logarithms��

The �xed points are given by p � N� �

	 ��� log�p��� the residue is � � K
�
p
 and it is elliptic if p � �

K
and inversion

hyperbolic if p � �
K
�

	 ��
�
� log�p��� the residue is � � �K

�
p
 and it is regular hyperbolic�

Note that if K � �
 there are no elliptic �xed points�
�� If the potential W is given by

W �y� �
�

�
y��

we get a quadratic standard map� It is���
��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

x� � x � y�� �mod ��

�

The Jacobian matrix is

DF �x� y� �

�
�� ��y � V ��x��V ���x� ��y � V ��x��

�V ���x� �

�
�

We introduce this a�p�m� because it is not monotone
 since the monotonicity
condition fails on the curve fy � V ��x�g� In fact
 it is monotone ��d� above this
curve and monotone ��d� below it� F has not a global generating function �it
must contain square roots��

The �xed points appear in three groups�
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	 ��� �� and ��
�
� ��� they are regular parabolic#

	 ���pp� and ��
�
��pp�
 with p � N� � since the residue is � � K

�

p
p
 they are

elliptic if p � �
K� and inversion hyperbolic if p �

�
K� #

	 ����pp� and ��
�
�
p
p�
 with p � N� � since the residue is � � �K

�

p
p
 they are

regular hyperbolic�

Note that
 if K � �
 there is no elliptic �xed points�
We can get many quadratic standard maps taking W as any cubic polynomial�

�� Finally
 if our potential W is given by

W �y� �
�

	
sin�	y�

then we have a trigonometric standard map� It is

���
��

y� � y � K

�	
sin��	x�

x� � x � cos�	y�� �mod ��

�

We can also consider this map as de�ned on the torus R�Z � R���Z�
 because
F �x� y � �� � F �x� y� � ��� ���

This a�p�m� is not monotone
 because the condition fails on the family of curves
fy � k�V ��x�g
 where k � Z� On these curves the monotonicity changes its sign�

It has three families of �xed points�

	 ��� p�
 ��
�
� p�
 with p � Z� they are regular parabolic#

	 ��� �
�
� �p�
 ��

�
� ��

�
� �p�
 with p � Z� they are regular hyperbolic#

	 ��� ��
�
��p�
 ��

�
� �
�
��p�
 with p � Z� they are elliptic if K � �

�
and inversion

hyperbolic if K � �
�
�

�

A	� Higher dimensional symplectic maps

On the ��annulus �d � ��
 a well known example is due to Froeschl�e ����� The Froeschl�e
map is an standard�like map given by the potential

V �x�� x�� � � �

��	��
�K� cos��	x�� �K� cos��	x�� �  cos��	�x� � x����
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and it is �������������
������������

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

y�� � y� � K�

�	
sin��	x��� 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

x�� � x� � y�� �mod ��

�

As we see
 it is a product of two standard maps �with parameters K� and K�� with
a coupling parameter � We shall take positive parameters� Moreover
 we have the
following�

	 If  � �
 it is the product of two standard maps�
	 If K� � K� � �
 it is the product of a rotation and a standard map �of parameter
���

Last claim is seen by using the change of variables��
u� � x� � x�� v� � y� � y��
u� � x� � x�� v� � y� � y��

Of course
 we can obtain many symplectic maps by changing the potential W � We
can consider combinations of the kind W �y�� y�� � W��y�� �W��y��
 in order to get
a standard�exponential Froeschl�e map
 an exponential�exponential Froeschl�e map
 a
standard�quadratic Froeschl�e map
 etc�



Appendix B

BHM theory and Converse KAM

theory

A fundamental question in symplectic�Hamiltonian dynamics is which parts of
the phase space contain invariant tori and which do not� Often one works on the
cotangent bundle T �Td � T

d � R
d � A

d of the d�torus�

� On one hand� KAM theory �by Kolmogorov 	���� Arnold 	�� and Moser 	
���
let us to obtain many invariant tori of dimension d for the exact symplec�
tomorphisms which are close enough to completely integrable ones� Some
non degeneracy conditions are needed� In fact� this theory proves that the
measure of the complement of the invariant tori in any bounded region is
arbitrarily small when we make smaller the size of the perturbation� The
dynamics on these tori is conjugated to ergodic translations on T

d satisfy�
ing Diophantine conditions� Herman has proven that these tori need to be
Lagrangian 	����

� On the other hand� the Birkho� theory 	��� about the invariant curves for
area preserving maps in the annulus A � T�R is a �rst step to a global �non
perturbative� study on the existence of such a curves� This theory gives
several Lipschitzian inequalities for the invariant curves and �rst asserts
that they must be graphs �under some non degeneracy conditions�� These
theorems appear also in the works of Herman 	��� and Mather 	
��� Herman
improved and generalized such results to higher dimensions along several
papers 	��� ���� We shall refer to this theory as BHM theory�

� Finally� it would be useful to know conditions under which there are no
invariant tori though a given point or region in phase space� Following
MacKay� Meiss and Stark in 	�� we shall refer to the development of such
criteria as Converse KAM theory�

This chapter is highly inspired in Herman�s papers Existence et non existence

de tores invariants par des di
�eomorphismes symplectiques 	��� and Inegalit�es a

priori pour des tores lagrangianes invariants par des di
�eomorphismes symplec�

tiques 	��� and the paper by MacKay� Meiss and Stark Converse KAM theory for

symplectic twist maps 	���

���
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B	� Monotone positiveness

Some non�existence criteria of invariant tori are founded in some kind of positiveness of
our symplectomorphism� We have follow ���� rather than ���
 that is
 we have studied
monotone positive cases rather than twist cases�

B���� Notation

We shall work on the annulus� Let F � A d � A d be a symplectomorphism� We shall
consider its lift *F � R�d � R�d 
 which is an exact symplectomorphism with primitive
function S � R�d � R�

Let � � Td � Rd be a di&erentiable map
 whose graph L� is a F �invariant La�
grangian torus� Thus
 we can write

��x� � a �rl�x��

where a � Rd and l � Td � R� So
 the generating function �on Rd� of L� is L�x� �
ax � l�x��

Let $f � Td � Td be the dynamics on the torus
 that is to say
 the di
eomorphism
given by $f�x� � f�x� ��x��� We shall also write $A�x� � A�x� ��x��� $B�x� � B�x� ��x��

etc �� We shall suppose that � is monotone �j $B�x�j 
� �� �x � Td��

Remark

Along this chapter we suppose that our invariant Lagrangian tori are graphs�
There is no an equivalent to higher dimensions of the next theorem due to
Birkho&
 for d � ��

Let F � A � A be a C� monotone symplectomorphism
 satisfying

sup
z�A
�jB���z�A�z�j� jD�z�B���z�j� � ��

Then
 any C� F �invariant torus homotopic to the circle fy � �g �a
rotational invariant curve�
 is the graph L� of a certain continuous
function � � C��T��R��

For the proof of this theorem see ���
 ��
 ���� Herman ���� has perturbative
generalizations to higher dimension of this theorem� �

B���� Minimizing graphs

Let -0 � Rd � R be the function given by

-0�x� y� � S�x� y�� �L�f�x� y��� L�x���

�Recall the notation in Section ���
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In order to know if L� is minimizing we must compute the second derivative of -0 respect
to y on the points of the graph� It is

�� -0

�y�
�x� ��x�� � � $D��x�� $B�x�� D�� $f�x��� $B�x��

The character of the second derivative does not change if we multiply it by $B�� and
$B�� �recall that the graph is monotone��

$B���x�
�� -0

�y�
�x� ��x�� $B���x� � $D�x� $B�x��� �D�� $f�x���

Taking derivatives in the equalities $f�x� � f�x� ��x�� and �� $f�x�� � g�x� ��x�� we
obtain

D $f � $A � $B D��

D�� $f D $f � $C � $D D��

Hence
 as D�A�B�C � Id
 D
�B � B�D and D� is symmetric
 we reach

$B�� $A �D� � $B��D $f�
$D $B�� �D�� $f � �D $f��� $B���

Therefore
 we de�ne the maps E�� E� � T
d �Md�R� by

E� � $B��D $f�

E� � �D $f��� $B���

They are symmetric and non�singular matrices
 and they are related by the equality

E� � $B��E��
�
$B���

Hence
 the positive de�niteness of one matrix implies the positive de�niteness of the
other one� Then
 we have obtained next lemma�

Lemma B�� 

Let F � A d � A d be a symplectomorphism� and L� be a monotone F 	
invariant Lagrangian torus� Then

L� is minimizing � E��x� � � �x � Td � E��x� � � �x � Td�

B���� BHM theory

The second point of the next theorem is due to Herman
 but we have used his proof in
order to relate his results with Converse KAM theory� As a summary
 we obtain that
the orbits on a monotone positive i�L�g� are minimizing�

Theorem B�� 
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Let F � A d � A d be a symplectomorphism� and L� be a F 	invariant La	
grangian torus� Suppose that it is monotone positive� Then

�� L� is minimizing�

�� jj��D��jj� � max�jj�� $B�� $A�jj�� jj�� $D $B���jj��� where jj�jj� means the
sup	norm of a function de�ned on Td�

Proof�

�� Suppose that our graph
 which is given by ��x� � a�rl�x�
 is mono�
tone ��a�
 that is
 �x � Td $B���x� $A�x� � �� Let x� be the minimum
of the periodic function l� Then�

��x�� � a� D��x�� � D
�l�x�� � ��

Hence�
E��x�� � $B���x�� $A�x�� � D��x�� � ��

Finally
 as E� is non�singular at all
 we deduce that it is always positive
de�nite� �x � Td E��x� � ��
If we suppose that the graph is monotone ��d�the proof is similar� We
must take the antiimage by $f of the maximum of l in order to prove
that E� is positive de�nite at all�

�� Second point is an immediate consequence of the inequality

� $B���x� $A�x� � D��x� � $D� $f���x�� $B��� $f���x���

which is satis�ed �x � Td�

�

Remarks

i� We have that �x � Td

E��x� � E�� $f
���x�� � $D� $f���x�� $B��� $f���x�� � $B���x� $A�x�

� -A�x� ��x���

Hence
 if our graph is minimizing �for instance
 if our graph is monotone positive�
then these matrices are all positive de�nite� These matrices appear on the diagonal
of the second derivative of the action
 and we had already obtained this result�
In particular
 if -A�x� y� � � then there is no minimizing invariant graph through
�x� y�� For d � �
 this coincides with the �rst step in the Lipschitz criterion for
non existence of invariant graphs ���
 ����

ii� The upper bound of the proposition is a bit stronger that the previous one
 be�
cause we have stronger hypothesis� Herman also proved that if our exact sym�
plectomorphism is C� and monotone globally positive and the invariant torus is
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C��Lagrangian �see ���� or ���� for the de�nitions and the proofs�� It is a gener�
alization to higher dimension of a theorem due to Birkho& for d � � ����
 which
gives us bounds of the slope of invariant rotational curve ��

Following in the case d � �
 such bounds give Lipschitz cones
 and inside them
there is the i�r�c�� This is the heart of the cone	crossing criterion for non�existence
of i�r�c� performed by MacKay and Percival ����
 and �rst used by Herman ���� and
Mather ����� On the other side
 Newman and Percival ��� and
 independently

Aubry and coworkers ���
 ��� used criteria connected with action principles� In
����
 they prove that both methods are equivalent�

iii� The �rst point in the proposition was also proved by Herman ���
 ��� and MacKay

Meiss and Stark ��� using di&erent assumptions� They need the generating func�
tion �and impose twist conditions on the symplectomorphism�� We think that
many results can be proven without using the existence of a global generating
function satisfying some strong conditions of positiveness�

iv� We note that E� is B
��A and E� is DB

�� after projection of the graph on the
zero�section� So then
 the graph is minimizing i& when we project it on the
zero�section then it is monotone positive in the two senses�

�

B���	 Converse KAM theory

In ���
 they derived a variational criterion for the non�existence of invariant Lagrangian
graphs� We can write it in the next way� We shall use the same notation as in the
proposition�

Non�existence criterion

If the orbit by z yields on a monotone positive region
 and has a segment
which does not have non�degenerate minimal action then it does not lie on
any invariant Lagrangian graph included into such a region�

In order to check the minimality of a segment we can use the MMS iteration of
Section ������� Of course
 if we take segments of length � we obtain rather crude
estimates�

In ���
 they applied the test to the Froeschl�e map
 which is a �D twist map and it
is given by a Lagrangian generating function� However
 we have seen that we must not
be so restrictive
 and we can apply their methods to other examples� The idea is that
we do not apply global methods because we test if a certain segment of orbit is a local
minimum of the corresponding action
 and then the existence of a global generating
function
 which involves global conditions for our symplectomorphism
 is not strictly
necessary�

In ���
 they also performed a generalization to higher dimensions of the cone�
crossing criterion
 given a geometrical interpretation of the variational criterion�

�i�r�c� for short
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B	
 Examples

We consider a generalized standard�like map �see Section A����
x� � x �rW �y �rV �x��
y� � y �rV �x� �

If the potentialW is a strictly convex function �D�W �y� � � for any point y � Rd� then
our symplectomorphism is monotone ��d�� If this is not our case
 we can study the
monotone positive regions� Of course
 we can do the same with the monotone negative
regions�

Applying the �rst step in the variational criterion
 if there is an invariant Lagrangian
graph inside a monotone ��d�region through a point �x� y�
 then the corresponding orbit
must be minimizing and
 in particular
 the matrix

-A�x� y� � D�W �y��� �D�W �y���� � D�V �x�

must be positive de�nite� Since any invariant Lagrangian graph must intersect each
�ber fx � x�g
 we can restrict ourselves to a particular one� We can choose x� as a
critical point of the potential V � So then
 we have to study the inertia of the matrix

-A�x�� y� � � D�W �y��� � D�V �x���

Hence
 if D�W �y� is positive de�nite we must check if -A�x�� y� is positive de�nite
 and
if D�W �y� is negative de�nite
 we must see if -A�x�� y� is negative de�nite� Unde�nite
cases are not considered�

Of course
 stronger results may be obtained by iterating
 with the aid of a com�
puter� For instance
 suppose our map be positive de�nite� Then
 we can throw out the
pieces of the phase space where the points are not minimizing after a �nite number of
iterations� We are sure that in these pieces there are not invariant tori� On the other
side
 minimizing orbits not only correspond to invariant tori
 but also to minimizing
periodic orbits
 cantori
 etc� This is the philosophy in ����

We shall apply the method to di&erent generalized standard maps�

B���� Some �D examples

We shall consider d � � and the potential V given by

V �x� � � K

��	��
cos��	x��

where K is a positive pertubative parameter�
In all these examples we shall apply�

	 the �rst step in the variational criterion
 in order to get rather rude estimates of
the critical value of K in which all the i�r�c� have broken#

	 the MMS iteration to a region of the phase space
 in order to check in which parts
of the phase space do not exist invariant tori and in which parts such existence is
possible�
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In order to show this second point
 we have taken di&erent values of K to see the
minimizing and maximizing regions� We have taken the same region of the cylinder

y � ���� ��
 and we have compared�
	 the dynamics
 taking ���� points and iterating all of them ���� times#

	 the extremal character of the orbits
 applying the MMS iteration to segments of
length ��#

	 the minimizing and maximizing regions
 by choosing the corresponding points of
the previous picture�

Moreover
 if our map is not monotone
 we have drawn in third picture and using white
colour the curves where monotonicity fails �and change its sign�� We shall see that the
i�r�c� which cross these curves can fold
 and be no graphs
 and they are more robust�

The scale of colors that we have use in order to show the extremal character is

Examples

�� The standard map�

The standard map has W �y� � �
�
y� and it is monotone ��d��as all the standard�

like maps�� Then�

-A�x� y� � �� V ���x�

� ��K cos��	x��

As K � �
 A�x� y� takes his smallest value at x � �
 being -A��� y� � �� K� So
then
 as in the �rst step in Mather	s calculations �������

If K � �
 there does not exist any i�L�g��
If we take a segment of length �
 then we must take into account

-D���� y� � ��K

and

-D���� y� � ��K cos��	y�� �

��K
�

If � � K � � then -D� � � and there does not exist any i�L�g�� if -D� � �� The
maximum value of -D� is taken for y �

�
�
and it is � � K � �

��K � Finally
 we
improve the previous bound and we get that there are not i�L�g�� if K � p�� We
could improve the bounds taking into account segments of higher length�
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A better bound is obtained by improving the Lipschitz cone� For instance
 Mather
���� obtained the bound K � ��� taking into account segments of length � �this
kind of bound was generalized by Herman ���� to higher dimensions�� Later

MacKay and Percival ���� re�ned it to obtain K � ����� � �������� This
re�nement is an example of computer assisted proof� Finally
 Jungreis ��� also
performed a method for proving �computer assisted� that the standard map has
no invariant circles for K � ������ These bounds are in according with the
result of Greene ����
 who estimated the bound K � �����������
 by means of
the residue criterion�

Next �gures show how the invariant tori disappear when we increase the parameter
K�
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�� The exponential standard map�

In this case we take W �y� � ey� Then

-A�x� y� � e�y � e�y�V
�
x� � V ���x��

and if we take x � �
 the minimum of V 
 then

-A��� y� � �e�y �K�

Hence�

If we �x K � �
 there is no i�L�g� through any point ��� y� with y �
log �

K
�

This kind of bound is natural since the dynamics become faster and more chaotic
as closer to �� we are� The upper invariant curve separates a chaotic region of
another which is plenty of invariant curves� A similar situation appears when one
studies the boundary of a resonance zone associated to an elliptic �xed point �����
We have changed this point by the points in ��
 which are �xed�

Note that
 although the hypotheses of the Birkho& theorem are not satis�ed
 the
rotational invariant curves seem to be graphs�
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�� The quadratic standard map�

We consider W �y� � �
�
y�� Then
 as K � �
 the points over y � V ��x� are

monotone ��d�
 and the points below y � V ��x� are monotone ��d�� As


-A��� y� �
�

y
�K� -A�

�

�
� y� �

�

y
�K

then

there is no monotone ��d�i�L�g� through any point ��� y� with y � �
K



and there is no monotone ��d�i�L�g� though any point �
�
�
� y� with y �

� �
K
�

In the next �gures
 we note that the non�monotone r�i�c� are more robust that
the other ones
 which seem to be graphs� Moreover
 the non�monotone curves

which have folds
 forbid the mixing between the monotone positive and monotone
negative regions� Then
 we see that these curves are minimaximizing
 in the sense
that )half	 of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are positive� When they break

the mixing is possible� We think that these minimaximizing curves are
 in fact

de�nite �positive or negative�
 in suitable coordinates �cf� ������

We recall that set of the points which go to a non�monotone one
 after iteration

has measure zero�
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�� The trigonometric standard map�

Finally
 we consider W �y� � �
�
sin�	y�� We consider the map de�ned in the torus

R�Z�R���Z�
 represented by ��� ��� ���� ��� Then
 the region f�� � y�V ��x� �
�g is monotone ��d� and the region f� � y � V ��x� � �g is monotone ��d�� We
have

-A�
�

�
� y� � � �

	 sin�	y�
�K� -A��� y� � � �

	 sin�	y�
�K�

then

there is no monotone ��d� i�L�g� through any point �
�
�
� y� with y ���� ��

and sin�	y� � �
�K

and there is no monotone ��d� i�L�g� through any
point ��� y� with y ��� �� �� and sin�	y� � ��

�K
�

Note that this is dynamically represented by the a resonance zone associated to
the �xed points

�
�� ��

�

�
and

�
�
�
� �
�

�
� Anyway
 if K is small we do not throw out

any piece of phase space
 at least is this �rst step�

In the next �gures we also note that the )last	 i�r�c� are non�monotone� The
monotone i�r�c� seem to be graphs�
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�

B���� Around an elliptic �xed point

We can also apply these methods to the study of a neighborhood of an elliptic �xed
point
 by means of suitable changes of variables� For the sake of simplicity we shall
consider the �D case�

Suppose we have a symplectomorphism F � R� � R� 
 being the origin an elliptic
�xed point� Although it is not strictly necessary
 we suppose that the linear part is
already reduced�

DF ��� �� �

�
c �s
s c

�
�

where c� � s� � ��
We now consider the polar symplectic change of variables

P � S� R�� �� R�

��� I� �� �x �
p
�I cos �� y �

p
�I sin ���

In order to do the calculations
 we must consider the di&erential of P��
�F �P � Note

that it is not necessary to perform the change of variables and it is enough to consider
the matrices

M�x� y� �

� ��y
�x���y�

�x
�x���y�

$x $y

��
a�x� y� b�x� y�
c�x� y� d�x� y�

�� �y x
x��y�

x y
x��y�

�
�
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being �$x� $y� � F �x� y��
Example

As an example
 we consider the standard map with K � �� The square
means the box ���

�
� �
�
�����

�
� �
�
�
 and the elliptic point is in its center �and we

must take out it�� The pictures in the second line show the averaged action
�A�� and its variation respect to the parameter K �A��
 for the di&erent
points of the square �see Section ������� The level of grays are from black
to white
 in increasing order respect to the corresponding values of A� and
A��

In these pictures
 the resonance zone associated to the elliptic �xed point
has been roughly bounded� For a more accurate study of the )last	 invariant
curve see the paper by Sim�o and Treschev ����� �
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B���� Some higher�dimensional examples

Now
 we shall consider d � � and the potential V given by

V �x�� x�� � � �

��	��
�K� cos��	x�� �K� cos��	x�� �  cos��	�x� � x����

We shall consider di&erent potentials W 
 all of them like W �y�� y�� � W��y���W��y��

mixing the di&erent behaviors appearing in the previous section� In the pictures we
have shown the extremal character of the points of a piece of a vertical plane �we have
chosen the symmetry plane fx� � �� x� � �g� and we have extracted those which are
minimizing or maximizing�
Examples

�� The Froeschl�e map�

The potential is

W �y�� y�� �
�

�
y�� �

�

�
y���

Following ���
 if we consider the symmetry planes fx � ��� ��g
 fx � ��
�
� �
�
�g


fx � ��� �
�
�g and fx � ��

�
� ��g� we obtain that there are no i�L�g� outside the

parametric region given by

K� �  � � � K� �  � ��

��� K� �K�

�
� �� �

�K� �K��
�

�
� ��

�� �
K� �K�

�
� �� �

�K� �K��
�

�
� ��

��� K� �K�

�
� �� �

�K� �K��
�

�
� ��

�� �
K� �K�

�
� �� �

�K� �K��
�

�
� ��

We shall consider two examples
 which appear in the next page�

�� The �rst one also appears in ���
 where they relate the channels in the
�gure with the channels which appear when one look for symmetric peri�
odic orbits ����
 or when one takes a thin neighborhood of the symmetry
plane and projects the points of a chaotic orbit when they enters into such
a neighborhood �����
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�� If we take a small parameter K� and a parameter K� rather big then when
we increase the coupling parameter  we obtain that the destruction of all
the tori is like a dust of the kind Interval�Cantor� This behaviour is shown
in the second picture�
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B��� EXAMPLES ���

�� The standard�exponential Froeschl�e map�

We take

W �y�� y�� �
�

�
y�� � ey� �

Then

-A��� �� y�� y�� �

�
�� �K� � � �

� �e�y� � �K� � �

�
�

Hence
 there are not invariant tori if K� �  � �� Otherwise
 there are not
invariant tori through any point ��� �� y�� y�� with

y� � log

�
���� �K� � ��

��K� � ��K�K� � �K� �K��

�
�

Next �gure con�rms our expectations about that the number of invariant tori
increase when we decrease the value of y��
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�� The exponential�exponential Froeschl�e map�

We change W by

W �y�� y�� � ey� � ey� �

Hence


-A��� �� y�� y�� �

�
� e�y� � �K� � � �

� � e�y� � �K� � �

�
�

Then
 there is not invariant torus through any point ��� �� y�� y�� with

	 ey� � �
K��


 or

	 ey� � �
K��


 or

	 ey� � �
K��


 ey� � �
K��


 ��� K��
�

ey����� K��
�

ey�� � �

�
ey�ey� �
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�� The standard�quadratic Froeschl�e map�

In this case we have

W �y�� y�� �
�

�
y�� �

�

�
y���

Then
 our map is monotone ��d� over the hypersurface fy� � rx�V �x�� x��g
 and
monotone unde�nite below it� This is re�ected in the next �gure
 because the
intersection of the non�monotone set with the vertical plane fx� � x� � �g is the
line fy� � �g� There is a value y� bigger enough
 say �

K��

 such that there are

not invariant tori over it�
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�� The quadratic�quadratic Froeschl�e map�

Finally
 we have chosen

W �y�� y�� �
�

�
y�� �

�

�
y��

The phase space if divided in four regions� one is monotone positive

M� � fy� � rx�V �x�� x��� y� � rx�V �x�� x��g�
another is monotone negative

M� � fy� � rx�V �x�� x��� y� � rx�V �x�� x��g�
and the other two are monotone unde�nite� They are separated by the non
monotone sets fy� � rx�V �x�� x��g and fy� � rx�V �x�� x��g�
This is also re�ected in the next �gure
 where the non�monotone sets are repre�
sented by the axis fy� � �g and fy� � �g� We have chosen rather big parameters
K� and K� and we see two Cantor�Cantor dusts� one is monotone positive and
the other is monotone negative�

�



Appendix C

The breakdown of invariant tori

The study of the breakdown of invariant tori is interesting in order to understand
the transition to chaos in conservative dynamical systems�

The persistence of an invariant torus for small perturbations from the integrable
case depends on the fact that the corresponding frequencies are �far� from ratio�
nals� This is translated to a certain Diophantine condition� So� there is a nice
connection between Dynamics and Arithmetic� The KAM tori are labelled by
their frequencies� the more badly approachable by rationals the rotation vector
is� the more di�cult is to broke the corresponding torus�

In order to obtain good estimates on the domain of existence of such tori� it is
better to look at a concrete frequency vector� For the standard map �and similar
maps�� we can ask about the critical value of the perturbative parameter� K��
needed in order that the curve corresponding to such frequency� �� breaks� Greene
	�� proposed a criterion based on the study of the stability of periodic orbits with
nearby rotation number� He applied his method to show that� for the standard
map� the �last� invariant circle has frequency � � �� where � is the golden mean

� �
� �

p
�

�
�

The critical value when that torus is destroyed is

K� � ���
��������

This value was obtained by MacKay 	��� and he had numerical evidence that it
was� in fact� slightly high�

The Greene�s method has been partially proven by MacKay 	�� and Falcolini
and de la Llave 	���� Tompaidis 	��� ��� performed a Greene method in higher
dimensions� and applied it to a three dimensional example �see also Section D������

We shall perform a Greene�like method� but instead of using the residues of peri�
odic orbits �their dynamical character�� we shall use their actions �their extremal
character�� but in a di�erent way that Mather�s �W 	
��� Our symplectomor�
phisms must be monotone positive �or negative�� or at least in the region where
our torus exists� First� we shall check the method with the standard map and
the golden curve� and we shall also notice scaling behaviour 	�� ���� Secondly�
we shall apply the method to a �D dimensional symplectic map� the Froeschl�e

���
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map� Moreover� we shall do a numerical study of the kind of breakdown� that is
to say� we ask for the kind of Aubry�Mather set our invariant torus transforms�

Although the approximation of quasi periodic orbits by periodic orbits is well
understood in �D twist maps� this is not the case in higher dimensions� Anyway�
we shall use it in a heuristic way�

Finally� we must say that we only concern about KAM tori� that is to say� tori
whose dynamics is given by ergodic translations� We recall that the dynamics on
an invariant Lagrangian torus can be that of any di�eomorphism conjugated to
any di�eomorphism of Td� as Herman proven in 	����

C	� Periodic orbits

First of all
 we shall recall some de�nitions� We shall work on the d�cylinder A d �
Td �Rd � Given a di&eomorphism F � A d � A d 
 and its lift *F � R�d � R�d 
 we shall say
that a periodic point of period n
 �x� y� � Pern�F �
 has rotation vector

p
n
� Q d i&

*F n�x� y� � �x� y� � �p� ���

In order to study an orbit with irrational rotation vector 

 one consider periodic
orbits with nearby rational rotation vectors�

C���� Approximation of invariant sets

The approximation of invariant sets by periodic orbits can rely on the two next propo�
sitions� Before stating them we need to recall a few concepts �see
 for instance
 ������

	 Given a metric space �X� d� one de�nes
H�X� � fK � X j K 
� �� K compactg�

	 In the previous space of compact sets one de�nes the Hausdor
 distance
 as

h�A�B� � max���A�B�� ��B�A���

where

��A�B� � max
a�A

min
b�B

d�a� b��

Let X and Y be two metric spaces and f � X � Y a continuous map� We can extend
this map to the bigger metric space as F � H�X�� H�Y �
 de�ned by F �K� � f�K��

Proposition C�� 

F is a continuous extension of f �

Let f � X � X be a continuous map� We shall say that K � X is �strictly�
f 	invariant i& f�K� � K� Next result follows from the previous proposition�
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Corollary C�� 

Let �Kn�n be a sequence of f 	invariant nonempty compact sets� convergent
to K �in the Hausdor
 metric�� Then

K is f 	invariant�

In particular
 the limit of a sequence of periodic orbits
 if it exists
 is a compact
invariant� The question is to know which kind of object it is�

C���� Reversible maps and symmetric periodic orbits

When our di&eomorphism has some symmetries
 then we can simplify the computation
of periodic orbits� We summarize here the main de�nitions about reversible maps�

Reversibility�� Given a set X
 let T � X � X be a bijective transformation and
I � X � X be an involution �I� � id�� We shall say that T is I	reversible if and only
if T�� � IT I� In such a case
 we shall say that I is the reversor of T �

For all j � Z
 we de�ne Ij � T jI and the j�th symmetry axis as

.j � fx � XjIjx � xg�

Then we say that an orbit is j	symmetric if and only if it is invariant by Ij� The following
holds�

	 x � .j� T qx � .k� �q � j � k 
� ��
x is j �q � j � k j�periodic and ��x� is symmetric with respect Ij and Ik�

In particular
 if we look for n�periodic symmetric orbits
 we can look for x � X such
that�

	 If n � �q�
x � .�� T qx � .� �symmetric with respect to I��
 or
x � .�� T qx � .� �symmetric with respect to I���

	 If n � �q � � �
x � .�� T qx � .�
 or
x � .�� T q��x � .�
�in both cases symmetric with respect to I� and I���

Reversibility in generalized standard�like maps�� Suppose that our di&eomor�
phism on F � Td � Rd � Td � Rd is given by�

y� � y � f�x�
x� � x � g�y�� �mod ��

�

where f� g � Rd � Rd are two maps
 being f ��periodic in all its variables�
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Then F � I�I�
 where

I�

�
x
y

�
�

� �x
y � f�x�

�
� I�

�
x
y

�
�

� �x � g�y�
y

�
�

I� is an involution
 and I� is an involution i& f is odd�
If this is our case
 the �principal� symmetry axes of our reversible map are�

.� �
�

b�f���gd � f
 �
�
b���

S��b� .� �
�

b�f���gd
S��b�

where

Sa�b � f��
�
�ag�y� � b�� y� j y � Rdg�

For the sake of simplicity
 we shall assume that all the symmetry axes exist
 i�e�
�b � f�� �gd

f

�
�

�
b

�
� ��

For instance
 the standard map and the Froeschl�e map �and their extension to other
generalized standard�like maps� are reversible in this sense
 and satisfy the previous
condition�
Remarks

i� The standard map and the Froeschl�e map are
 in fact
 doubly reversible ����

because they can factorize in other compositions of involutions� In general
 if g is
even then F � $I� $I�
 where $I� and $I� are the involutions

I�

�
x
y

�
�

�
x

�y � f�x�

�
� I�

�
x
y

�
�

�
x� g�y�
�y

�
�

ii� In general
 when we work with reversible symplectomorphisms
 we ask for the
involutions be antisymplectic� That is
 F �� � ��� In the case of d � �
 they are
also called orientation reserving area preserving maps�

�
The search for symmetric periodic orbits of rotation vector p

n
is summarized by the

following diagram�

y � �x � �
�
�a�g�y� � b��� y� � �xq� yq� � xq � �

�
�a�g�yq�� b�� � ��

where�

	 a� � f�� �g� b� � f�� �gd

	 if n is even� a� � a�
if n is odd� a� � �� a�
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	 b� � b� � p

	 if n is even� q � n
�

if n is odd and a� � �� q �
n��
�

if n is odd and a� � �� q �
n��
�

Using this formulation the dimension of the problem is halved�

A parallel shooting technique to look for periodic orbits�� To solve the equa�
tion F n�z� � z is equivalent to solve the system������

����
z� � F �z���
z� � F �z���
���
z� � F �zn����

The advantages can be summarized in two items�

	 in our case
 the di&erential of F has spectral radius � �
 and so
 the di&erential
of F n can be extremely large if n is large
 giving rise to accuracy problems#

	 the continuation respect to parameters is more e+cient�
This is the background of the methods that we have used
 but it can have the

following variants�

	 the symmetries of the problem can be used
 and

	 in some cases it is enough to consider the angular variables to determine the orbit�
Hence
 it is possible to reduce the dimension of the problem to one fourth of the initial
one�

C	
 A variational Greene method

Suppose we have a monotone positive symplectomorphism on the cylinder
 and it is a
perturbation of a monotone positive integrable one� Hence
 if the perturbation vanish

then all the orbits are minimizing and they live on Lagrangian graphs� We �x a certain
invariant Lagrangian graph
 whose dynamics is given by an ergodic translation� We
want to know when it breaks�

Our method is heuristically based in next three points�

	 as an exact Lagrangian graph is minimizing
 then the orbits on it are minimizing

and segment of orbits close enough to it are also minimizing#

	 if the dynamics on the torus is given by an ergodic translation
 that is by a shift
by an irrational vector of frequencies 
 � Rd 
 is reasonable to consider periodic
orbits with rotation vectors close to 
 as segments close to the initial object#

	 although elliptic periodic orbits are not minimizing
 small enough segments of
them are minimizing�
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C���� Area preserving maps

Given a ��parametric family of monotone positive area preserving maps
 FK 
 being F�

integrable
 we wonder when a certain invariant curve of rotation number 
 breaks down�
In order to detect that critical value of the parameter
 K�
 we propose next method�

�� Construction of a sequence of rationals ri �
pi
ni
tending to 
� We shall choose the

sequence of convergents of the continued fraction�

�� For any rational ri
 consider a periodic orbit with such a rotation vector
 but its
corresponding segment must be minimizing� We recall that all the F��orbits are
minimizing�

�� Then
 we must detect when this segment stop being minimizing� We shall call
this critical value Kri �

�� This sequence of critical parameters seems to converge to K��

We notice that given a periodic orbit
 its extremal character as a �nite segment of
points depends on the �rst point that we choose
 that is
 the order in which we apply
the MMS iteration� In the examples we shall use the symmetries of our maps� The idea
is to choose a symmetry axis and the segments must be symmetric with respect to it�
If our map is not reversible
 we had to consider all the possible orders
 but we think
that the segments must distribute around a certain axis�

Continued fractions�� One can classify the real numbers from their continued�
fraction expansions ����� The continued fraction of a real number 
 is the sequence
�a�# a�� a�� � � �� of integers generated by�


� � 
�
ai � �
i�� 
i�� �

�
�i�ai �i � ���

Note that a�� a�� � � � are positive� We can also write


 � a� �
�

a� �
�

a� � � � �

�

	 The continued�fraction expansion of an irrational is in�nite
 while that for ratio�
nals always ends� Convergents of a continued fraction are the rationals obtained
by truncating the expansion�

pi
ni

� �a�# a�� � � � � ai��

and the fraction is irreducible�

	 The continued�fraction expansion is strongly convergent�

lim
i��

jpi � ni
j � ��

In fact
 the convergents are the best approximants�
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	 Irrationals are more di+cult to approximate if their continued�fraction elements
are small
 because a large element ai�� leads to a small correction to

pi
ni
� Exam�

ples are given by the numbers of constant type
 whose elements of the continued
fraction are bounded by a certain constant� They satisfy a Diophantine condition

�C � �� � � � j � p
n
� Q jn
 � pj � C

n�

for � � �� The set of numbers of constant type has measure zero�

For instance
 the quadratic irrationals have eventually periodic continued fraction

as Lagrange showed� A more special subset is given by the noble numbers� these
have ai � � from a certain element i�� Noble numbers are dense in the reals� The
noblest of numbers is the golden mean

� �
� �

p
�

�
� ��# �� �� �� �� � � ���

which satis�es �� � � � � � �� Sometimes

� � � �
p
� � ��# �� �� �� �� � � ��

is referred to as the silver mean� We shall call bronze mean the number

� � � �
p
� � ��# �� �� �� �� � � ���

Examples

�� The standard map�

We shall use S����symmetric periodic orbits
 with that symmetry axis )in the
middle	� This is important to check the extremal character of the segments�
Although these orbits are not minimizing �they are elliptic if K is 
 small enough
and inversion hyperbolic if K is bigger�
 segments small enough of them are
minimizing� This is related with the original Greene method
 when one looks
for period doubling bifurcations�

For the golden mean 
 � � �in fact
 K� � K���� we have three di&erent scalings�

	 the convergence of the critical values Kri to K� is linear
 and the asymptotic
constant
 C
 is near to � � �#

	 the initial points of the periodic orbits
 ��� yri�
 also converge lineally#
	 �nally
 the residues Rri seem to converge linearly to �
 although this conver�
gence is given in period three
 since there are three kinds of periodic orbits
�depending on the other symmetry line��

These scalings have been also observed when one apply the original Greene method
���� or when one apply more geometrical methods ���� They let us to improve the
critical values by means of Aitken	s method� Next three tables show the results�
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i ri R RA CR R�R� RA �R�
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For the errors
 we have compared with the values obtained superconverging the
results until an orbit of rotation number ������������� They are�

	 K� � ��������������

	 y� � ��������������

	 R� � ��������������

We have also computed the critical values for the silver mean and the bronze
mean� As the bronze mean has continued�fraction expansion of period �
 this is
also the period in the scaling behaviour �as in ����� The three critical values are

K� � ���������������

K� � ���������������

K� � ��������������

and we note that they are in the correct positions"

The results for these three numbers are summarized in the following two �gures�

�� The �rst one shows the reduced error in the rational approximation
 jni
�pij

versus the error in the estimate of the critical value
Kri�K�
 for the di&erent
convergents ri �

pi
qi
of the continued fraction�
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�� Next �gure shows the number of convergent
 i
 in front of the decimal loga�
rithm of the error in the corresponding estimate of the critical value� For the
three numbers the orders of the denominators of the last considered conver�
gents are about ��	
 and the corresponding errors in the estimates are also
of the same order�
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We have also considered a )lead	 number

 � ��# �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� � � ��

� ��������������
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which does not show scaling behaviour� The critical values estimated is K �
������������
 obtained from a periodic orbit of period ����
 corresponding to
the �fteenth convergent� The di&erence with the previous one is about � ����	� In
this case we can not apply the scaling behaviour in order to improve the results�
Anyway
 it is better than the bronze mean"

�� The exponential standard map�

In this example we have taken 
 � �� The convergence to the critical value is also
linear� The values obtained superconverging the results until an orbit of rotation
number ���������� are�

	 K� � �������������

	 y� � �������������

	 R� � ��������������

Next table shows the sequence of critical values�

i ri K KA CK K �K� KA �K�
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�� A C� example�

We consider now a standard�like map with potential in the interval ���
�
� �
�
� given

by

V �x� � �K�x� � �

�
x� �

�

��
��
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and extending by periodicity to the rest of R� This potential is C� and our
standard�like map is C��

We have performed the next experiment� We consider the golden mean 
 � ����
For each value k � N� 
 we approximate � by the sequence of rationals given by

��# k�� ��# �� k�� ��# �� �� k�� ��# �� �� �� k�� � � � �

The critical value is K� � ������������� Next �gure shows the reduced error
of each rational approximation versus the error in the estimation of K�
 for k �
�� �� �� �� �� �� Several velocities are shown�
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x � jni� � pij� y � K� �Kri for di�erent rational sequences approximating � � �

�

C���� Higher dimensions

As we have recalled
 approximation of irrational numbers by rationals has been very
important in the study of breakdown of invariant curves in twist maps �and not only
for twist maps� since the work of Greene ����� MacKay ���� explained the phenomenon
in terms of a renormalization group operator that changes the rotation number of an
invariant curve by eliminating the �rst continued fraction coe+cient� The question is
if we can extend these ideas to higher dimensions�

First of all
 we need a method to approximate an irrational vector by rational ones�
There are some possible generalizations of the continued fraction algorithm in higher
dimensions
 as the Kim�Ostlund tree ���� �which generalizes the Farey�tree approxima�
tion squeme ���� or the Jacobi�Perron algorithm ��
 �
 ��
 ���� We have used the
second one
 and we have followed the description given by Tompaidis �����
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The Jacobi�Perron algorithm�� Given a point 
 � �
�� 
�� ���� ���
 the Jacobi�
Perron convergents pi

ni

 with pi � �p�i � p

�
i � � N�� and ni � N 
 are recursively given

by �
pi��

ni��

�
� ki��

�
pi
ni

�
� li��

�
pi��
ni��

�
�

�
pi��
ni��

�

where the integer coe+cients ki��� li�� are determined by
�

�ki��� li��� � ��
�


i
�

�� �

i
�


i
�

��

and

�
i��
� � 
i��

� � � �f �

i
�

g� f

i
�


i
�

g��

The initial values are

�
�
�� 


�
�� � �
�� 
���

p�� � ��� ��� p�� � ��� ��� p� � ��� ���
n�� � n�� � �� n� � ��

For all points in the unit square
 �i � �� ki � �� ki � li � ��
From a geometrical point of view
 given a triangle determined by three successive

approximants
 all approximants of higher order will lie inside that triangle ���� �� More�
over
 such a triangle does not contain rational points with denominator smaller than
the largest denominator of the vertices�

We can measure the goodness of a rational approximation by means of the reduced
error and the Roth exponent� Given a point in the unit square 
 and a rational point
r � �p�

n
� p�
n
�


	 its reduced error is
��r� 
� � jjn
 � pjj��

	 and its Roth exponent is

��r� 
� � �� log ��r� 
�

logn
�

Measure�theoretical properties of the Jacobi�Perron algorithm were studied by
Lagarias ����� Let ri be the i

th Jacobi�Perron approximant to our point 
� Then

the best approximation exponent for 
 �using the Jacobi�Perron scheme� is

�b�
� � lim sup
i��

��ri� 
�

and the uniform approximation exponent is de�ned as

�u�
� � lim inf
i��

min���ri� 
�� ��ri��� 
�� ��ri��� 
���

�while �	� is the integral part	 f	g is the mantissa�
�This property is also satis�ed by another commonly used algorithm	 the Farey�tree approximation

scheme �����
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Lagarias showed that these exponents are constant in a set of measure one in the unit
square� He also conjectured that these constants are in fact the same� Estimates of the
best approximation exponent were computed numerically by Baldwin ���� and Kosygin
����
 founding �b � ������ ����� If the Lagarias	s conjecture were true
 the successive
triangles in the Jacobi�Perron scheme become
 in the limit
 needle�shaped�

Consider
 for instance
 a quadratic pair 
 � �
p
� � ��

p
� � ��� This is a good

pair �or bad pair
 depending on the point of view�
 because the two numbers are alge�
braic and lineally independent� Then
 the rational approximation is di+cult� The �rst
convergents of the Jacobi�Perron algorithm are written in the next table�

i ri ��ri� �� ��ri� ��

� ��� ��	� �������e � �� �
� ��� ��	� �������e � �� �
� ��� ��	� �����e � �� �
� ��� ��	� �������e � �� �����

� �
� ���	�� �����
�e � �� ����
��
� ��� ���	�� ������e � �� ������
 ��
� ���	�� ������e � �� ������

 ����� ����	�� ���

�e � �� ������
� ���� ����	��� ���
���e � �� ���
�
� ����� ����	��� �������e � �� ������
�� ����� ��	���� ���

�e � �� �������
�� ��� ��
��	��� �������e � �� �����
�� �
���� ������	�
��� ������e � �� ������
�� �
���� ������	����� �����e � �� ���
�
�
�� ����
�� ������	�
�� �������e � �� �������
�� ���������� �����
��	�����
 �������e � �� ����
��
� ���
��
�� �
�
�����	
������ �������e � �� �������

Finally
 we can also introduce golden�means of the Jacobi�Perron algorithm� They
are those points 
 such that the integer coe+cients associated are constant� kn � k� ln �
l� We shall write 
 � �k� l��� Then
 we de�ne the characteristic polynomial of 
 as
P��t� � t� � kt� � lt� � and then�
	 k � � � k � �� � � j��j� j��j � �
 where � is the maximal absolute root of P� and
��� �� the remaining roots#

	 �
�� 
�� � �� � k� �
�
�#

	 jjni
 � �p�i � p�i �jj� � C�
��i
 where � � max�j��j� j��j� � ��

For instance
 ��� ��� � �� � �� �
�
�
 where

� �
�

s
��

��
�

r
��

��
�

�

s
��

��
�
r
��

��
�
�

�

� ����������

We shall refer to it as the golden vector� Its �rst convergents are
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i ri ��ri� �� ��ri� ��
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A �false� �D example�� Consider the Froeschl�e map with parameters K� � K� � ��
Then it depends on the parameter  and it is given by���

��
y�� � y� � 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���� x�� � x� � y�� �mod ���

y�� � y� � 

�	
sin��	�x� � x���� x�� � x� � y�� �mod ���

We shall work on the universal covering space R� � R� � On it
 we perform the change
of variables �

u� � x� � x�� v� � y� � y��
u� � x� � x�� v� � y� � y��

and our symplectomorphism is decomposed in the product of an integrable one and the
standard map
 with parameter ���

v�� � v�� u�� � u� � v���

v�� � v� � �

�	
sin��	u���� u�� � u� � v���

We can project now into the cylinder
 making u� �mod ��� u� �mod ��� Then
 an
orbit with rotation vector 
 � �
�� 
�� becomes another one with rotation vector $
 �
�
��
�� 
��
��� We must point out that this is seen on R

� �R� and not on T� �R� 

because such a change does not de�ne a di&eomorphism on the last manifold� Then
 as
the rotational part does not in�uence
 then we obtain that


������ �
�

�
K������
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For instance
 if we take our quadratic pair 
 � �
p
�� ��p�� �� we obtain that



p
����p���� � ����������������

We have arrived to this result applying our variational criterion to an orbit of rotation
number ������������
 the tenth convergent of

p
� �

p
� � �� The previous one


�������
 agrees with that in the �rst three �gures�
Remark

If we had chosen the change of variables�
u� �

x��x�
�

� v� �
y��y�

�
�

u� �
x��x�

�
� v� �

y��y�
�

�

we would have arrived to the product of an integrable map and a standard�
like map with potential

V �u�� � � 

��	��
cos��	u���

and we would have had to compute the critical value corresponding to �
�
�
��


���

For instance
 if we use the previous example
 then the critical value cor�
responding to the twelfth convergent of �

�
�
p
� �

p
� � ��
 ������� �������


agrees with that in �� �gures� �

A numerical study of the breakdown of invariant tori�� We shall consider the
Froeschl�e map �but we can choose any of its family�� We want to study the breakdown
of an invariant torus with frequencies �
�� 
��
 which exists in the uncoupled case �we
shall select the values of the K parameters less than the corresponding critical values��
We shall follow the next steps�

�� Construction of a sequence of rational rotation vectors tending to the selected
one� We shall use the Jacobi�Perron algorithm
 but one could also use other
)good	 rational vectors �with )big	 Roth exponent and )small	 reduced error�� We
have chosen the Jacobi�Perron algorithm because it has good scaling properties

given by the convergence of the Roth exponents of the approximates�

�� For each rational rotation vectors�

	 we compute a periodic orbit for the product of standard maps � � ��

	 and it is continued with respect to the coupling parameter
 �

In both cases we use the symmetries of the maps �they are reversible�� We have
used periodic orbits which are symmetric with respect to fx� � �� x� � �g �the
minimum of the potential�� Those periodic orbits are elliptic�

Recall that Olvera and Vargas ��� observed certain bifurcation phenomena when
they continued periodic orbits of rotation vectors with at least one reducible
component�
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�� For  � � the orbit must be minimizing� We detect the critical parameter �
when the orbit stop being minimizing� We shall perform a table with such critical
values
 showing also the residues �R�� R�� of the critical periodic orbit� Note that
in all the examples seem to have a period doubling bifurcation
 because one of the
residues tend to �� It is curious that this has been the case in all the examples we
have studied� Another possibility would be a Krein crunch
 in which two pair of
elliptic eigenvalues collapse and transform in a complex hyperbolic quadruplet�

�� In order to )see	 the breakdown of the invariant torus
 we shall draw several peri�
odic orbits
 when  increases� We shall obtain di&erent kinds of metamorphoses

depending on how far of the breakdown we are for  � �� In the pictures
 we show
the angular components of the orbits in the square �in fact
 the torus� ��� ������ ��

that is
 we shall see the projections of such orbits on the zero�section� When we
increase the parameter  the residues of the orbits increase very fast
 being the
continuation more di+cult�

�� We must compare the drawings corresponding to the same value of the parameter
 �and di&erent rational rotation vectors�
 in order to discover to which kind
of object the sequence of periodic orbits tends� We would like to know how
are the higher dimensional Aubry	Mather sets
 named cantorus by Percival� We
distinguish two kinds of breakdown� a I � C type and a C � C type� Here
 I
means an interval �a � dimensional set� and C means a Cantor set �possibly with
dimension ��� Sometimes we shall see certain resonances
 associated to periodic
orbits with rotation vectors near to our irrational rotation vector�

Examples

�� A quadratic pair

First
 we have applied the previous scheme to the torus with frequencies 
 �
�
p
�� ��p�� ��� We have considered the next three cases�

a� First
 the values K� � ��� and K� � ��� have been taken� When we in�
crease  a resonance phenomenon is observed
 and the reason for that will
be analyzed� The critical value has been estimated � � ������

b� Second
 we have taken small values for K� and K�
 for instance K� � K� �
���	� It is known that for K� � K� � � the torus breaks for   ����
 and
it must be a I�C breakdown
 since the map is the product of a rotation and
a standard map� For small values of K� and K� the breakdown must be of
the same type
 and this agrees with the experimental results displayed in the
�gures� For the same reason
 some strips of approximate slope �� show up�
The critical value is � � �����
 quite far from ����� Then
 the coupling
in�uences strongly on our map�

c� Finally
 we have taken K� � ���� and K� � ���
 that is
 close to the
corresponding critical values� For larger values the torus would break in the
form C � C �well
 this is not true�� A similar breakdown must be expected�
The experimental results displayed in the �gures con�rm this expectation�
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Moreover
 the critical value is very small
 � � ��������� Possibly there is a
very short transition between a I � C cantorus and a C � C cantorus�

As a summary
 the next �gure shows the decimal logarithm of the relative error
in the estimate of �
 e
 versus the number of convergent� For the error
 we have
compared with the value obtained in the last convergent considered
 with has
denominator equal to ������
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x � i� y � log�� eri

a� K� � ���� K� � ���

The table of results is�
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�� ����
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�� �����
������� ������������� ���������������
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First
 we have drawn the two orbits of periods ����� and ����� for a value
 � ����
 rather far of the critical value�

K� � ���
K� � ���

�����������	
��
��


S������	�
��
�����


	

�
���

S������	�

 � ���	

Where are the ���� points that we have added to the �rst �gure to obtain the second one�

Secondly
 we show a pair of periodic orbits of period ����
 when  is bigger�

K� � ���
K� � ���

���������	
����


S������	�
���������	

����

S������	�

 � ���

The torus is completely destroyed

The transition in the breakdown of the torus is shown in the next page with
orbits of period ����� and ������
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K� � ���
K� � ���

��
�����


	
�
���


S������	�
�����
������	

���


S������	�

 � ����	

 � �����

 � ����	

 � �����
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Next �gures show two details of the S��
�����periodic orbit of period �����

for the value  � ����� We have zoomed in twice the center of that �gure�

����	� ��		�� ����	� ��		� �����	� ��	�	�� �����	� ��	�	�

Finally
 if we count the number of )holes	 in the �gures
 we obtain ��� This
number is the denominator of one of the convergents of our rotation vector�
These holes must correspond to the resonances associated to the elliptic
orbit of period �� ����The boundaries of these resonances must be given by
the center�stable and center�unstable manifolds of the two elliptic�hyperbolic
orbits of period �� �� and ��� We also have a hyperbolic orbit ���� Next
�gure is taken for  � �����

The S������	�periodic orbit of period ����� and his � companions of period �� 
 � ���	�

This periodic orbit is more concentrated that its previous S��
���� companion

since it is minimizing
 and it is nearer the cantorus�
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b� K� � K� � ��
�	

i ri 
 R� R�

� ������� ������������� �������������� ��������������
� �
������� �����������
� ������
����� �����������
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�����
 ��
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�������� ��������
����
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���
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�
�� ������������ ������������� ������
�����
� �������
��
��
�� �����
������ �����������

 ������������
� ��������������
�� �
������������
��� ������������ ������������� �������������
�
�� �
���������������� ������

������ �������������� ��������
����
�� ����
����������
�� ������������
� ������������� ��������������

Next two periodic orbits are S��
�����symmetric� They are far of the break�
down of the tori and approximate the cantorus� The transition of two S��
�����
periodic orbits is shown in the next page� Compare the results�
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K� � ���

K� � ���
��
�����


	

�
���

S������	�
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���



S������	�

 � ���	

 � ����

 � �����	

 � ����	
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c� K� � ����� K� � ���

We have obtained the next results� Note that the behaviour of the second
residue is di&erent to the previous two examples�

i ri 
 R� R�

� ������� ������������� ��
��������� ����
�������
� �
������� �����
������� ������������� �������
�
�
�
� ��������� ����
��������
 �����
�����
 ��������������
 ��
������� ����������
�� ����
�������� ��������
�
���

 ������������ � � �
� ������������ ������
������ ������������� ������
����

� ������������� �������
�
�� ������������� ��������������
�� ������������ ���������
�� ����������
��� �����
�������
�� �����
������ ������������� �����
�
�����
 ����������
����
�� �
������������
��� ������������ ���������

 ������������
�
�� �
���������������� ��������
����� �����
�

��� �������������
�� ����
����������
�� �������
�
�
�� ������
������ ����������
��� ��	

Notice that the value corresponding to period ��� has not been found� The
problem is that the corresponding orbit is not minimizing for  � �� Notice
also that this number is the worst of the convergents of the list�

The S��
�����periodic orbits of periods ����� and ����� for a value  � ������
are shown in the next �gure�

K� � ����
K� � ����

�����������	
��
��


S������	�
��
�����


	

�
���

S������	�

 � ���	

Where are the ���� points that we have added to the �rst �gure to obtain the second one�

The transition is given in the next page using S��
�����periodic orbits�
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Next orbits have period ���� and  is very far of the breakdown�

K� � ����
K� � ����

���������	
����


S������	�
���������	

����

S������	�

 � �����	

 � ����

 � ����	

We also glimpse �� holes� Next �gure shows the S��
�����periodic orbit of
period ����
 and the four periodic orbits of period ��
 for  � ������ In this
case
 these orbits of period �� are elliptic�hyperbolic�
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The S������	�periodic orbit of period ���� and his � companions of period �� 
 � ����	�

�� The golden vector

We have consider the golden vector 
 � ��� ���
 and the �rst case considered for
our quadratic pair�

	 K� � ���� K� � ���
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Next �gure shows the relation between the error in the estimation of the
critical value and the corresponding convergent�
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x � i� y � log�� eri

Two orbits of periods ����� and ����� for a value  � ����
 greater than
the critical value
 have the next appearance�
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The transition in the breakdown of the torus is shown in the next page with
orbits of period ���� and ������
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Next �gure shows an orbit of period ������ and a magni�cation of its center�
We have chosen  � �����
 one of the values of the previous table�

K� � ���
K� � ���

����
��������	
�����


S������	� in ��� ��� ��� ��
����
��������	

�����

S������	� in ����� ����� ����� ����

 � ����	

Remark

Notice that this torus breaks later that the torus corresponding
to the quadratic pair" The simple idea that good cubic vectors
are more robust than quadratic ones seems to be quite natural�
However
 Bollt and Meiss ���� observed
 for the �D semi�standard
map �which is complex�
 that a torus with a quadratic rotation
vector ��� �� is more robust than a torus with the spiral mean vector
����� ����� On one hand
 ��� �� is given by the golden mean � and
� � ���

p
�������

p
�� is one real root of ���� �� �� � �� On the

other hand
 the spiral mean is the golden vector for the Kim�Ostlund
tree
 and � is the real root of �� � � � � � �� �

�



Appendix D

Applications to symplectic

skew�products

As we know� the time�� �ow of a ��periodic Hamiltonian is a model of symplec�
tomorphism� An example is given by the Newton�s equation

 x � f�x� t��

where the force is ��periodic and the variable x is d�dimensional� Suppose that
we perturb quasi�periodically our system� and the equation of the motion is

 x � f�x� t� �t��

where f � f�x� t� �� is ��periodic in t and �� and � is an irrational number� We
can unfold the equation on the extended phase space R�d � R as

��
�

!x � y
!y � f�x� t� ��
!� � �

�

Then� the time�� �ow is like
�
�

x
y
�

�
A ��

�
�

"x�x� y� ��
"y�x� y� ��
� � �

�
A �

and the �rst two variables behave symplectically� It is a model of symplectic skew

product�

We are going to extend to these kind of systems the results already obtained for
exact symplectomorphisms� We shall give the results without proofs� and� for the
sake of simplicity� we shall work on the standard symplectic manifold �or in the
annulus��

D	� Symplectic skew�products

D���� De�nitions

We shall consider the standard symplectic structure in Rd�Rd 
 endowed with the space�
momentum coordinates �x� y�� We extend our phase space by adding new variables

��
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� � Rp � Then
 our extended phase space will be R�d�p � The � variables will behave as
temporal coordinates�

A symplectic skew	product on R�d over Rp is a di&eomorphism F � R�d�p � R�d�p

given by �
 x

y
�

�
A ��

�
 f�x� y� ��

g�x� y� ��

���

�
A �

where each di&eomorphism F� � �f�� g��
 with f� � f��� �� �� and g� � g��� �� ���
 is
symplectomorphic� It is a coupled family of ��parametric symplectic maps� It is a model
of non�autonomous discrete mechanical system
 and in order to known the trajectory
of a point �x� y� we also must know the initial time ��

In such a case
 there exists a function S � R�d�p � R satisfying the exactness
equations �����

����

�S

�x
�x� y� �� � g�x� y� ���

�f

�x
�x� y� ��� y�

�S

�y
�x� y� �� � g�x� y� ���

�f

�y
�x� y� ��

�

It is the primitive function of our skew�product and it is de�ned up to additive ��
functions� Of course
 S� � S��� �� �� is the primitive function of F��

We shall say that F is monotone i& each F� is monotone� Analogously
 we can de�ne
monotone positiveness�

D���� Variational principles

Let F � R�d�p � R�d�p be a symplectic skew�product
 being S its primitive function� In
order to look for the �xed points of F we can look for the critical points of S restricted
to the vertically transformed set

K � f�x� y� �� � R�d � Rp j f�x� y� �� � x� 
��� � �g

We can also de�ne variational principles for the orbits� Then
 if F is monotone

we get that the extremal character of a segment of orbit of length n beginning at
�x�� y�� ��� � �x� y� �� is given by the Hessian matrix

H��n �

�
BBBBB

-A�
-B�

-B�
�

-A�
-B�

� � � � � � � � �
-B�
n�� -An�� -Bn��

-B�
n�� -An��

�
CCCCCA �

where the matrices -As and -Bs are given by

-Ai � Di��B��
i�� �B��

i Ai
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and

-Bi � �B��
i �

In this case
 the coe+cients of the matrix depend not only on the space�momentum
coordinates
 but also on the temporal coordinates
 that is
 on the iteration number
itself� We can use the MMS iteration in order to know if our segment is minimizing

that is
 if the matrix is de�nite positive�
Remark

This method is similar to that used by Mather in ����
 where he extended
several properties of twist maps of the annulus to �nite compositions of
twists maps� �

D���� Extended Lagrangian graphs

The extended Lagrangian graph on R�d�p generated by the function l � R�d�p � R is
given by

y � rxl�x� ���

It is family of Lagrangian graphs on R�d 
 parametrized by ��
Our graph is invariant for a certain symplectic skew�product F i& �x � Rd � � � Rp

g�x�rxl�x� ��� �� � rx�f�x�rxl�x� ��� ��� 
�����

Then
 we de�ne a function -0 on our extended phase space by

-0�x� y� �� � S�x� y� ��� �l�f�x� y� ��� 
����� l�x� ����

We obtain that this function restricted to our graph depends only on �
 because the
partial derivatives of -0 respect to x� y vanish on the graph�

In particular
 �xed an extended �ber by �x� ��
 then -0�x� �� �� has a critical point in
y � rxl�x� ��� If it is a minimum
 and this condition is satis�ed for all the extended
�bers
 we shall say that our graph is minimizing� We also obtain that the orbits on a
minimizing graph are minimizing�
Remark

We can extend symplectically the extended phase space by adding conjugate
variables to �
 I� If we have a symplectic skew�product F 
 we can extend
it to this big extended phase space
 by taking $F � R�d � R�p � R�d � R�p

de�ned as �
BB

x
y
�
I

�
CCA ��

�
BB

f�x� y� ��
g�x� y� ��

���

D
�����I

�
CCA �
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$F is not symplectic
 but it is volume�preserving� It is a skew�product of two
symplectomorphisms�

Moreover
 an extended Lagrangian graph y � rxl�x� �� can be also extended
by adding I � r�l�x� ��
 but this kind of extension does not necessarily
preserve the invariance condition� If we extend our graph adding I � �
 then
it will be invariant for the extension
 but it is not necessarily a Lagrangian
graph� �

D	
 Converse KAM theory

In this section our extended phase space will be Td � Rd � Tp
 endowed with the
coordinates �x� y� ��� Let F � Td � Rd � Tp � Td � Rd � Tp be a symplectic skew�
product
 where the dynamics on the time�periodic components � is given by an ergodic
translation by a vector 
 � Tp� We shall consider its lift *F � Rd�Rd�Rp � Rd�Rd�Rp 

whose primitive function is S � R�d�p � R�

Let � � Td � Tp � Rd be a di&erentiable map
 whose graph L� is an F �invariant
extended Lagrangian torus� Thus
 we can write

��x� �� � a��� �rxl�x� ���

where a � Td � Rd is the average function and l � Td � Tp � R� So
 the generating
function �on R�d � Tp� of the graph is

L�x� �� � a���x � l�x� ���

The dynamics on the �d � p��torus is like �x� �� � � $f�x� ��� � � 
�
 that is to say

$f�x� �� � f�x� ��x� ��� ��� We shall suppose that our torus is monotone�

D���� A non�existence criterion of invariant tori

Similarly to the results in Appendix B
 we can prove that a monotone positive invariant
extended Lagrangian torus is minimizing and
 then
 its orbits are minimizing� This also
provides a non�existence criterion�

if the orbit by �x� y� �� � Td�Rd �Tp yields on a monotone positive region

and has a segment which does not have non�degenerate minimal action then
it does not lie on any invariant extended Lagrangian graph included into
such a region�

On one side
 we can study the points on the extended phase space in order to
check if it is possible that a Lagrangian invariant torus pass through them
 following
Appendix B� On the other side
 we can wonder if a certain torus can exist
 as in
Appendix C� That is
 we can ask ourselves if a torus whose dynamics is given by a
diophantine rotation -
 � �
�� 
� can exists�
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D���� An example� the rotating standard map

A generalized rotating standard	like map on Td�Rd �Tp of potentials V � Td�Tp � R

and W � Rd � Tp � R and rotation vector 
 � Rp is given by��
�

y� � y �rV �x� ��
x� � x�rW �y�� �� �mod ��
�� � � � 
 �mod ��

�

It is not only an exact symplectic skew�product
 but also it is an exact volume preserving
map �the volume is given by the product of the two standard volumes�  � dy�dx�d� �
d�y dx � d���� If W �y� �� � �

�
y� we obtain a rotating standard	like map
 and it is

monotone ��d�� For the rest of the section
 we shall consider d � p � ��
The potential of the rotating standard map ���
 ��� is the ��parameter function

V �x� �� �
��
��	��

cos��	x��K �  cos��	����

For  � �
 it is decomposed in the product of a standard map and a rotation�
The extended Lagrangian graphs are surfaces that divide the extended phase space

in two connected components� We are interested in the existence of such invariant tori�
First of all
 we shall apply the �rst step in variational criterion� Like in Appendix B

we shall choose the slice fx � �
 � � �g� Since

-A�x� y� �� � �� V ���x� ��

� �� cos��	x��K �  cos��	���

then

-A��� y� �� � �� �K � ��

Hence
 we obtain that

there are no invariant extended Lagrangian graphs �tori� if K �  � ��
Notice that this bound does not depend on 
� We can also apply the MMS iteration
to the points of a ��dimensional slice � � ���

Fix now an irrational rotation vector -
 � �
�� 
� �
 already �xed� and a small
enough K
 such that the corresponding invariant torus exist for  � �� We shall apply
the variational Greene method in order to detect which is the critical value � when
the torus breaks down� As our map has not periodic orbits
 we shall use almost periodic
orbits with nearby rotation vectors� That is
 we shall construct a sequence of rationals

converging to 
�
 say
�
pi
ni

�
i

 and for each i we shall continue with respect to  a point

�x� y� ��� satisfying

F ni
 �x� y� ��� � �x� pi� y� �� � ni
��

For  � ri the segment stop being minimizing� In the tables of results we shall also
show the )residues	 of the critical orbits
 and they seem to tend to ��
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In order to avoid unpleasant accumulations in our rational approximations
 we must
obtain good sequences of rational vectors approximating the pair �
�� 
�
 and then
choose the corresponding components� We shall use the Jacobi�Perron algorithm�

We have also used the symmetries of our rotating standard map� For each a� b �
f�� �g and �� � T� we de�ne the axis

Sa�b���� � f�x � �

�
�ay � b�� ��� j y � Rg�

We have used the symmetry axis S
�������
 and we have distributed the points of the
almost periodic orbits symmetrically respect to that axis
 in order to detect the critical
value of the breakdown� Before this
 we have continued some periodic orbits in order to
know how is the breakdown� Their projections onto the zero�section are also displayed�
Remarks

i� As far as I know
 the rotating standard map was introduced by Artuso
 Casati and
Shepelyansky in ����
 where properties of the map and existence of tori were also
investigated� This example was also studied by Tompaidis ����
 by considering the
residues of periodic orbits
 that is
 with a method nearer to the Greene	s method�
He should approximate also the rotation 
 by rationals� Although in the next
examples we have used almost periodic points
 we have also used a )Tompaidis
variational method	� The results are similar�

ii� The existence of codimension�� invariant tori for small values of the parameters
K and  is given by some Herman	s theorems about translated tori ������ As a
particular case
 he considered the cylinder Bd � Td�R
 endowed with coordinates
�x�� � � � � xd� y� and volume form  � d�ydx�� � � ��dxd�� He assured that an exact
volume preserving di&eomorphism F close enough to another one F� satisfying
F��x� �� � �x��� ��
 being � a Diophantine vector
 has many rotational invariant
tori which
 moreover
 are graphs�

�
Examples

�� K � �
 -
 � �
�� 
� � ��� ��
��

i ri 
 R

�� ��
��
�� ���
���
���
�� ������������
�� �
������ ���
���������� ��������������
�� �����
� ���
���������� ����
���������
� �
������ ���
�������


 ������������
�
 ���������� ����

����� �������������
�� ����������� ������������ ������
�
���
�� ��������� �����
������ �������������
�� ���������� �����
������ �������������

The value of � estimated by Tompaidis was � � �������	� � �����
 by means
a periodic orbit of period ������ It seems too small�

The transition in the breakdown is shown in the next page with almost periodic
orbits of )periods	 ����� and ������
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K � � ���
����



S���
���
����

�
��


S���
���

 � ��	�	

 � ��	�

 � ��	�

 � ����
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If we continue the almost periodic orbit of period ����� until the value  � ���
we obtain the next �gure�

A S���
�� almost periodic orbit of period ��	�� 
 � ����

The number of )holes	 in the picture is �� But � does not appear in the list
of convergents" Do not worry
 � is a good denominator
 in the sense that the
corresponding best rational vector
 r � ���� �����
 has good reduced error and
Roth exponent� ��r� -
� � ������� ���� and ��r� -
� � ��������

�� K � ���
 -
 � �
�� 
� � ��� ��
��

i ri 
 R

�� ��
��
�� ������
�
��
�� ����������
�� �
������ �������
����� �������
������
�� �����
� ���
��������� ������������
� �
������ ����������
� �������
�����
�
 ���������� ���
����
���� ��������������
�� ����������� ����
��
��� �������������
�� ��������� ���������
� ��������������

The value of � estimated by Tompaidis was � � �������	� � �����
 by means
a periodic orbit of period ������ It seems too big�

The breakdown is shown in the next page with almost periodic orbits of )periods	
����� and �����
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In the previous pictures we have taken  � ���
 quite far of the breakdown of the
golden torus� They show
 for �� � ��

�
�
�

	 the dynamics
 taking points on � � �� and projecting their orbits on such a
slice#

	 the extremal character of the orbits of the �ber � � ��#

	 the corresponding minimizing orbits�

It seems that the golden torus is not so robust
 because there are many minimizing
orbits� Compare also the number of minimizing bands in the two pictures� Inside
these bands can be the sections of invariant tori with the slices� Recall that these
tori bound the motion of the points�

�
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Appendix E

Towards a geometrical explanation

of the breakdown

It is expected that the reasons for the breakdown of invariant tori are related to
geometrical obstructions that can be seen as a generalization of the results given
by Olvera and Sim�o 	���� In the case of area preserving maps� they performed
a method to determine the critical value of breakdown of a certain invariant
curve� based in the computation of heteroclinic connections of nearby hyperbolic
periodic orbits� In higher dimensions� these geometrical obstructions must be
given by codimension�� invariant manifolds� as center�stable and center�unstable
manifolds of nearby elliptic�hyperbolic periodic orbits �with only a hyperbolic
plane��

Moreover� while heteroclinic connections of periodic hyperbolic orbits in area
preserving maps have been useful in order to bound resonance zones which are
useful in order to explain transport 	
�� in higher dimensions these �bags� should
be bounded by pieces of center�stable and center�unstable manifolds of elliptic�
hyperbolic periodic orbits� Generally speaking� the codimension�� invariant man�
ifolds are the skeleton of the dynamical system�

In order to show the importance of these manifolds in higher dimensional symplec�
tic maps� in this chapter we have performed an easier example� We shall consider
several aspects related with the global and local behaviour of a �D symplectic
map� the Froeschl�e map� In fact� we shall study a neighborhood of the ��� �� res�
onance� that is� the resonance zone associated to the origin� which is an elliptic
�xed point �for small enough values of the parameters�� We shall see that this
zone is bounded by the center�stable and center�unstable manifolds associated to
the two ��� �� elliptic�hyperbolic �xed points�

As all of this is hard to see in �D� we shall restrict our attention on the points of
the zero�section fy � �g� In order to �see� the resonance zone we shall consider
two properties of the points of our phase space� their rate of escape and their
extremal character� Before this� we shall intersect the center�stable and center�
unstable manifolds of the two elliptic�hyperbolic �xed points �on fy � �g� with
such a slice�

���
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E	� Escape�time and extremal character

E���� The escape�time algorithm

The escape	time algorithm is used to draw beautiful pictures like the Mandelbrot	s set
or Newtonians fractals ����� Here
 we apply this algorithm to know what points turn
some of its angular coordinates �not turn on the totally elliptic point�� We say that an
orbit by a point �x� y� is non	rotating i&

jj	x�F n�x� y��� xjj� � �� �n � N

�i�e�
 any of the angular coordinates have gone around to the corresponding S���

In order to simplify we shall consider the section of such set with the torus fy �
�g� We have drawn pictures sized ��� � ��� pixels �the unit�square ���

�
� �
�
� � ���

�
� �
�
�

representing the torus�
 choosing N � ����� and following the next steps �for each
pixel��

�� we transform the pixel to a point of the unit�square#

�� we apply the lift of Froeschl�e map to the point for N times �maximum�#

�� if for some iteration n
 some of the angular coordinates have gone around once

we draw the corresponding pixel with a grey colour �the smaller n
 the darker is
the colour�#

�� if at the end of iterations the point has not round
 we draw the pixel with white
colour�

The �gure appears at the end of this chapter� Although all the points around the
center of the box
 which correspond to the elliptic �xed point
 seem do not escape

in fact they escape in an exponentially long time
 due to the phenomenon known as
Arnold di
usion and the theory of Nekhoroshev�

E���� Extremal character in polar coordinates

The second picture that we have made shows the extremal character of the points
belonging to the zero�section� This extremal character has been computed with respect
to the symplectic polar coordinates with respect to the origin�

In such coordinates
 our symplectomorphism is not monotone positive� In fact
 there
is a monotone positive region and a monotone unde�nite region� This behaviour appear
in the �gure� The grid is also ���� ���
 and we have iterated the points �� times�
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E	
 Calculus of center�stable and center�unstable

manifolds of an EH �xed point

E���� Computation via power series

Given an elliptic�hyperbolic �xed point �that we suppose the origin�
 we can write our
di&eomorphism as �

BB
x��
x��
y��
y��

�
CCA �

�
BB

a � b �
� � � �
�b � a �
� � � ���

�
CCA
�
BB

x�
x�
y�
y�

�
CCA� � � � �

where a� � b� � � and j�j � �� � 
� �� Moreover
 we can do
 if necessary
 symplectic
lineal change of variables �in order to preserve the symplectic structure�
 viaWilliamson
normal form ������

Then
 the �local� center manifold Wc
loc is given by the graph of������

�����

x� � ��x�� y�� �
X
k	�

�k�x�� y��

y� � ��x�� y�� �
X
k	�

�k�x�� y��

�

where subscripts denote the degree of the homogeneous terms of the series� The equa�
tions that we have to solve �k � � are like�

�k�ax � by��bx � ay�� � �k�x� y� � rk�x� y�
�k�ax� by��bx � ay�� ����k�x� y� � sk�x� y�

On the other side
 the �local� center�stable manifold Wcs
loc �and
 similarly
 Wcu

loc� is
given by

y� � /�x�� x�� y�� �
X
k	�

/k�x�� x�� y��

and the equations are
 �k � �

/k�ax � by� �v��bx� ay�� ���/k�x� v� y� � Lk�x� v� y�

If we write

/k�x� v� y� �
kX

m��

m�x� y�v
k�m� Lk�x� v� y� �

kX
m��

lm�x� y�v
k�m

then
 �m � �� k

m�ax � by��bx � ay�� �k�m��m�x� y� � �k�mlm�x� y�

All these homological equations are
 then
 of the same type�
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E���� Calculus of the sections with the torus fy � �g

Let be�

	 zf 
 the EH �xed point
 and M � DF �zf�#

	 V 
 the matrix of the change of base �to reduce L to normal form�#

	 �
 the new variables� � � V ���z � zf �#

	 �� � ����� ��� ���
 the local parametrization of the center�stable manifold Wcs�zf �
�at the new coordinates�
 calculated until certain order�

Fixed a small enough R
 we shall accept that if kzk� � R and � � V ���z � zf �
veri�es �� � ����� ��� ���
 then z � Wcs�zf �� It is very important to have calculated �
till high order �because the expansion of a center�stable manifold through the center
directions is hard
 because its points go around the �xed point��

So
 the equation we have to solve is �for a certain k � N��

	��V
��F k�x�� x�� �� ��

T � zf �� ��	������V
��F k�x�� x�� �� ��

T � zf �� � �

with the condition kF k�x�� x�� �� ��k� � R� Obviously
 the solution of this equation is a
curve
 and we can �nd di&erent patches of it by continuation and varying k�

Of course
 we can do the same with Wcu�zf�
 but then �k � N � In our example

this is not necessary
 due to the symmetries of the Froechl�e map�

E	� Pictures at an exhibition

Let zeh � ��� �
�
� �� ��� zeh � ��

�
� �� �� �� be the two elliptic�hyperbolic �xed points of the

Froeschl�e map
 and T�
� the torus fy � �g�represented by the square ���

�
� �
�
�� ���

�
� �
�
���

We have chosen the parameters K� � ���
 K� � ���
  � ���� The four pictures are�

	 Levels of escape�time with N � ������ The grey color is chosen using a logarith�
mic scale
 that is g � log n

logN
� ��� ���

	 Extremal character with respect to symplectic polar coordinates
 after �� itera�
tions�

	 Di&erent sections of Wcs�zeh� with T
�
��

	 Di&erent sections of Wcs�zhe� with T
�
��

Compare the pictures"
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As we see
 the resonance zone associated to the elliptic �xed point seems to be
bounded by pieces of center�stable and center�unstable manifolds of its elliptic�hyperbolic
companions� These manifolds have really many folds
 and we think they arrive to the
elliptic �xed point �after a very long time�� A similar picture of the resonance zone
using escape�times appear in ����
 but they did not explain its shape in terms of these
manifolds�

On the other side
 the monotone positive invariant tori surrounding the origin
 if
they exist
 seem to accumulate around a curve� We recall that the invariant tori intersect
the zero�section in a point
 generically�
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Appendix F

Normal forms

Here� we show the necessary steps in order to simplify the dynamics around an
exact Lagrangian invariant manifold of an exact symplectomorphism� The �rst
step is to transport the invariant manifold to the zero�section of its cotangent
bundle� but this is possible thanks to Weinstein�s theorems 	�
� ���� In the case
that our symplectic manifold is a cotangent bundle and our invariant manifold is
a graph this can be easily done by means of a �berwise translation� The second
one� if the dynamics on the invariant manifold is conjugated to an easier one� we
can get it via the lift of the corresponding conjugation� The rest of steps try to
kill the �vertical� jet of the symplectomorphism� that is to say� the dependence on
the y�variables� Generally� this is not possible�

We shall apply our method in order to obtain the already known normal forms
for invariant tori and for hyperbolic points �cf� 	��� ����

F	� Set up

F���� Step �� Simpli�cation of the dynamics on the zero�

section

Suppose we have an exact symplectomorphism F � T �M � T �M 
 with pf�F � � S and
F �invariant zero�section� F �z � z�q�F �z� We suppose that the dynamics on the base
space
 q�F �z is conjugated �via �� to the di&eomorphism � �M �M � We can perform
an exact symplectic change of variables such that the dynamics on the base space be ��

Since

q�F �z � ��������

we must just de�ne

$F � -����F �-��

where -� is the lift of � to T �M �and ��q � q�-��� Then�

	 pf� $F � � pf�F ��-�


���
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	 the zero�section is $F �invariant
 and its dynamics is given by �� As a matter of
fact


$F �z � -����F �-��z � -����F �z��

� -����z�q�F �z�� � z��������������

� z���

F���� Step k� Elimination of the k�terms

In order to make easier the problem
 we now assume that our manifold Md is paral�
lelizable
 i�e�
 T �M �M � Rd �for instance
 M � Rd or M � Td��

Suppose that we have done k � � steps of normal form and that our exact sym�
plectomorphism is Fk�� � T �M � T �M � As the the zero�section is �xed
 being the
di&eomorphism � �M �M its dynamics
 our primitive function is

-Sk���x� y� � Nk���x� y� �R�k���x� y��

where

Nk���x� y� �
X

�ik��
Ni�x� y�

and

R�k���x� y� �
X
i	k

Ri�x� y��

Each function Ni�x� y� is y�homogeneous of degree i� The same for the functions
Ri�x� y�� Then
 we also shall write

Ni�x� y� �
X
jnj�i

�n�x�y
n

and

Ri�x� y� �
X
jnj�i

�n�x�y
n�

Nk�� corresponds to the terms that we have not able to eliminate
 and it is the normal
form until degree k � �� R�k�� is the corresponding residue�

In order to eliminate all the terms of order k in -Sk��
 we want to �nd an exact
symplectomorphism Gk
 with primitive function

-Tk�x� y� �
X
i	k

Ti�x� y��

and leaving all the points of the zero�section �xed� We keep the notation by y�
homogeneous degrees� Ti�x� y� �

P
jnj�i �n�x�y

n� We shall look for this di&eomorphism
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as the time�� �ow of a Hamiltonian -Hk � Hk�x� y�
 which is y�homogeneous of degree
k� Hence
 we can compute Gk and G��

k by the Lie series method� The relationship

between Hk and -Tk is given by

-Tk �
X
m	�

�m�H�

m"
�

and
 in particular

Tk�x� y� � ��Hk��x� y�

� �k � ��Hk�x� y��

The new symplectomorphism is -Fk � G��
k

� -Fk���Gk
 whose primitive function is -Sk�

-Sk�x� y� � pf�Fk� � pf�G��
k

�Fk���Gk� � -Sk���Gk � -Tk � -Tk�G
��
k

�Fk���Gk

� Nk���x� y� �Rk�x� y� � � � ��

Tk�x� y� � � � ��
Tk���x��D��x�

��y� � � � �

� Nk���x� y� �Rk�x� y� � Tk�x� y�� Tk���x��D��x�
��y� � � � � �

where '� � �( means terms with y�degree greater that k� Then
 the homological equation
that we must solve is�

Tk���x��D��x�
��y�� Tk�x� y� � Rk�x� y��

If we know how to solve these equation
 we obtain the main terms of -Tk�
So
 we have a linear operator on the space of y�homogeneous functions of degree k

Fk
 given by

L�Tk�x� y� � Tk���x��D��x�
��y�� Tk�x� y��

Of course
 we can de�ne this operator on the graded algebra
L�

k��Fk� Formally speak�
ing
 this space is the space of all the functions
 F �

Then
 we must solve equations as

L�Tk � Rk�

but it is not always possible� For instance
 if we have the splitting

F � kerL� � L��F�
�i�e�
 L� is an isomorphism on its image L��F��
 then Rk can be written as

Rk � Nk � Lk�

and we can only solve L�Tk � Lk
 being Nk the remainder
�� So
 the normal form until

degree k is Nk
 which belongs to kerL�� The new primitive function is

-Sk�x� y� � Nk � -R�k�

�In fact	 we do not need that the sum be direct	 but in such a case we can obtain dierent normal
forms�
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F	
 On a neighborhood of an invariant torus

If we are working on Td � Rd �or in its covering space�
 then the functions are ��
periodic in their x�variables� If the dynamics on the zero�section is a shift by 

 then
the homological equations that we have to solve are like

Tk�x � 
� y�� Tk�x� y� � Rk�x� y��

That is to say
 the operator that we must consider is

L�Tk�x� y� � Tk�x� 
� y�� Tk�x� y�

�
X
jnj�k

��n�x� 
�� �n�x��y
n�

It is decomposed in )smaller	 ones� l���x� � ��x � 
� � ��x�� l� acts on the space of
functions de�ned on the d�torus� F�Td�� If 
 is a Diophantine vector � 
 then we can
eliminate all the terms except the constants in x � because F�Td� � ker l�� l��F�Td��

being ker l� the space of constant functions and l��F�Td�� the space of null average
functions �see ��
 ��� So
 the normal form until degree k is

Nk�y� �
X

�jnjk
�ny

n�

where the �n are constants�
Hence
 if we apply the results of Section ���
 we get that the normal form until

degree k is ��
�

f�x� y� � 
 � x�  k���y� �O�yk�

g�x� y� � y�I �O�yk��
�

where

 k���y� �
kX
i��

�

i� �ryNi�y�

� ryHk�y��

That is to say
  k�� is the gradient of a certain polynomial of degree k and order �
 Hk

and ��Hk� � Nk� This is the Birkho
�s normal form�

�That is to say	 there exists C � � and � 
 � such that

jq 	 � � nj 
 C�jjqjj�
�
�q � Zd��n � Z	

�Not only formally	 but also analytically�
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Remarks

i� Note that the normal form until order k �eliminating the terms of the remainder� is
interpolated by the time�� �ow of the time�independent Hamiltonian 
 �y�Hk�y��
This Hamiltonian is integrable� This is equivalent to construct d approximate
integrals of F in a small neighborhood of the invariant manifold ���
 ����

ii� This kind of normal form has been useful in order to obtain partial justi�cations
of Greene	s criterion �see ���
 ��� for the case d � � and ���� in higher dimensions��

�

F	� On a neighborhood of a hyperbolic point

Suppose that we have a symplectomorphism in a neighborhood of the origin of Rd�Rd �
As we know
 the stable and the unstable manifolds are exact Lagrangian� Anyway
 we
shall work in a neighborhood of the origin�

	 We can put one of them �or a piece of them�
 for instance
 the unstable
 on
Rd � f�g�

	 Suppose that the linear part can be diagonalized� / � diag��� � � � � d� is the
diagonal matrix of unstables eigenvalues �jij � �� �i � � � d�� By a Poincar�e	s
theorem
 we can get that the dynamics on the unstable manifold be $x � /x

provided the next non resonance condition be satis�ed �� �jnj � � i 
� n�

Then
 the homological equation of order k is

Tk�/x�/
��y�� Tk�x� y� � Rk�x� y��

If we expand these functions in powers of y
 the equations areX
jnj�k

��n�n�x�� �n�x��y
n �

X
jnj�k

�n�x�y
n�

and we get the set of operators

l�n�n�x� � �n�n�x�� �n�x�

Expanding �n�x� �
X
m�Nd

�n�mx
m and �n�x� �

X
m�Nd

�n�mx
m
 we obtain that

�nm�n�m � �n�m � �n�m�

that is to say

�n�m �
�n�m

m�n � � �
�We use multi�index notation	 and 
n means 
n�

�
	 	 	 
nd

d
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In fact
 this is not possible if the denominator vanishes
 for instance if m � n� If this is
the only case when the denominator vanishes
 we shall say that  satis�es a strong non
resonance condition� In such a case
 the formal normal form has a primitive function

N�x� y� �
X
�jnj

�n�xy�
n

� P �xy��

�P �xy� means a function P �x�y�� � � � � xdyd�
 and we shall write zi � xiyi��
Then
 we can prove that our formal symplectomorphism is������

�����

f�x� y� � /�x�
X
jnj	�

fn�x��xy�
n�

g�x� y� � /��
X
jnj	�

gn�x��xy�
n

�

where the vector functions fn � �f
�
n� � � � f

d
n� and gn � �g

�
n� � � � � g

�
n� are given by

f jn�x� � �j
nx

ej

and

gjn�x� � �j
nx

�ej �

�If a subscript has not sense
 the corresponding coe+cient will be zero�� The constants
are given by the next recurrence �for the notations
 see Section �����

	 Step �� �i� j � �� d� ��
�

�j
ei
� �ij

�j
ei
� �� � �ij��ei�ej

�

	 Step k� �jnj � k� �j � �� d���
�

�j
n � 3

j
n

�j
n � �nj � ���

j
n � 0j

n

�

where

3j
n � nj�n �

X
i

X
u�v�n

�uj � �ij��
i
u�

i
v�ei �

0j
n � �nj � ���n�ej �

X
i

�iej�
i
n �

X
i

X
u� v � n
jvj 
� �

�uj � ���
i
u�ej

�i
v�x�
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and

�jn �
�

k

X
i

0i
n�ej�ei�

For instance
 if d � �
 the primitive function of the formal normal form is N�x� y� �
P �xy� and the symplectomorphism is given by�

$x � x � p�xy�
$y � y�p�xy�

�

where p��� � 
 P ��� � � and P ���� � �� The relation between p and P is given by

P ��z� � z
p��z�
p�z�

�where z � xy and � means the derivative respect to z�� As Moser proved ���� this
normal form is not only formal
 but also is analytic�

As we know
 this normal form is not only formal
 but also is analytic�

F	� On a neighborhood of a hyperbolic isotropic

torus

Suppose we have on Td� � Rd� � Rd� � Rd� 
 with coordinates �x�� x�� y�� y��
 an exact
symplectomorphism leaving the d��dimensional torus fx� � �� y� � �� y� � �g �xed�
We suppose that its dynamics is a shift by 
 � �
�� � � � � 
d�� � Rd� 
 and that it is
hyperbolic� We suppose that we can put the unstable manifold Wu�Td� � on the zero
section fy� � �� y� � �g and that the dynamics on it is decomposed in a shift by 
 and
an homothetic transformation by a diagonal matrix / � diag��� � � � � d����

$x� � x� � 

$x� � /x�

�

This is a reducibility hypothesis� Of course
 we suppose �i � �� d�� jij � ��
Under some non resonance conditions
 as 
 be a Diophantine vector and  be

strongly non resonant �see Section F���
 we can get a formal normal form with primitive
function

N�x�� x�� y�� y�� �
X
jn�j	�

�n��x�y��y
n�
� �

being ���z� of order � and �ei�z� of order �
 where z � �x��y
�
�� � � � � x

d�
� y

d�
� �� This is a

mixed situation of the two previous sections�
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Appendix G

Action forms� foliations and

variational principles

The philosophy underlying in the constructions that we have made is that the
geometry of the Hamiltonian mechanics is given by the Liouville form and the
standard foliation of the phase space �the cotangent bundle of a manifold�� This
have been useful in order to study Lagrangian graphs� which are transversal to
such a foliation�

If we are interesting in the study of other Lagrangian manifolds� other foliations
and action forms must be considered� There are some results about this subject
that we shall recall�

Finally� plans for future work about this subject are stated�

G	� Examples

For the sake of simplicity
 we shall work on the standard symplectic manifold Rd � Rd 

and we shall use the standard notations�

Let F be the symplectomorphism in R�d given by�
x� � f�x� y�
y� � g�x� y�

�

with S as primitive function�

G���� Changing the beginning and the ending

Lagrangian manifolds

Next example is essentially due to Tabacman ����
 where he used this kind of construc�
tion in order to prove the existence of heteroclinic connections�

Suppose we have two Lagrangian graphs Lb and Le
 given by the corresponding gen�
erating functions lb� le � R

d � R �it can be also de�ned in a certain open neighborhood
in Rd��

We want to seek the orbits connecting these two Lagrangian graphs �in Section ���
we considered orbits connecting two )horizontal	 Lagrangian manifolds�� That is
 given

���
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n � m � �
 we want to look for the orbits connecting them after n � m steps
 the
�n�m��sequences of R�d

�xm� ym�� �xm��� ym���� � � � �xn��� yn���

such that

	 ym � rlb�xm�

	 �i � m� n��� F �xi� yi� � �xi��� yi���


	 g�xn��� yn��� � rle�f�xn��� yn�����
These segments of orbit are extremal of the action

Sm�n�xm� ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �
n��X
i�m

S�xi� yi� � lb�x��� le�f�xn��� yn�����

restricted to the set of sequences satisfying

	 ym � rlb�xm�

	 �i � m� n��� f�xi� yi� � xi��


	 g�xn��� yn��� � rle�f�xn��� yn�����

G���� Changing the Lagrangian foliation

We are going to change the )orientation	 in our phase space
 and instead of to seek
orbits connecting two )vertical	 �bers we shall connect two )horizontal	 ones� That is to
say
 given two y�points ym�yn � Rd 
 where n � m � �
 we want to look for the orbits
connecting them after n�m steps
 i�e�
 the �n�m��sequences of R�d

�xm� ym�� �xm��� ym���� � � � �xn��� yn���

such that

	 ym � ym


	 �i � m� n��� F �xi� yi� � �xi��� yi���


	 g�xn��� yn��� � yn�

Instead of considering )horizontal	 chains we shall consider )vertical	 ones�

	 ym � ym


	 �i � m� n��� g�xi� yi� � yi��


	 g�xn��� yn��� � yn�
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Finally
 the action on such a set will be

-Sm�n�xm� ym� xm��� ym��� � � � � xn��� yn��� �
n��X
i�m

�S�xi� yi� � y�i xi � g�xi� yi�
�f�xi� yi�

�
n��X
i�m

�S�xi� yi� � y�i �xi � f�xi� yi���

The set of chains is a d�n�m����submanifold of R�d
n�m� 
 provided the rank of the
matrix �

BBBBB

Cm � �I
Cm�� Dm�� � �I

� � �
� � �

� � �

Cn�� Dn�� � �I
Cn�� Dn��

�
CCCCCA

is maximal �� n�m� in all the chains� For instance
 this transversality condition is
satis�ed when F is )vertically	 monotone
 that is to say
 if C�z� is regular for all the
points�

We obtain that�

	 The connecting orbits are critical chains of -Sm�n�

	 If F is )vertically	 monotone
 the critical chains of -Sm�n are connecting orbits of
F �

In particular
 if we look for �xed points
 we can consider the �xed action

-s�x� y� � S�x� y� � y��x� f�x� y��

restricted to the horizontally transformed set

-K � f�x� y� � R�d j g�x� y� � yg�

From a geometrical point of view
 the horizontal foliation is associated to the ��
form -� � �x dy
 which is also an action form for the symplectic form 
 � dy � dx�
The function -S�x� y� � S�x� y� � y�x � g�x� y��f�x� y� is the corresponding primitive
function
 that is
 F � -�� -� � d-S� The exactness equations relative to this action form
are� ������

�����

� -S

�x
�x� y� � �f�x� y�� �g

�x
�x� y�

� -S

�y
�x� y� � �f�x� y�� �g

�y
�x� y� � x�

�

Any ��form like �U � y dx � dU�x� y�
 being U � Rd � Rd � R a function
 is an
action form for our symplectic form 
 � dy � dx� In fact
 thanks to the topological
properties of Rd � Rd 
 all the action forms are constructed in this way� So
 to each
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function U � U�x� y� we can associate a primitive function SU � The relation between
SU and the original primitive function is

SU�x� y� � S�x� y�� U �F �x� y� � U�x� y��

In the previous example we have taken U�x� y� � x � y� If
 for instance
 y � rl�x�
is an invariant graph
 then we can take U�x� y� � l�x�
 and the resulting action form is
�l � �y �rl�x�� dx
 which vanish on such a graph and on vertical vectors� Moreover

the corresponding primitive function is

Sl�x� y� � S�x� y�� l�f�x� y�� � l�x��

It is the function -0 introduced in Section ���"

G	
 Lagrangian foliations

G���� Whatever we need

As we have seen
 the election of the action form determines the geometry of our phase
space �given by the action form and the corresponding Lagrangian foliation� and the
mechanics that we do on it �given by variational principles�� We recall that dynamics
is independent of such elections�

It seems that whatever we need in order to de�ne variational principles for the orbits
of a certain symplectomorphis is�

	 a Lagrangian foliation
 that is
 a foliation whose leaves are Lagrangian manifolds#

	 a Lagrangian manifold
 transversal to the Lagrangian foliation
 and which is the
basis of such foliation#

	 an associated ��form
 which vanish on the basis and acting on tangent vectors to
the foliation�

There are several theorems which relate these ingredients
 and generalize the canon�
ical exact symplectic geometry of the cotangent bundle� In fact
 they let us generalize
the results that we have obtained� A survey of results is given in ����� We have pick
out a few ones�

G���� Some Darboux�Weinstein�s theorems

The �rst ones are due to Weinstein ����
 and extend Darboux	s theorem�

Theorem G�� 

Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic manifold �N ��� of di	
mension �d� T �L be its cotangent bundle and �L its Liouville form� Then
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	 There exists a di
eomorphism � from an open neighborhood V of L in
M onto an open neighborhood ��V� of the image of the zero	section in
T �L which satis�es the following properties

�� the restriction �jL of � to L is the zero	section s� of T �L�
�� the di
eomorphism � is a symplectomorphism� i�e�� ��d�L � ��

	 If we are given a Lagrangian complement E of TL in the symplectic
vector bundle TLN � which is the restriction of TN to L� then

we may choose � such that� for every point x � L� Tx��Ex� �
V T�
x��T

�L��
	 If we assume that our manifold N is equipped with a Lagrangian fo	
liation� de�ned by a completely integrable Lagrangian subbundle E of
TN transverse to L� then

we may choose � such that it maps each leaf of the foliation
EjV into a �ber of T �L�

We remark that if our symplectic manifold is exact and our Lagrangian manifold is
also exact then the symplectomorphism � is also exact� Using lifts of di&eomorphisms
�see Section ������
 the next result was easily proven in �����

Corollary G�� 

Let �N����� and �N����� be symplectic manifolds of the same dimension�
L� and L� be Lagrangian submanifolds of N� and N�� respectively� such that
there exists a di
eomorphism � from L� onto L�� Then

There exists a di
eomorphism � from an open neighborhood U�
of L� in N� onto an open neighborhood U� of L� in N� which
satis�es

�jL� � �� ���� � ���

Next theorem by Guillemin and Sternberg ���� show us the relationship between
Lagrangian foliations and action forms�

Corollary G�
 

Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic manifold �N ���� and
E be a completely integrable Lagrangian subbundle of TM transverse to L�
Then� there exists an open neighborhood V of L in M upon which a unique
�	form � is de�ned which satis�es the following properties

�� d� � �jV�

�� EV � ker��
�� �jL � ��

The �	form � is said to be associated with L and E�
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Kostant
 Guillemin and Sternberg ���� have proven a converse of the previous result�
Independently
 Cohen ���� has proven a similar result�

Theorem G�
 

Let �N ��� be a symplectic manifold of dimension �d� and � be an action
form� We assume that the set of zeros of ��

L � fz � N j ��z� � �g�

is a submanifold of dimension d� Then L is Lagrangian� and there exists an
open neighborhood of L in N equipped with a Lagrangian foliation transverse
to L such that � is the �	form associated to L and with this foliation�

G	� Final discussion

As we have recalled in Section F��
 the Birkho& normal form until degree k of a dio�
phantine torus T for a symplectomorphism F of a certain symplectic manifold �N���

is given by �����

����
f�x� y� � 
 � x �

kX
i��

ryHi�y� �O�yk�

g�x� y� � y�I �O�yk��

�

where each Hi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i� Then
 the torsion of the
torus T is the quadratic form given by H� �or the symmetric matrix D

�H�� Its inertia
is independent of the way that we have moved our torus to its zero�section and the
steps in the normal form� Then
 we can say that our torus has degenerated
 positive

negative
 unde�nite or null torsion� This is an intrinsic characteristic of the torus�

Hence
 suppose our torus be positive� In a neighborhood of it we can write the
dynamics as in the normal form until degree �� In such coordinates
 the torus is mini�
mizing and the orbits on it are also minimizing� This is a local property� This extremal
character depends on the vertical Lagrangian foliation and the Liouville form
 which is
the associated action form� All of this around our zero�section� Finally
 if we go back
to our initial torus
 we obtain that it has a transversal Lagrangian foliation upon which
the orbits of the torus are minimizing with respect to the variational principles induced
by such a foliation� The problem is to choose this foliation�

For instance
 in the examples given in Section B���� relative to the quadratic stan�
dard map �similarly for the trigonometric standard map�
 the upper r�i�c� have positive
torsion
 and the lower ones have negative torsion� In the middle
 although the r�i�c� are
not graphs and they cross the non�monotone curve
 may be their torsions have a type�
May be only one has null torsion and it could be )the last	� It should be interesting
to adapt foliations to the folds of these curves
 and check the extremal character of
the orbits respect to these foliations� On the other side
 we could take pro�t that the
dynamical character of the orbits do not change by transformations of the phase space�
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So then
 we saw in the examples given in Appendix C
 that the elliptic periodic
orbits near the torus transformed to re�ection hyperbolic�elliptic periodic orbit when
the torus broke dowm� That is
 two eigenvalues
 which were on the unit circle
 collide in
the negative real axis and transformed into a re�ection hyperbolic pair
 giving a period
doubling bifurcation� Another possibility of collision is the called Krein crunch
 where
two pairs of elliptic eigenvalues collide and transform into a hyperbolic quadruplet�
Why this is not our case% We think that the reason is the following� As our torus
have positive torsion
 we can do the previous reduction� Periodic orbits are
 of course

�xed points of a power of F and the corresponding matrix B must be positive de�nite
if such orbits are near enough the torus
 and complex hyperbolic quadruplets are not
possible �Section ������� The relationship between extremal and dynamical character of
the orbits must be more deeply studied� We think they are also related with the kind
of breakdown
 that is
 with the kind of object which remains after such breakdown�

A more di+cult problem correspond to unde�nite or degenerated torsion� These
tori do no let to obtain a priori inequalities as in Section B�� and they produce more
complicated dynamics
 as Herman shown in ����� It should be interesting to test the
proportion of positive and negative eigenvalues that we obtain when we apply the MMS
iteration� For instance
 once we have done two steps in the normal form around our
torus
 we have ��

�
f�x� y� � 
 � x �By �O�y��

g�x� y� � y�I �O�y���
�

where the symmetric matrix B gives the torsion� Suppose it is non�degenerated� Then

the Hessian matrix associated to segments of orbit of length n over our torus has
constant entries are they are

H��n�� �

�
BBBBB

�B�� �B�� �
�B�� �B�� �B��

� � � � � � � � �

�B�� �B�� �B��

� �B�� �B��

�
CCCCCA �

The eigenvalues of such a matrix are �see Section ����

��H��n��� �
n�
j��

��� cj��
�
B��� �

where the cj are cosinus� Then
 the proportion of positive eigenvalues in the matrix
H��n�� is the same that in the matrix B �we can also use the MMS iteration�� Another
question is which are the bifurcations of periodic orbits associated to the breakdown of
these tori�

We think that it could be useful to experiment with di&erent dynamics around an
invariant Lagrangian torus� In Section ��� we show how to do this
 and in Chapter ��
we proved that the algorithm produces convergent expansions� In fact
 in this chapter
also �nd another algorithm
 getting a time�dependent Hamiltonian which produce such
dynamics� In both of cases
 an algebraic manipulator of Fourier�Taylor series is needed�
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Finally
 in order to study invariant Lagrangian manifolds with folds
 that is
 those
that are not graphs
 should be interesting to generate them with Morse families
 so called
phase functions� A phase function of a Lagrangian manifold de�ned into a cotangent
bundle is similar to a generating function
 but it contains additional parameters which
let the folds �see ��� or ���� for details�� Some results of this report can be extended
to this more general context
 but we have not found how to apply them�
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���
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Notes on Di�erential Geometry

We shall use the next standard notations and results of Di&erential Geometry �see
 for
instance
 ����� For the sake of simplicity
 all the objects �manifolds
 vector �elds
 forms

etc� will be C��
LetM be a manifold of dimension m�

	 X �M� is the set of vector �elds onM� A vector �eld X � X �M� is a section of
the tangent bundle TM�

	 X ��M� �  ��M� is the set of �	forms or Pfa�an forms on M� A ��form is a
section of the cotangent bundle T �M�

	  �M� �
Lm

k�� 
k�M� is the set of all exterior di
erential forms onM� A k	form

is an element of  k�M�
 and it is a section of the vector bundle of exterior k	forms
on the tangent space ofM
 /k�M� � /k�TM��

�� Vector �elds and forms

	 Vectors �elds act on functions by derivation�
X�f� � Df�X��

	 �Pull�forward�
������X � ����X�

	 �Pull�back�
������� � ������

�� Lie bracket

	 The Lie bracket of two vector �elds onM is de�ned by

�X� Y � �f� � X�Y �f��� Y �X�f���

Vector �elds onM with the Lie bracket form a Lie algebra# that is
 �X� Y �
is real bilinear
 skew symmetric
 and Jacobi	s identity holds�

��X� Y � � Z� � ��Z�X� � Y � � ��Y� Z� � X� � ��

	 For di&eomorphisms �
 ��
���X� Y � � ����X�� ���Y �� �

�� Exterior product

	 The set of forms on M
  �M�
 are a real associative algebra with � as
multiplication� Furthermore


� � � � ����kl� � �
for k and l�forms � and �
 respectively�

	 For maps �
 ��
���� � �� � ��� � ����
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�� Exterior derivative

	 For � a k�form we de�ne a �k � ���form d� by

d��X�� � � � � Xk� �
kX
i��

����iXi���X�� � � � � -Xi� � � � � Xk�� �

X
i�j

����i�j���Xi� Xj� � X�� � � � � -Xi� � � � � -Xj� � � � � Xk�

	 d is an antiderivation
 that is
 d is a real linear map on forms and
d�� � �� � d� � � � ����k� � d�

for � a k�form� Moreover�

dd� � ��

	 For a map ��
��d � d���

�� Poincar�e�s lemma

If d� � �
 then � is locally exact�

That is
 there exist a neighborhood about each point on which � � d��

�� Interior product

	 iX� is real bilinear in X
�� Also iX iX� � �
 and
iX� � � � iX� � � � ����k� � iX��

for � a k�form� So then
 �xed X
 iX is an antiderivation�

	 For a di&eomorphism ��

��iX� � i��X�
���

�� Lie derivative

	 For � a k�form and X a vectorial �eld
 LX� is a k�form given by

LX��X�� � � � � Xk� � X���X�� � � � � Xk���
kX
i��

��X�� � � � � �X�Xi� � � � � � Xk��

	 LX� is real bilinear in X
�
 and
LX� � � � LX� � � � � � LX��

Hence
 �xed X
 LX is a derivation�
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	 For a di&eomorphism ��

��LX� � L��X�
���

� Cartan�s formula

LX� � diX�� iXd��

�� The following identities hold�

LfX� � fLX� � df � iX��
L�X�Y � � � LXLY �� LY LX��

ifX� � f iX� � iXf��

i�X�Y � � � LX iY �� iY LX��
LXd� � dLX��

LX iX� � iXLX��
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Notes on symmetric matrices

As we shall use several properties of symmetric matrices
 and specially of positive
de�nite ones
 we shall recall some de�nitions �see ������

	 Eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix

All the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix are real
 and moreover
 it diagonalizes
via an orthogonal matrix� That is
 if A is a symmetric matrix
 there exist a
diagonal matrix / � diag��� � � � � d�
 given by the eigenvalues
 and a d�d matrix
U satisfying�

UAU� � /� U�U � Id�

The spectral radius is ��A� � maxi jij�
If all the eigenvalues of A are positive we say that A is positive de�nite
 and we
also de�ne ��A� � mini i�

	 Inertia� index and signature

� The inertia of A is the ordered triple

i�A� � �i��A�� i��A�� i��A��

of numbers of positive
 negative and zero eigenvalues of the matrix A
 re�
spectively
 all counting multiplicity�

� The rank of A is the number of non�zero eigenvalues�

r�A� � i��A� � i��A��

If the rank coincides with the dimension
 that is i��A� � �
 we shall say that
the matrix is non degenerated� Otherwise we shall say that it is degenerated�

� The signature of A is the di&erence

s�A� � i��A�� i��A��

� If i��A� � � we shall say that the matrix A is positive semide�nite
 and if

moreover
 i��A� � �
 we shall say that it is positive de�nite� If i��A� � �
we shall say that the matrix A is negative semide�nite
 and if
 moreover

i��A� � �
 we shall say that it is negative de�nite� Otherwise we shall say
that A is unde�nite�

� Finally
 the index of a non degenerated matrix A is the number of negative
eigenvalues�

	 The Loewner partial order

In the space of d� d real symmetric matrices
 we consider the next orders�

� A � B � v�Av � v�Bv� �v � Rd n f�g#



��� NOTES AND NOTATIONS

� A � B � v�Av � v�Bv� �v � Rd n f�g�
Meanwhile � is an order relation �the Loewner partial order�
 � does not means
� and 
�� So
 A � � means that A is positive de�nite
 and A � � means that A
is positive semide�nite�

	 Euclidean norm of a symmetric matrix

If we consider the Euclidean norm on Rd 
 jjvjj� �
qPd

i�� v
�
i 
 then the Euclidean

norm of a symmetric matrix is its spectral radius�

jjAjj� � sup
v 
��

jjAvjj�
jjvjj� � ��A��

	 Some formulae

� A � ��A�Id #

� B� � A � B� � ��A� � max���B��� ��B���#

� � � A� ��A�Id � A#

� � � A� � � A��#

� � � A � B � � � B�� � A���
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